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GUEST EDITORIAL BY THE LATE DR. BYANG KATO

NAIROBI ASSEMBLY LEAVES ITS MARKS IN AFRICA

The first mark the WCC Assembly leaves behind in Africa is the optimistic view of

man. From the play "Muntu”, which does not see Christianity or any other movement

so far as the solution to the African problem, to the highly idealistic
^

professional papers with little or no theological content, the key emphasis was

man himself solving his problems of hunger, pollution, war, oppression and so on.

Although the problem of sin did come in for mention towards the end of the^

Assembly, very little room was allowed for discussion on it, let alone God s
^

provision for sin. A participant said to me. "I have wondered whether I was in a

United Nations or a meeting of church people." Another African participant

remarked, "I am totally confused."

The Assembly left a further mark of demoralising any spiritually concerned

Christian. Very little spiritual emphasis was noted. Some Bible study groups

did have a good time. Where such was the case, the credit was due to the evangelicals

present there. I attended a session on "Spirituality" and found people searching

for union with nature and other aspects of the universe. Not a single reference

was made to the Scriptures during the time I was in this group, although some

evangelicals called the attention of the leadership to this neglect. The legacy

the Assembly left in Africa was a de-emphasised spiritual impact on our churches.

Over 300 million people in Africa are without Christ. The Assembly left Africa

with the impression that concern for the salvation of these many people was not

a priority. What should concern us is the 30 million blacks being discriminate

against by white racism in Africa. The challenge of evangelism was thus success

fully shelved, while the emphasis on dialogue with a view to establishing ^

happy world community free of religious tensions prevailed in the Assembly debate.

However, evangelical voices won the day when the syncretistic document on dialogue

was rejected and a more evangelical modification produced.

A further mark left behind in Africa is the ecumenical ship. The Assembly showed

that they could accommodate divergent views, submerge obvious divisions and ye

appear to be united.

Finally, I feel that the Assembly left behind a greater acceptance of “^rxist

presuppositions. Hardly any open condemnation _ of the Soviet was allowed to^

pass. South Africa was rightly condemned for its part in Angola, but

and Soviet support for the young war-torn republic were condoned.
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The final form of the Assembly documents were by and large radical than the

discussions. Some were even evangelical. But how many participants will go by

the documents? The Assembly left Africa spiritually weaker and more materially

motivated than we were before this event- We must wait and see the direction

the ecumenical movement takes.

BYANG H. KATO - A PERSONAL TRIBUTE by Bruce J. Nicholls

A week after I returned to New Delhi from Nairobi I received a cable that Byang

Kato had been drowned at Mombasa. In sorrow and bewilderment, I with many others

could not help asking why our Heavenly Father had permitted such a tragedy, as

it seemed that this was the hour when Africa needed him most. He was undoubtedly

the most outstanding evangelical theological leader in Africa today.

Byang was a skilled Biblical exegete, theologian and apologist, trained in his

native Nigeria, at the London Bible College (London University BD) , and at Dallas

Seminary, USA (STM, Th.D). An adapted version of his theses has just been

published in Africa under the title "Theological Pitfalls in Africa . He has

contributed to many international journals and magazines, and had two other books

in the making. Byang was a twentieth century prophet, somewhat in the school of

an earlier African, Tertullian, for while he identified with black Africa in its

cry for liberation against unjust oppression, he was fearless in his denunciation

of all liberal theology and philosophy that deviated from the authority of the

Bible as the Word of God.

We were together for the WCC Assembly at Nairobi. I grew to respect the clarity

of his understanding of the issues being debated. Within the limitations of his

status as an observer, he entered fearlessly into the debate, speaking in the

sectional meetings, participating with other evangelicals in an encounter with

the WCC Secretariat, responding to press and radio interviews, and defending his

evangelical conviction in TARGET, the daily Assembly newspaper.

Byang was also a preacher and a pastor. During the month I was with him at Nairobi,

he preached each Sunday, addressed a Bible College graduation, preached at a

University carol service, and spoke several times on the Kenya national radio.

Prior to his graduate studies, he had been the General Secretary of the Evangel-

ical Churches of West Africa (related to the Sudan Interior Mission) and

Professor at Igbaja Seminary.

Above all, Byang was the enthusiastic and dedicated leader of the Association of

Evangelicals of Africa and Madagascar (AEAM)
, the umbrella organisation for some

25 national Evangelical Fellowships across Africa. In 1972 he became the first

African Executive Secretary of AEAM, and also of its Theological Commission. He

travelled widely in Africa and also in Europe and North America on behalf of

AEAM and the francophone graduate seminary to be opened in 1977 in Bangui,

Central African Republic. I will remember Byang' s able chairmanship of the AEAM

theological consultation of college and seminary representatives held in Nairobi
before the WCC Assembly, where a number of important decisions were made,

including the establishing of an accrediting association for theological schools,

two new graduate-level seminaries, a theoligical journal, and an all -Africa
Evangelical Theological Society. At the international level, Byang was a strong

supporter of TAP, now the Theological Commission of the World Evangelical
Fellowship and was elected Chairman of the Commission at its meeting in London
last September. He contributed to the plenary and theological study groups at

the Lausanne Congress on World Evangelisation and served as a member of its

Continuation Committee.
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Byang*s tragic death on 19th December took place during a four-day family holidayat the seaside prior to Christmas and a two-month tour of Europe and NorthAmerica, beginning with the Youth Congress at Lausanne. It was a very great joyto stay in the Kato home during my visit to Nairobi, sharing in the laughter andquick wit of Byang and his wife Juramai who, as well as caring for guests, was
preparing to take a secretarial examination. Their daughter and two sons came
home from boarding school at the end of my stay: a beautiful Christ-centred
family. In Byang I found a brother in the Lord with whom fellowship was as deep
as any two brothers’ could be.

Now the Lord has taken him in his 39th year
to Himself. In the Resurrection the mystery
of death will be revealed, and as we are all
transformed into the image of Christ, so our
knowledge of Byang will be richer and more
perfect than any this mortal life can offer.
We face tomorrow in this hope. Let us pray
for Byang’ s sorrowing family and for the
future leadership of AEAM.

Byang claimed two favourite Bible verses:

Phil, 4,13 ”I can do all things through Him
who strengthens me"

John 3.30 "He must increase, but I must
decrease"

.

GROWTH OF TEE IN AFRICA

Facts recently released by CAMEO (the Committee for Assisting Missionary

Education Overseas) following an African tour by TEE specialist Fred Holland,

show that over 300 TEE centres are operating in the continent - over half of them

in Kenya, with others in South Africa, Zambia, Rhodesia and Liberia.

CONTINUING PROGRESS ON PROGRAMMED BOOKS IN AFRICA

Evangel Press of Kisumu, Kenya, have now published six programmed instruction

books under the auspices of the AEAM. Three more are in process of publication

and others are being written. In Africa more than 20,000 students now study the

Bible through extension classes and requests to translate the self-study books

are increasing. Although the books are written for Africa, churches in other

parts of the world are asking to use them. Permission is usually given if the

books are carefully adapted to the culture involved. Permission has been granted

for translation into 55 languages to date, including a translation into Pidgin

English for Eskimos in Alaska!

WEF STAFF TOUR IN AFRICA AND ASIA

General Secretary, Waldron Scott, is consulting with evangelical leaders in the

Phillipines, India, Pakistan and the Middle East during January 1976. He is

giving the Bible studies at the Evangelical Fellowship of India Silver Jubilee

Conference at Hyderabad in South India.

Theological Co-ordinator, Bruce Nicholls, visited Kenya during November and

December 1975, lecturing at the Scott Theological College and the Kenya Highlan s

Bible College, participating in the AEAM theological conference and attending the

SS AssemMy Is^n obsLver" During April 1976 he will be undertaking a lecture tour

of theological schools in the Philippines, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Thailan on

behalf of the Asia Theological Association.

Theological Administrator, John Langlois, will be visiting Kenya in January 1976.
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AEAM THEOLOGICAL COMMISSION SPONSORS CONFERENCE OF THEOLOGICAL SCHOOLS

Under the chairmanship of the late Dr. Byang Kato, 24 participants and 8 observers

representing 14 theological schools in Africa met in Nairobi 21 - 26 November, 1975,

to review the work of the Theological Commission and to develop new patterns of

co-operation in theological education for both anglophone and francophone Africa.

Papers were read and discussed and the conference divided into many working

groups. Papers included, "Missions and Moratorium" by Dr. Norvald Yri (Ethiopia),

"Accreditation - Meaning and Objectives" by Principal R. Gehman (Kenya),

"Accreditation - A World Report" by Bruce J. Nicholls (India), "Financing of AEAM
Theological Commissions and Colleges" by Samuel Simbandumwe (Kenya), and "Social

Ethics and Evangelical Theology" by the Rev. Gottfried Osei-Mensah (member of

Theological Commission).

Each school represented reported on developments in curriculum and standards for

their degrees and diplomas. Dr. John Robinson reported on the plans for the Billy
Graham Centre for Evangelism at Wheaton College, U.S.A.

In anticipation of the WCC Assembly debate on moratorium, the conference called
for theological clarification of moratorium (see P.5 for text of the Call). The
statement received a mixed response in the local and ecumenical press.

The conference made important recommendations in four areas:

1. Graduate-level Theological Education. It was decided to open the francophone
Bangui Evangelical School of Theology in October, 1977, with Dr. Paul White
continuing as Project Director. It was recommended that two anglophone
graduate-level schools be opened - one for West Africa (Ibadan and Jos were
mentioned as possible locations) and one for East Central Africa, probably at
Nairobi. The former is projected for October 1978, and the latter to begin on
a limited scale as a research centre. Entrance standards for these two schools
will be a first degree in theology (BTh) or a non-theological first degree.

2. Accreditation . It was agreed to appoint an Accrediting Council to develop an
accrediting association for the following levels of theological training:
Certificate of Bible Studies (CBS), Certificate of Theology (CTh) , Diploma of
Theology (Dip Th) ,

Bachelor of Theology (BTh) and Master of Theology (MTh)

.

All courses will be for a minimum of three years except MTh, which will be two
years for BTh graduates. Extensive training in practical work will be expected
at all levels. The scheme closely parallels the one being developed by the Asia
Theological Association. It was suggested that when the Accrediting Council
is functioning the possibility be investigated of becoming part of the proposed
WEF Theological Commission's Accrediting Council.

3. Evangelical Theological Society of Africa . An ETSA is to be created under the
aegis of the AEAM Theological Commission. Membership will be open to teachers
in theological schools, key pastors, theologically informed lay people, and
teachers of divinity and religious education in secondary schools. Its purpose
will be to articulate an evangelical understanding of the Faith at the local
level and to produce the much needed evangelistic and theological literature
for Africa. It was also proposed to publish two theological monographs a
year, leading eventually to the publishing of a theological journal.

Theological Education by Extension . The growing use of TEE in Africa was
briefly reviewed. In response to the proposal to use TEE materials in the
Bangui School, it was urged that suitable materials be produced at a graduate
level. A request is to be made to TAFTEE in India for permission to adapt
their graduate courses for use in Africa.

Four new members were nominated for the AEAM Theological Commission, expanding its
membership to 15. Co-ordinators and members of several new committees and councils
were named.
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^ CALL FOR CLARIFICATION OF MORATORIUM

The Theological Commission of the Association of EvangelicalsMadagascar (AEAM) meeting 21st- 25th November 1975 in Lirobiclarification of the current call for moratorium referring topermanent withdrawal from the churches in Africa of overseasfinance.

of Africa and
ask for theological
a temporary or

personnel and

interpretation of moratorium must be based

of Biblic!l
principles of mission. We regret the steady erosion worldwideblical faith and a subtle shift from the scriptural view of evangelism andmission to secularisation as thegoal of mission.

WE ASK: Do the advocates of moratorium imply that salvation is found in any
religion and social structure and that no person is eternally lost? What is the
relationship of moratorium and self-reliance to the work of the Holy Spirit
bringing our churches to maturity in Christ and to the full exercising of the
gifts of the Spirit? How can we justify withdrawing one part of the Body of Christ
temporarily or permanently from evangelistic partnership in Africa when more than
half of the population of this continent have little or no knowledge of Christ?

As a Commission convinced of the urgency of relating our faith to the life and
witness of the churches in Africa, we call for a renewal of confidence in the
authority of Scripture and in a Biblical view of salvation for mankind and the
consequent renewal of society through service and working for social and political
justice through non-violent action.

WE AFFIRM the universality of the Gospel and the Church, transcending all races,
cultures and human divisions. In obedience to Jesus Christas commission to his
followers to disciple all nations, we affirm that world evangelisation and the
call for social justice requires the whole church to take the whole Gospel to the
whole world. We call for a new level of costly partnership between churches and
mission agencies to reach the three billion of mankind who are living without a

sufficient knowledge of Jesus Christ and salvation in Him.

WE AFFIRM the declaration of the Lausanne Covenant recognising the need for some
churches to reduce reliance on foreign missionaries and money, which may be

necessary to facilitate the national church’s growth in self-reliance and to release

resources for unevangelised areas.

WE RECOGNISE the validity of this call for the redeployment of resources where

there has been an inhibiting reliance on western models of theological training

in order that fresh initiatives may be taken in making theological education

available to the whole church. This may include extension education, the

preparation of relevant literature and the mobilising of the whole church for

continuous evangelism and mission.

Nairobi, 25th November 1975

BELGIAN BIBLE INSTITUTE MOVES TO NEW CAMPUS

After a three-year search, Saturday October 4th marked the dedication of the

Belgian Bible Institute's newly purchased ten-acre campus. The new property is

situated at Heverlee in the geographical centre of Belgium on the boundary

between its two language areas. With buildings measuring 235,000 square feet of

floor space it replaces BBI's former premises in downtown Brussels, which had

become increasingly cramped with the growth of the student body in recent years.

25 students enrolled in 1969, this year there are 127. BBI graduates serve as

pastors in Belgium, Holland, and France and as missionaries in many countries.

Since June 1975, 550 students have studied at BBI: of these 326 have entered

full-time service or married Christian workers; 138 have become pastors and 61

have gone into overseas mission work. 167 have entered work in Belgium and 95

in other European countries.
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THEOLOGICAL REFLECTIONS ON THE WCC ASEMBLY - BY AN OBSERVER

In the Guest Editorial, Dr. Byang Kato has commented on the likely influence of

the Nairobi Assembly on Christian theology in Africa; in this article I wish to

make a few theological observations on the Assembly as a whole- The sheer volume

of printed material, both preparatory to and during the Assembly, the attempted

global coverage of political, economic, social and religious issues demand a more

careful evaluation. This assessment must of necessity be a preliminary one. To

compound the difficulty, there was little attempt at Biblical exegesis and few

theological assumptions were made explicit. Following the Uppsala Assembly,

David Edwards commented "For the sake of the world, the next Assembly should be

more theological". Unfortunately, Nairobi failed to rise to this expectation.

I am grateful to the WCC Secretariat for their courtesy extended to me as an

"observer" and for their genuine desire for "dialogue" with conservative

evangelicals. The diversity of the 2,300 people attending, including large blocks

from Eastern Europe and the Third World, together with the place given to women

as speakers and moderators of the sessions, made the Assembly an enriching

experience. There was a good sprinkling of evangelicals among the 664 delegates

and even more so among the advisors, observers and press. As non-delegates, we were

given full freedom to participate in the group Bible studies and in the sectional

meetings, and many of our recommendations were incorporated in the final reports,

Nairobi represented a swing to a theological conservatism among the participants

in contrast to Uppsala and Bangkok, Delegates were in a mood to reinstate evangel-

ism to the forefront of the WCC’s programme. Following the impact of Lausanne,

the planners of the Assembly decided to include a plenary session on evangelism.

Methodist Bishop Arias of Bolivia made a strong appeal for the priority of the

Great Commission, ^though his presentation was marred by a holistic view of

evangelism which made little distinction between soteriology and ethics. John

Stott's eight minute reply, pointing to the lostness of man and the uniqueness of

Christ and the Gospel, was warmly applauded. The Section 1 Report, "Confessing

Christ Today" was a good statement on evangelism which would be acceptable to

most evangelicals. In view of the declining income of the WCC, it will be signi-

ficant to see what proportion of their income the WCC will allocate for

evangelistic concerns during the coming seven years.

The Assembly's attack on institutional sin, its identification in the struggle

against social and economic injustice, and its involvement in human development
were issues that commended themselves to evangelicals. The widening gap between
rich and poor nations, the threat of 1,000 million starving people by the end of

the century, the doubling of global pollution every 14 years, are some of the

facts that must deeply concern evangelicals also. In the area of theological
education, the Assembly recommended that the TEF be extended for a fourth mandate.

These gains at the Assembly are largely in the area of practical theology. On the

negative side, there were a number of disturbing trends which, if continued, may
eventually divide the WCC and cause evangelical churches to withdraw in favour of

alternative forms of fellowship. The crisis of Nairobi was a "crisis of faith"
for the ecumenical movement.

Firstly, there is a serious gap between the theological stance of the WCC
Secretariat and 286 member-churches. Philip Potter spoke of the tension between
the WCC as a servant of the churches responding to their stated goals and as a

prophetic voice leading the churches to new understanding. The structuring of the
Assembly and the selection of speakers indicate that the staff see themselves
primarily in the prophetic role with a message of radical liberation from all
political, economic and personal oppression. It seemed to some of us that marxist
revolutionary assumptions underlay some of the programmes advocated.

Secondly, the WCC commitment to theological pluralism will lead to a crisis of
membership. The present emphasis on a minimal doctrinal basis and the stress on
the sin of schism makes it very difficult for the WCC to refuse membership to
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heretical sects and religiously syncretistic churches applying for membership.
All but one of the churches accepted for full or associate membership at Nairobi
were from the Third World and few theological questions were asked of them.

Thirdly, the WCC faces a crisis on the nature of its authority. Of the three
alternatives - experience, tradition and scripture - Nairobi opted for the first.
The Assembly was planned as a celebration of Jesus Christ who frees and unites: a
slogan without a stated object. I enjoyed the eight Bible study group sessions as
times of sharing inter-personal experiences, but there was virtually no attempt
at exegesis of the passage, in our case Romans 8. No reports of these groups were
asked for in the plenary sessions. The brilliant use of drama, dance, films, the
daily wall newspaper, patterns of worship and of dialogue all contributed to make
Nairobi an experience in liberation and unity.

At the same time, Nairobi was an attempt at consensus of traditions. In his
opening report, the Moderator, M.M. Thomas, offered a synthesis of ecumenical.
Orthodox, Catholic and evangelical traditions, especially in the area of
evangelism and mission. Yet, the Orthodox delegations were intransigent in their
insistence on the primacy of the traditions of the first six centuries as the
only basis for eucharistic unity. In their dissatisfaction with the secularity of
the ecumenical movement, the Orthodox churches may, as some observers predict,
draw away from the WCC and move closer to Rome. Added to this, the growing
dissatisfaction of conservation evangelicals with the WCC means that the ship

oikoumene is sailing towards the eye of the storm.

However, the real crisis of faith is in the WCC’s changing attitude towards

Scripture. From the founding days to about 1963 the ecumenical movement accepted

the Bible as normative for faith and order, life and work. The "Biblical Theology"

movement with its "map reading" hermeneutic reached a high-water mark at New

Delhi in 1961. However, from the Faith and Order Commission meeting at Montreal

1963, followed by Bristol 1967 and Louvain 1971, the cultural context has become

normative and the authority of the Bible dissolved into supporting evidence of

insights gained from culture and from dialogue. The rejection of the unity of

Scripture (with KHsemann) in favour of a plurality of gospels within the Bible,

prepared the way for a new hermeneutic that replaced the historical and

grammatical hermeneutic of the Reformers.

This shift in the use of the Bible was reflected in a number of ways at Nairobi.

As mentioned, the Bible studies were celebrations rather than foundational studies

for the Assembly. Few of the plenary papers made any serious reference to

Scripture. In the debate on sexism, which was one of the main issues at Nairobi,

only one speaker referred to sin as its cause, and none attempted to give a

Biblical basis for liberation from this evil. The sectional reports on education,

social injustice and human development appealed more to sociology and to the

declarations of the United Nations than to the Bible. The new hermeneutic was

evident in the dramatic portrayal of the parable of the two lost sons. The

analysis of the contemporary social problem of family tensions was brilliant, but

the argument as to why it was necessary for both the prodigal and the elder

brother to revolt against their father owed more to the cultural context than to

the exegesis of the parable.

Fourthly, the WCC is facing a crisis of dogmatics. By focusing on what we might

label pan-entheism, in which God is in everything and everything is in God - an

interlLking relationship between the Personal and the All - a new dogma ic

theology is emerging which offers a basis for consensus theology,

dialogul and a plurality of cultural gospels, ^his unders anding of God and

rrpation was implicit in the address of Australian biologist, Charles Birch,
^

"rel iL TeZology and Human Survival”. His analysis of the Titanic, colUsion-

boun^coulse of global society was well documented, but his appeal for a change

of heart towards the natural kingdom Ss%rSioLte o^
against God and hope of the second coming of Christ. Birch is an advocate

process theology.
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Pan-entheism was also implicit in the debate on the contextualisation of theology

in terms of pre-Christian culture, as was advocated by some African theologians

at Nairobi. It was the presuppositional base of the anti-missionary, pro-

moratorium play "Muntu", performed on the second day of the Assembly. It also

underlay the thinking of some of the advocates of the non-revelatory nature of

dialogue between world faiths and the search for world community.

Pan-entheism is, of course, not new. It undergirded the neo-platonism of the

medieval Christian mystics, the romanticism of liberal theology and contemporary

process theology. It is central to the mysticism of Teilhard de Chardin and to

J.A.T. Robinson's "Exploration into God". Pan-entheism closes the gap between the

Creator and the creature, blurs the nature of sin and has little place for a

Biblical eschatology. It undergirds the movement towards syncretism and universal-

ism. It was significant that Nairobi gave little place to the Biblical doctrines

of sin and the Cross, of the return of Christ and of final judgement.

Fifthly, the WCC faces a crisis of faith in the realm of ethics. Is the WCC a

moral force in the world today or is it only a shadow UN? The integrity of the

WCC was again severely tested at Nairobi by its "selective indignation" against

forces of oppression. It is to be commended for avoiding platitudinous general-

isations on moral issues and giving publicity to specific areas of oppression.

Racism and neo-colonialism in South Africa, Angola, Chile, Argentina and the USA

were singled out. Multi-national companies guilty of economic oppression were

named. But the WCC leadership was sensitive to certain power pressures. South

Africa, but not the USSR, was condemned for sending troops into Anpola. inst

rights of the PLO were acknowledged, but no criticism of the economic oppression
by the Arab oil states was mentioned. The evils of capitalism were 6-posed, but

little was said about the evils of state socialism. The delegates' indignation

broke loose over an amendment to a document endorsing the Helsinki agreement.

The amendment criticised the USSR for failing to implement the clauses on freedom

from religious persecution. It was first passed but through pressure from the

Russian delegation was later withdrawn and replaced by a bland amendment that did

not mention the USSR by name.

Nairobi is a challenge to evangelical theologians and educators to take seriously

the evils of institutional sin and the concern to identify with the suffering

oppressed of the world. In rejecting the dangers of theological utopianism,

evangelicals must articulate a full-orbed Biblical theology for both world
evangelisation and the liberation from human and institutional oppression. In

rejecting a holistic view of salvation, evangelicals must clarify the distinctive

relationship between soteriology and ethics.

As evangelicals, we should not be afraid of entering into serious dialogue and

encounter with ecumenical leaders on these issues, as a group of evangelicals who

attended Nairobi plan to do. At the same time, those who acknowledge the

Scriptures as the infallible Word of God must stand together against all

deviations from the given Gospel and faithfully proclaim salvation in Christ
alone to the 2,700 million people who are without any understanding of the Gospel.

B.J. NICHOLLS.

THEOLOGICAL NEWS is the quarterly newsletter of the Theological Commission of the
World Evangelical Fellowship. Editor: Bruce J. Nicholls, E-453 Greater Kailash 11

New Delhi lloo48, India. Managing Editor: John E. Langlois, Les Emrais, Castel,
Guernsey, Channel Islands, U.K.
Subscription rates: $3.00 per annum airmail, $1.50 surface mail. All contents
freely reproducible with acknowledgement to "WEF Theological News".
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BLACK THEOLOGY AND AFRICAN THEOLOGY by Dr. Byang H. Kato

Public lecture delivered at Taifa Hall, University of Nairobi, 27th September,

Introduction

Ladies and gentlemen, I count it a great privilege to speak on the subject of
Black Theology and African Theology. I am addressing you as a Christian African.
As a Christian, I have had the experience of new life in Jesus Christ. Jesus
Christ and His Word, the Bible, come first and foremost in my life. This
experience is a categorical imperative for me and other Christians. It is an
experience that I would recommend to everyone here tonight, and it is possible
for anyone to share in this experience. After the meeting, I will be glad to
speak with anyone who is interested.

As an African Christian, I empathize sincerely with all ray fellow Africans under
any type of bondage, be it spiritual or physical. It is my sincere prayer that
the exploited Africans under any regime on our continent will soon find justice
and liberation. But my greatest concern is for the three hundred million
Africans who have not yet had the experience of Jesus Christ. It is therefore the
responsibility of the sixty million African Christians to share Christ with
this vast majority so that they might find true eternal liberation. The main
purpose of these lectures is to reemphasize the Christian message and its relevance
to contemporary Africa, as opposed to the confusing voices we hear today.

Let me first point out that Black Theology is different from African Theology
though the two concepts are not mutually exclusive.

Black Theology which became evident among the blacks of the United States of

America in the 1960's seeks to emphasize black consciousness and thereby discover
the dignity of the black man. Black consciousness does not necessarily mean the

pigmentation of the skin. Rather, it means an awareness that the particular class

of people called black, have been oppressed. "It is the liberating effect of this

self-knowledge and awareness that we refer to as Black^Consciousness" , writes

Nyameko Pityana of Fort Hare University, South Africa. Dr. McVeigh of Nairobi

University accurately sums up the concept of Black Theology when he says, "The

primary concern of Black Theology is liberation, and one sees considerable

attention devoted to defining the implications of Jesus' Gospel for ^he downtrodden

in the face of entrenched political, social and economic injustice."

African Theology lays emphasis on the dignity of the African by playing up

African culture and African traditional religions. It does not stress blackness

or liberation as such. Some of its proponents definitely point out that African

Theology is difference from Christian Theology. Dr. J.K. Agbeti of Ghana writes,

"The idea of 'African Theology' seems to have been confused with the idea of^

'Christian Theology' as it may be expressed by African theologians using African

thought forms. Thus it is my intention in this article to show that' African

Theology" is distinct from 'Christian Theology' a^ it may be expressed by

African theologians using African thought forms."

1 Black Theology, p. 60

2 Presence, Vol V, No. 3, 1972, p.2.

3 ibid p.6
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I. BLACK THEOLOGY

A. Root Causes for Black Theology

That Black Theology was born in the United States and now is rooted in Southern

Africa is no accident. As an ideology seeking to liberate the oppressed, that

oppression becomes the root cause. Enslavement of Africans by the whites is

probably the worst evil done by one class of people to another. It may be

surpassed only by Hitler's massacre of six million Jews. Until about twenty

years ago, American blacks experienced many kinds of humiliation on account of

the pigmentation of their skin. Today, 250,000 whites are lording it over the

5 million African Rhodesians on the false pretext that they are preserving

Christian civilization. In apartheid South Africa today, the Soweto black

dweller works to provide comfort for the white surburban inhabitants of ultra

modern Johannesburg, but is denied the fruit of his labour. To keep the black

man in perpetual bondage, the racist regime is reported to spend about 5,000

shillings a year for the education of an average white child and about 300

shillings for a black child. It has been reported that in South Africa 378

million U.S. dollars are spent on the
2
education of 4 million whites and 1.1.

million dollars on 21 million blacks. Injustice of this type is one of the

evils that have given rise to Black Theology.

While not all oppressors of blacks are Christians, there have been white

Christians who have been a party to the system of oppression. Some have

justified their unchristian practice from the story of Genesis 9:20-27. They
erroneously explain that Ham was cursed by his drunken father, Noah, and the

curse has now come upon the black people believed to be Ham’s descendants.

Black people are looked upon as perpetual slaves to be "hewers of wood and

drawers of water". This naive interpretation overlooks the following facts:

1. The curse for the whole of humanity begins in Gen. 3, and is repeated
throughout the Word of God (Rom. 3 and 5, Eph. 2:1-13).

2. It was Canaan, and not Ham, who was cursed (Gen 9:25). This curse was
never repeated anywhere else in the Scriptures.

3. Jesus Christ has taken away any curse upon the believer (Isa. 53:6).

4. \’Jho has received a mandate from God to take vengeance on behalf of God?
Though the Lord does use human instruments sometimes to correct His
children, taking vengeance is His alone (Rom. 12:19).

While I do not agree with the proponents of Black Theology for reasons to be
given later, I fully identify myself with their condemnation of injustice.
The search for human dignity is a scriptural principle. Jesus Christ so values
human life that He became incarnate. Not one hair from anybody's head falls to

the ground without God's knowledge and concern (M att. 10:30). Thank God not
all white people, let alone all white Christians, have been guilty of

dehumanization. In fact, many white people have faced ridicule and even death
for the black man. Therefore we should avoid generalization. Furthermore, we
should judge Christianity by what the founder of it has said in His Word
rather than by what professing followers have done. The Bible is God's Word.
If all men become liars and unfaithful, God remains faithful (II Tim. 2. 13).
Black Theology, though raising the right questions, has been carried away
by emotions. The Bible has either been cast aside or stripped of its absolute
authority. The humanistic ethical principle that the end justifies the means
has become the marching orders of liberation enthusiasts.

1 Radio South Africa, June 17, 1975
2 Nairobi Daily Nation, Sep. 24, 1975
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theologians go as far as justifying violence on the basis of

B^bUca! - incompatible with

B- The Nature of Black Theology.

!• It is reactionary

Steve Biko of the University of Natal, South Africa, gives the motif of BlackIheology in Hegelian terminology_ "The thesis is in fact a strong white racismn therefore, the antithesis to this must, ipso facto, be a strong- solidarityamongst the blacks on whom this white racism seeks to prey. Out of these two
situations we can therefore hope to reach some kind of balance - a true humanity
where power politics will have no place". According to this thesis, all white
people, irrespective of their relationship to Jesus Christ, are the oppressors.
Biko describe^ them as "irresponsible people from Coca Cola and hamburger cultural
backgrounds . Black people, whether Christians or non-Christians, "must sit as
one big unit^ and no fragmentation and distraction from the mainstream of events
be allowed". inopposing the whites. A synthesis, or peaceful co-existence, may
then result from this conflict.

This approach may fit Hegelian-Marxist theory, but it is not the spirit of Jesus
Christ. Christians as the salt of the earth (Matt. 5!l3) should know no race
barrier. An African theologian of the third century, Tertullian, spoke in the
vein of New Testament Christianity when he declared, "Christians are members of
the third race". Just as it is wrong for any Christian to support racial
prejudice and oppression, so it is wrong for the black Christian to lump all
whites into one category and condemn them all. Rather than pitting thesis
against antithesis on the basis of race, Christians from belligerent camps should
stand as the synthesis, with Jesus Christ as the Head of the newly created
body, the Church (Eph. 4:15).

2. It is relativistic or situational

For the Christian, the Bible is the absolute authority on which to base all

theological and ethical formulations. Black Theology, however, has human exper-

ience as the basic term of reference. Basil More writes, "Black Theology, is a
^

situational theology. And the situation is that of the black man in South Africa'.'

Biko, in rejecting absolutes, writes "It grapples with existential problems and

does not claim to be a theology of absolutes. It seeks to^bring back God to the

black man and to the truth and reality of his situation." Says Pigyana, "Black-

ness gives a point of reference, an identity and a consciousness." A popular

motto found on many lorries in Nigeria is "No condition is permanent". This is

an apt description of the human condition. Man comes and goes. Human struggles

constantly shift. Empires rise and fall. If a theology is based on human

experience, rather than human experience seeking answers from the absolute Word

of God, that theology is as good as a sail boat without sails. John Robinson s

situation ethics which allows immorality, provided that love dictates the

situation has been firmly rejected as being out of line with the absolute

teaching of Scriptures. Bible believing Christians should reject Black Theology

on the same basis. The absolute Word of God must be the measuring rod of the

varying, fleeting situations.

1 Black Theology p.39

2 ibid p . 40

3 ibid p . 47

4 ibid p. 5

5 ibid p . 43

6 ibid p . 63
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3 . I t i s characterized by humanism

It is true that salvation history has man as God's object of love and care.

"What is man that thou art mindful of him, and the son of man that thou dost

care for him? Yet thou hast made him little less than God, and dost crown him

with glory and honour" (Psa. 8:4-5). But it is equally true that the Word of God

has the final say on man's nature. The Bible speaks of the dignity of man who is

God's annointed ruler of God's creation (Gen. 2:28). The same Word describes man s

distorted, dissipating nature following the fall (Gen. 3 and Rom. 10). Black

Theology, on the other hand, sees only man's dignity. It begins with man. It

begins with people - specific people, in a specific situation and with specific

problems to face.''^ A theology that begins with man will end there, missing the

One who has spoken. (Heb. 11:1)

The Bible is called upon to conform to what Black Theology has said about man.

Mpunzi states, "Black Theology has no room for the traditional Christian

pessimistic view of man, the view that we are all by nature overwhelmingly and

sinfully selfish ... This pessimism about man is therefore an ally in our own

undermining of ourselves." Human dignity, in the sense that man is the master

of his own fate, is the type of dignity being called for. The logical outcome of

humanism is a replacement of God with man.

4 , The Omnipotent God is Dethroned as Man is Enthroned

The Gospel is described as Black Power. James Cone of Union Theological Seminary

New York, U.S.A. declares, "Black Theology puts black identity in a theological

context, showing that Black Power is not only consistent with the gospel of

Jesus Christ, but it the gospel of Jesus Christ."

k .

If Black Power, which is described as the secular term for Black Theology, is

the gospel, it is appropriate then to find out what this gospel has to say about

God. Basil More has stripped God bare of all absolute attributes derived from

the pages of the Scriptures through centuries of biblical studies. He argues,

"Concepts such as omnipotence and omniscience ring fearfully of the immovable,

military-backed South African government and its Special Branch. These ,
however

,

are the images learned from Western theology, and their biblical justification

is dubious. Black Theology cannot afford to have any truck with these images

which lend religious support to a fascist type of authoritarianism. Nor should

it lend ear to the pious clap— trap which asserts that man cannot b^ free, he

can only choose whose slave he will be — Christas or the state s.

More gives the description of the god of Black Theology, made in the image of

the oppressed crying for liberation. "Thus Black Theology needs to^explore

images of God which are not sickening reflections of the white man's power-mad

authoritarianism. God is no authoritarian king issuing commandments and

rewarding or punishing according to our obedience. Rather, God is discovered

and known in the search for and experience of liberation, which is the whole

ness of human life found only in the unity of liberating, life-affirming and

dignifying relationships." More continues, "An appropriate syinbol of this

understanding of God would be that 'God is Freedom - the freedom which has

been revealed in our history, the freedom which we do experience Respite all

that calls us forward infinitely to new and unexplored depths.

1 Black Theology p. 6

2 ibid p.l36
3 ibid p . 48

4 ibid p, 48

5 ibid P-8,9
6 ibid p . 42
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Satan s attempt to usurp God*s throne ended in utter failure. Throughout the
ages he has also energized man to try to dethrone God. The popular notion of a
God is dead* theology has been a part of that attempt to "demythologize"
Christian theological language, reducing God to the realm of a created being.
This form of idolatry, or rather atheism, is infiltrating the realm of Black
Theology, Just because a racist regime has abused power is no reason for us
to deprive God, our Creator, of His rightful kingship. The Almighty God,
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, has authoritatively declared, "I am God
there is no other; I am God, and there is none like me" (Isa. 46:9)

and

The highest dignity we can bring to our fellow Africans is to invite them to
bow to the Lordship of Christ and the Father and join all other loyal
creatures in singing "Amen, Blessing and glory and wisdom and thanksgiving
and honour and power and might be to our God for ever and ever I Amen."
(Rev. 7:12)

5. It Denies Hell

With God dethroned, man can reconstruct a theology to the delight of the

natural man who wants to eat his cake and have it. He wants to live in

rebellion to God with impunity. Biko holds that pagan African religions

have no hell, so Christianity must be seen in that light. He declares,

"There was no hell in our religion. We believed in the inherent goodness

of man - hence we took it for granted that all people at death joined the

community of saints and therefore merited our respect. It was the mission-

aries who confused the people with their new religion. They scared our

people with stories of hell. They painted their God as a demanding God who

wanted worship "or else"". This type of Christianity which allows hell is

inimical to the African religions, and is therefore to be rejected according

to Black Theology. To reject the fact of hell is to reject New Testament

teaching. There are many passages dealing with the subject (Matt. 5:30 25:46

Luke 16:23 Rev. 1:18). The way out of hell is faith in Jesus Christ here and

now and not a brushing aside of biblical teaching on the subject.

6 . It is one-sided

Some advocates hold aview similar to that of the Black Muslims in the U.S.A.

Many American Black Muslims teach that black people are the only true human

beings. Therefore, paradise is prepared only for the blacks, though a handful

of "human" whites might also be favoured.

Describing another form of Black Theology called Ethiopianist Theology

Dibinga Was Said of Zaire writes: "Generally, the idea was and still is that

the Black Messiah is at the gate of heaven, and that he is the holder of

keys. Only Black can enter. But under special circums tances , a ew

whites may also enter dependin| on the number of seats left in the K ng

of God, or the New Jerusalem."

The thought of blackness and oppression so occupy the minds of Black

TheoSns that Jesus is limited to the black oppressed only. Basil More
ineoiogians cn^L

renturv Israel was one of the poor,

identification with the oppressed is
mission as being 'to bring

the beginning of his ministry e
^

^ nroclaim liberty to captives (he

good news to the poor (he was poor) “ oppressed go

too was a captive); and to the blind new
Jf^EtL L^d's year

free (he was a Jew under Roman
^as though ^pressed, a

3
of favour (Luke 4:18).

elongi to the op^essed, Christ is black."

liberator of the oppressed. Belonging to tne

, , , /9 3 Black Theology p .8
1 Black Theology_p.42 511-24
2 Harvard Theological Review, LXIV tuct PH
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Motlhabi utters a similar defence for blackness as the exclusive substance of

incarnation. He writes, "In Black Theology it is no longer new to point to the

fact that it is the black people who are the oppressed of our day, and thus it

is meaningful to speak^of the Christ as the one who is identified with the blacks

for their liberation."

Black Theology, along with other humanistic theological systems such as the

Theology of Liberation, are anchored in the liberal understanding of the

incarnation and liberation. Time does not allow us to delve into these areas.

Suffice it to point out that the incarnation of our Lord is the assumption of

humanity in general, and this includes both the rich and the poor, the

oppressor and the oppressed, the black and the white. The classical passage

on the incarnation (Phil. 2:5-11) indicates that Jesus Christ became man in

general. The form of a servant does not depict only a section of humanity,

but it indicates the vicarious suffering of the Servant of Yahweh (Isa52:13 -

53:12) on behalf of all members of the human race "since all have sinned and

fall short of the glory of God" (Rom. 3: 23). No one race therefore has any

monopoly on the incarnation of the Son of God. The incarnation has made all

men saveable, but it is only when a person puts his trust in the incarnate

Christ who died and rose again to reconcile men to God (I Cor. 15:3,4) that

he can be saved.

The concept of liberation is a confusing one today. Beginning with the premise

that the oppressed are the sole object of Christ's mission, the liberal

ecumenicals go on to limit the goal of Christ's mission to social, political

and economic liberation . Jesus Christ said, "The Spirit of the Lord is upon

me, because he has anointed me to preach good news to the poor. He has sent

me to proclaim release to the captives and recovering of sight to the blind,

to set at liberty those who are oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year

of the Lord" (Luke 4:18,19). If this is taken in the narrow sense of Christ

coming only for the downtrodden, why did he have any dealings at all with the

religious leaders - the Pharisees; the aristocrats - the Sadducees; the wealthy

businesswomen - Mary and Martha; the well-to-do fishermen - the sons of

Zebedee; the successful civil servants - Matthew and Zaccheus? Why did God

allow His Son to be buried in the tomb of "capitalistic" Joseph of Arimathea?

If Christ's mission was for political liberation, why did He not organize

a gang resistance to the Roman oppressors instead of urging His followers

to go the extra mile (Matt. 5:41)?

It is true that "in the Greek w^rld eleutheria (freedom or liberation) is

primarily a political concept". But words do not always have one and the

same meaning in all generations. For example, the word "let" at the time

the King James version of the Bible was written meant "hinder", but now it

means just the opposite, "allow". The word eleutheria, freedom, does not

have just one meaning all the time. Schlier correctly explains, "More

concretely the New Testament uses eleutheria for freedom from sin" (Rom 6:18-

23 John 8: 31-36), from the Law (Rom. 7;3f. 8:21).^ He further adds, "Freedom

from sin and from the Law thus includes essentially freedom fr^m the self-

deception of autonomous existence by the disclosure of truth".

While New Testament Christianity respects human dignity and calls for justice,

liberation in terms of what Christ came to do must be understood as meaning

liberation from man's fundamental dilemma, which is sin. When Christ talked

of freedom, the Jewish leaders thought of political freedom. But He made it

plain that He meant freedom from sin (John 8 31-38). Both the oppressed and

the oppressor need this message. The liberated person must therefore see

his fellowman as equal before God. The heart of Paul's social ethics is

1 Black Theology p.l25
2 Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, Vol II, p.488
3 ibid p.496
4 ibid p.496
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summed up in Gal. 3:28 "There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave
nor free, there is neither male nor female; for you are all one in Christ
Jesus , The unity of believers will provide them a base from which they can
launch out into the world full of problems and confusion.

Conclusion:

Theology, which is the science of God and his creation, needs to be interpreted
in such a way that it becomes meaningful to the listeners. The Bible should
address itself to the black man in his plight. It has done so in pointing out
both the dignity and depravity of all men. It is the responsibility of the
Christian Theologian to bring these facts to the knowledge of the public. If

Black Theology is understood in that sense, then I am all for it. We should
scratch where it itches.

Unfortunately, Black Theology as described in this lecture, usurps the place

of God*s revelation. The proponents have set up human experience as the

basis for theologizing. Where biblical concepts are used at all, they are

used only to support the preconceived position of the theologian. I therefore

see Black Theology as a worse danger than the western liberalism rejected by

evangelical Christians. Rather than adhering to Black Theology, I appeal to

my Christian brothers, Africans and non-Africans, to search the Scriptures,

and stand by scriptural principles. According to the Scriptures, believers,

under any human condition, are already liberated. "For freedom Christ has

set us free" (Gal. 5:1). But our freedom in Christ should challenge us to

seek for justice through peaceful means. It is therefore not Black Theology

we need, but the application of Christian Theology to the black situation.

It is not a black Jesus or black God, but obedience to the omnipotent God

of the Bible.

II. AFRICAN THEOLOGY

Time would not permit an exhaustive presentation on this subject. But let

me point out the following things.

1 see the need of Christian theology addressing itself specifically to the

African situation. Such areas as principles of interpretation, polygamy,

family life, the spirit world, and coimnunal Ufe should be

consiLration. African theologians of the first four futur es of Christian

itv made their vital contribution to the development of theology the
_

universal church. Those early African theologians ’

Tertullian and Augustine. African theologians today should also make the

<pwn contribution to theology f°t^e benefit of the church univ^^

is our understanding of African Theology, then it is a noble

our support.

Unfortunately,
[°®J^"®/-®eLpati^ teaching. Some

rei:^;°wriSs^raerrought .
i-^^^nra^asr^f^^irAlfAfrica^^cS:^^^^^^ of

support of initiation, Mr Jongeye Sen^^Masa of^the^^

Churches Secretariat conclu e
.

^ igioj, to turn the school into a_

other terms, it may be said that th
values are integrated into

centre of traditional ^"^tiation where ancest
^

the modern educational sys|em ^aid down their

for the Church of Christ.
rites. I have been to Chad and^

lives for their objection
these rites are pagan practices,

confirmed from many Chadian
defending the practice. The burning

Yet some African Christian
.

• precedence over scriptural

desire to defend African personality is given p

injunction.

.

1 AACC Bulletin, Vol. 8, No. 1, P-16
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The sources for African Theology are increasingly becoming African

traditional religions rather than the Bible as the absolute source.
^

Dr. J.K. Agbeti writes, "Consequently when we talk about ^African Theology^

we should mean the interpretation of the p^e-Christian and pre“Moslem

African people^ s experience of their God." In describing the source of

material for African Theology, Agbeti declares, "Materials about African

religion are being collected and collated regionally. From these regional

sources could grow later a religion which could be truly called African

Religion. It will be from this source that an ’African Theology’ may be

developed, a theology which will critically systematize the traditional

African experience of God, of God and His' relation with ma^, of Man and his

relation with God, of the Spiritual universe, of Sin etc."^ It seems that

Agbeti is advocating a return to African traditional religions rather than

expressing Christianity more meaningfully to the African. Other advocates

of African Theology do not go as far as Agbeti. Various theologians give

their interpretations of what African Theology means. Professor John Mbiti,

who has done more original work in this area than any other African I know

has said "It is all too easy to use the phrase ’African Theology’; but to

state what that m^ans, or even to show its real nature, is an entirely

different issue."

One thing, however, seems certain concerning most of the advocates of

African Theology. Philip Turner sums it up well: "It does not seem to help

much to speak of ’African Theology'. The term is viewed with suspicion

because the interest in traditional religion associated with it calls up in

the minds of many a return to paganism. The phrase ’ an African Theology

has about it, therefore, the quality of a slogan of vindication.^ It refers

first to the attempt to find points of similarity between Christian notions

and those drawn from the traditional religions of Africa. Second, it refers

to the hope that a systematic theology expressed in the language and concepts

of traditional religion and culture, may one day be written... The phrase

implies in its popular usage an attempt to amalgamate elements of Christian

and elements of traditional belief."

African Theology seems to be heading for syncretism and universal ism.
^

This

subject is dealt with elsewhere. Suffice it to sound a note of warning that

our search for African personality should not lead us to a compromising

position. But this should not be a moratorium on further research on

African thought patterns. In our effort to express Christianity in the

^

context of the African, the Bible must remain the absolute source. It is

God’s Word addressing Africans and everyone else within their cultural

background

.

1 Presence, Vol. V, No. 3, 1972, p6

2 ibid
.

3 John S. Mbiti, New Testament Eschatalogy in an African Background, p.loo

4 Journal of Religion in Africa, Vol. IV, p.55

5 Byang H. Kato, Theological Pitfalls in Africa.
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Conclusion

The term African Theology has come to mean different things to different
people. Furthermore, it has the inherent danger of syncretism. The term
therefore is viewed with suspicion. It is more appropriate to talk of
Christian Theology and then define whatever context we find it related to,

e.g. reflections from Africa; the context of marriage in Africa; Christian
Theology and the spirit world in Africa. But there should be a continuing
effort to relate Christian Theology to the changing situations in Africa.
It is only as the Bible is taken as the absolute Word of God that it can
have an authoritative and relevant message for Africa. May the Lord help
us all to experience the life of Christ, stand by His sure Word of truth,
and proclaim it firmly and unmistakably throughout our continent, so that
Africa may hear the voice of Him who is saying, "Come to me, all who labor
and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest" (Matt. 11:28).
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New horizons and a new name...

- From the Editor, Patricia Harrison.

and a new look at the quickly changing scene of

theological education worldwide.

Last September the W.E.F. Theological Commission decided

that the useful life of Programming ,
with its restricted

subject matter, was limited. It is not that one cannot

write a great deal about programming. It is rather that

needs are changing and that an expansion of the mandate

of the publication might mean opportunity to serve a wider

public.

For these reasons, our new publication concerns itself

with the whole educational side of theological training.

(It is not an administrative journal, or a news sheet).

Because these considerations often apply as much to one

model of training as to another, we will not restrict our-

selves to theological education by extension, but will

welcome material dealing with teaching in residential

seminaries, in intensive short courses, in TEE and by

correspondence. Because our main concern is for the

developing countries, we wish to consider the needs of

those who teach at different academic levels, from pre-

literate to graduate. Of prime importance will be such

issues as contextualization, learning styles, curriculum

development, teaching methods, various kinds of self-

instructional materials (including, of course, programme

instruction materials) and educational technology.



Because situations differ so greatly, even within one

country, ideas from one area will not always be applic-

able in others. Yet a useful purpose can be served by a

publication such as this (which we believe, overlaps

others only to a point, and has a distinctive mandate).

The introduction of Theological Education Today offers us

the opportunity to think about the relationship of

Education as a discipline and a practice, to Theological

Education in the modern world.

It is unfortunate that relatively little has been written
on this relationship, especially in Third World settings.

Most seminaries teach Christian Education (some extremely

well, others in sadly outdated, low status form). Geared

as they mostly are to work among children and youth, such

courses usually attract few of those students aspiring to

teach Theology. Rare indeed is the seminary which provides

this significant minority of students with specific train-

ing in education (or cross-cultural education) for that

task. As a result, the new theological teacher typically

comes to his first assignment well versed in his subject

but shortchanged in his knowledge of how to teach it.

A similar situation prevails in most colleges and univer-

sities though it is encouraging to know that in some

countries, including Australia, the situation is beginn-

ing to change. My own University, for example, offers a

graduate Diploma in Tertiary (post-secondary) Education.

Tertiary educators are increasingly encouraged to obtain

such a qualification.

A few weeks back I visited the Centre for Advancement of

Teaching at Macquarie University, Sydney, an institution

renowned for its work in Education. The Centre, ably

administered by Dr. G.R. Meyer, aims basically to help

University teachers teach as well as possible. It is an

exciting, government-funded project, providing seminars,

minicourses, and consultant help in Education for the staff

of all University Departments. A journal is published,

along with numerous monographs and news sheets. An audio-

visual service is maintained for those who wish to use it

in their teaching. Its orientation is practical rather

than theoretical, the aim being to help busy University

2



teachers in actual teaching situations. The Centre still
finds time and resources to assist other educational
bodies in the Community and to an extent, overseas. A
few (far too few) other such Centres are springing up
here and there.

Last year while visiting Wheaton College, I was delighted
to hear a speaker tell of her work with University facul-
ty in another state. Faculty Development Seminars were
being organised. Somebody was doing something for the
University teachers. We have taken for granted in-
service course offerings for school teachers for a long
time

Here and there we see similar assistance being offered
to those theological educators who wish for it. This is
most encouraging. The many TEE and PIM workshops round
the world have been a beginning. In Brazil and Guatemala
tailor-made programmes are underway to meet needs related
to those we have mentioned. We still need a lot more in-
service course offerings, books, monographs, centres and
the like to help the usually overworked theological
educator in his supremely important task. Opportunities
for dialogue among those doing the job are needed.
Training centres are needed for those preparing to become
theological teachers. These might provide short intensive
courses in teaching for those who have completed seminary.
We need to encourage seminaries themselves to provide such
training in elective offerings. But as we work and wait
for such developments, a publication like the present one

can fill a most useful role if our readers contribute
their ideas and experiences.

It is not of course, that educational training automati-

cally produces a good teacher, or lack of it, a poor one.

Would that it were so simplel Further, there are crucial

personal and spiritual elements which can scarcely form

part of a teacher training curriculum. But in general,

a good knowledge of the best modern educational theory

and practice should give the theological educator a gen-

uine advantage. There are many ways to acquire the basics

of such knowledge for those who feel it is worth their

while to do so.

3



Perhaps it is hardly necessary to mention that not every-
thing in modern Education will be useful to us. Innovation
is not always beneficial. And we know that any philosophy
which fails to take account of God and of sin will be found
wanting.

It is a matter of weighing and balancing, of learning and

growing and changing. So lively a discipline as Education
(with related Social Sciences) will inevitably have its

share of conflicting opinions and false starts, even its

dismal failures. But if an experiment fails, it is still
an indication that someone was dissatisfied and tried to

do things better, that someone at least tried something
new. That is a sign of life. Failure is often the price
we pay for new knowledge.

The revolution in education has brought immense
gains, but also its share of over-reactions and of

foolishness. Many readers doubtless do the kind of balan-
cing I do - I can deplore the chaos in certain "free schools"
while still recognizing enormous advantages in well-planned
open education. I have joined the conservative Austral-
ian Council for Educational Standards to express my con-

cern over sagging standards of literacy in a proportion
of tertiary students, while still being convinced that

careful use of sound modern principles can make an inval-

uable contribution to education. I expect we shall do

quite a bit of balancing in Theological Education Today ....

And we shall not always be right. Charity is called for

in our dialogue.

For reasons like this, I step with some trepidation into
the shoes of our very competent former editor, Mr. Martin
Dainton. Your new editor would value your prayers and
also your articles. To a large degree this publication
will be what our readers make it. Some of you will receive
letters asking if you would like to write for us. But

don’t wait to be askedi We would like to receive articles,
reports on successful (or unsuccessful!) innovations or

methods of teaching, book reviews, teaching tips and the

like, within the subject area outlined above. If you

haven’t time to write an article, send us some notes or
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a few pithy paragraphs. I hope we can run one

It is with much pleasure that we introduce the new editor
of Theological Education Today, Miss Patricia J. Harrison
B.A. (Hons), Dip. Ed., M.Div., Th. M., M. A. C.E. (Member Aust.
College of Education).

Miss Harrison, who is a Ph.D candidate in cross-cultural
education, has for some years been the T.E.E. co-ordinator
of the Asia Theological Association during which time she
has conducted seminars and consultations in many different
parts of the world while remaining active in T.E.E. work
in her native Australia. Miss Harrison has developed and
taught extramural degree courses in religious and other
studies for two Australian state institutions, namely the
Armidale Teachers* College and the University of New
England. In 1975 she was a delegate at the Conference of
the International Council for Correspondence Education
sponsored by UNESCO.

Miss Harrison, who is a member of the Australian and South
Pacific External Studies Association, has spent six years
teaching in residential schools including four years at
Armidale Teachers* College teaching courses and part-
courses in such areas as religious education, comparative
religion and mission studies. For seventeen years our new
editor has been actively involved in various mission and
cross-cultural ministries in several parts of the world

INTRODUCING
OUR NEW EDITOR

and has done extensive work in writing, editing and
distributing various types of Christian literature.
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We are hoping that you will play your part in helping our

new editor, by writing to her with articles, suggestions,

information and any materials which you consider would be

helpful to your fellow readers. ,

By Rev. Dr. Robert Bos

IIKE
RBORIGinE
VESTERDHV
SOME ANALOGIES

BETWEEN THE COLTURES

OF THE BIBLE ANO THAT OF

THE AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINES

The following extract is condensed, with the author's

permission, from material which appeared in PCC Forum 2:2,

newsletter of the Cape York Peninsula Chaplains Conference

Northern Australia. Dr. Bos is Dean of Theological

Studies (by Extension) at the Combined Churches'

Nungalinya College, Darwin. He has attemped to find a few

analogies which might help Aboriginal church leaders

comprehend Bible backgrounds and teaching better, and has

used these successfully in training courses. They may set

others thinking.

Old Testament ;

1. The Israelites went 'walkabout* just as the Aborigines

do.

2. The people of Israel were also divided into tribes.
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3. The law was the foundation of Hebrew society, as of

Aboriginal society.

4. Ps. 137 was composed by people who were longing for

their own country. Some Aborigines who have left

their lands have written songs expressing the same

longing.

5. The Aboriginal people never had kings, nor did the

Israelites until Saul.

6. The people of Israel had to guard against idolatry

all the time. The new idols for Aborigines are

gambling, alcohol, cars, a nice house.

New Testament :

1. The names of Jesus are very important, just like

Aboriginal names.

2. Jesus grew up more like an Aboriginal boy than a

European boy. He was taught by the elders under the

tree, he drew pictures in the sand, etc.

3. We are like a message stick sent by God ("living

epistles") .

4. The Church is like a bundle of sticks. One on its

own can be broken easily, but a bundle together is

very strong.

5. The Church is like a fire burning brightly. If one

log is pulled out, its flame dies and goes out.

6. To understand Aboriginal culture, a European has to

go and live with them. That is why Jesus came to

live on earth.

7. When hunting, you have to keep your eye on the

kangaroo all the time. If you stop and have a break,

you lose the kangaroo. We have to keep our eyes on

Jesus all the time.
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Theology :

1. Just as in Aboriginal society everything was done

through the elders, so it is in our churches-

2. Different spears and one throwing stick. Different

gifts in the church, but one Holy Spirit who sends

us.

3. Some objects in Aboriginal society are very sacred.

So was the ark of the covenant, and so is the

communion today.

4. Aboriginal people had their celebrations. Worship is

a celebration. The communion is making present again

something which happened long ago, like some Aborigin-

al ceremonies.

Do you need easy English

(French,Spanish) Library

materials ?
If so, read on:~

Does this sound like you?

Your TEE or residence school students have learned English

as a second language. As there is little written in the

local vernaculars, you encourage them to do simple res-

earch in English. You want them to use the library more

effectively, and you have a number of attractive, inform-

ative books on the shelves. The trouble is, the students

can*t read them. The language is too difficult. You wish

someone would produce small, attractive books suitable

for adults and written in simple English - commentaries,

Bible dictionaries, Bible study books, supplementary

readers on church histroy, how-to books, pictorials on
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Bible animals and customs, interesting narratives to

reinforce basic Christian teachings, books of doctrine,

ethics, Bible characters and so on.

Or perhaps you have the same problem in another national

language which is widely spoken, such as French, Spanish,

Chinese or Swahili.

Chances are, many of the books you would like do exist

somewhere. They may be small, stencilled booklets not

normally available outside their area of origin. Might

it not be worthwhile to share the best of what we have,

with discrimination? Might it not be worthwhile to

encourage capable church members to write more, as their

service to the Lord? We know there are dangers in trans-

ferring materials willy-nilly from one country to another,

but these should be less acute with library reference

books than with self-instructional courses.

If this is your problem, would you help yourself and others

by sending in a legible list of any such books of reason

able quality available in your area? We need title,

authors, publishers, and where possible, a note on

contents and price. In particular, we need an address

from which interested folk could order. (Try to exclude

materials which are out-of-print or not for sale else

where.) As you respond, so we can compile and publish

your lists (on separate stencilled sheets if necessary).

The editor is prepared to compile lists for other

languages if you submit them. You might also tell us the

kind of books you would LIKE to see written, or better,

are prepared to write or commission. Please remember that

we want information on books suitable for seminary or

TEE libraries, not just all kinds of general Christian

literature (the list would become too unwieldy).

(N.B. To reach as wide a readership as possible, a similar

note has been sent to Extension.

)

AN AWFUL WARNING - Remember, nothing is TAUGHT until

it is LEARNED.
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(This is our variation on the familiar “Household Hints'*
columns. Some hints apply more to certain levels or areas
than others; some may be obvious to you but not to begin-
ning teachers. But readers can make use of them as appro-
priate. Will you help make this a regular feature by
sending in concise hints?)

Sunn^cucndut^ dcy mattefi
Cheerful and educationally planned room decoration has
been shown to help create a good learning environment,
especially when the class must be held in a drab
building. Are you making the best possible use of
light and colour? Is your classroom made interesting by
a judicious use of charts, time-lines, maps, wall pict-
ures, displays of students* projects and the ever-
popular photos of past and present students? (For ideas,
visit a good modern school at your next opportunity.)
Remember to change your displays regularly, to suit the
subjects being studied - torn, faded pictures may be
worse than none at all.

We all know it, but do we do it? To encourage everyone
to think and keep the group “on its toes", pose your
question to the whole class before you name one student
to answer.

TEE teachers Wagner and Covell recommend that you use a
sign at the local extension centre which establishes
clearly its connection with the wider TEE programme or
the prestigious residence school of which it is a part
e.g. CAPITAL CITY BIBLICAL SEMINARY: SNAKE GULLY
EXTENSION CENTRE. This constantly reminds isolated
students that they are part of the wider enterprise. The"
display of photos of the “mother seminary" and of stud-
ents in other centres is another way of getting the same
message across.
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R.M SURVEY
There has been a very good response to the survey of

programmed instruction materials. The information rec~

eived is now being classified and we hope to make the^

results known in the not too distant future. One obvious

feature of the forms which have been returned is the^

great increase in programmed instruction materials since

a similar survey was made three years ago.

BEEN TO A GOOD CONFERENCE LATELY?

SHARE SOME INSIGHTS WITH YOUR COLLEAGUES!

Could you tell us in a nutshell anything you learned

which might be of interest to other theological educators?

Is there some way interested folk might purchase copies

of some conference papers? - Cassettes?

You can extend the value of local seminars or inter-

national conferences (neither of which most of us can

get to very often) if you write and tell Theological
Education Today about them. Thank you for thinking of

others I

**********

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION TODAY is published four times a year
by the World Evangelical Fellowship Theological Commission.
Editor: Miss Patricia J. Harrison, 11, Garibaldi Street,
Armidale, NSW 2350, Australia. Publisher /Asst . Editor: John
E. Langlois, Les Emrais, Castel, Guernsey, C.I., U.K.
Subscription rates: US$3.00 per annum airmail, $1.50 surface
mail. All contents freely reproducible with credit to WEF
Theological Education Today.
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Hoover, Kenneth H (ed.) Readings on Learning and Tparhino
in the Secondary School '(2nd ed.). Boston: Allyn & Bacon
1971. 550 pp. About $10.

There are few books available on educational methods for
theological schools. But the seminary teacher who can
read selectively and make his own applications need not lack
grist for this particular mill. There are books (main-
ly British) on religious education method for state high
schools. These and the materials of some denominational
publishers will yield quite a few useful ideas. Many of
the best methods however, are to be found in the abundant
material produced for secular educators.

Those who have attended my own seminars will probably
recall Hoover. I find his book a particularly helpful
one, firmly based on good teaching principles and not
theoretically top-heavy. It is essentially a practical
book, built on good theory and well organised for reference.
The editor has brought together an impressive array of well-
known educators and has arranged their contributions in
categories. For each method Hoover provides a summary of
its characteristics, strengths and weaknesses, as well as
questions for discussion. Few compilers of readings go
to this much trouble.

Not all sections will be of equal value to theological
teachers, but those likely to be helpful include articles
on conceptualization, planning, objectives, large and
small group work, discussion, socio-drama and role-play,
independent study, PIM, team teaching, case studies,
review and evaluation.

In general, those teaching theology at the higher
educational levels will gain most from this book. Books
for elementary teachers, when carefully adapted to adults,
are more likely to assist those who teach students with
minimal educational backgrounds.

PJH.
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Educational Enlightenment in

Theological Education

The Holy Spirit, who is the author and communicator of

truth, is today stirring to wakefulness many who are

engaged in theological education. Some see this stirring

particularly in the new movements of Theological Educa-

tion by Extension, but it is by no means confined to

these

.

Two fairly recent books by Gordon R. Lewis of the Conser-

vative Baptist Seminary, Denver, USA, illustrate this

stirring and helpfully demonstrate some aspects of the

enlightenment that it brings. They are Decide for

Yourself (1970) and Judge for Yourself (1974), both pub

lished by Inter Varsity Press in USA. The first of

these books deals with 24 questions commonly asked^^by

Christians, under headings such as "inspiration ,
the

nature of God", "the nature of man", "the church", etc..

The second book deals in greater depth with seven quest

ions commonly asked by non-Christians, such as Is Christ

the only way to God?", "What’s the purpose of miracles?

etc. .

Both these books are described as "work books". In dis-

cussing each question the student is urged to look up

numerous scripture references under sub-titles and draw

his own conclusions. The student who uses this book

properly will put a lot of work into it, and it is obv-

ious that the author has done likewise. The evident pre-

supposition of the author is that a student learns by

actively interacting with the study material. The

corollary is that the preparation of such study material

demands a lot of time and effort. How much easier simply

to write a well-reasoned statement 1

Each book carries the caption "For those who are tired of

being told what to think". These books are not dogmatic.

The author presents to the student several current and

popular points of view on each question, and through the

study of scripture invites him to draw his own conclusions
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He does not thereby suggest to the student that it is

unimportant what he believes. Rather, he emphasises that

the Bible is the touchstone for our beliefs, and our

business is to be sure we are correctly understanding

and applying it. Do we always encourage theological stud-

ents to "think for themselves” , and assist them to do so?

In each section of these books the author is concerned to

arouse interest in the subject, and thus enhance motiva-

tion for study. He does this by starting from questions

which are already interesting to his readers. The study

of scripture is done in relation to these questions.

Lewis focuses and uses the students’ interest by amplify-

ing the question, and then presenting brief statements of

various contemporary answers to the question. By the time

the student comes to study the scriptures, he is quite

clear as to his reason for doing so. He is seeking

answers to questions which are to him cogent and interest-

ing. Students are motivated to learn when they see

relevance in what they are taught.

In his preface to the second bookj the author emphasises

that "individuals can work at their own pace . He also

suggests that the study material will allow different

kinds of minds to major in different aspects of the study.

Different students will spend more time and gain greater

enjoyment in analysis, synthesis, and in application.

These same students, with variety of emphasis in their

private study, are encouraged to meet for discussion each

week. How often are students driven through exactly the

same course at the same speed, instead of allowing for

variation in individual interests and speeds of learning.

Although these books illustrate enlightened educational

thinking, they are certainly not a universal answer for

anyone’s needs in theological education. For the

reason that they try to be relevant, they are culturally

limited. Questions which are topical and relevant in the

USA are not necessarily the questions being asked in In la

or Brazil. We should look for 'Gordon Lewises to write

similar books in the context of their own cultures.

Secondly, although the author warns against "proof text

reading", he does lay himself open to this very criticism.
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by the very act of selecting certain scripture verses to

help the student answer a particular question.

by ignoring other possibly relevant verses. A

of the scripture passages selected suggests tha g

for this criticism are in fact few. But the user o

technique of writing will have to be constant y aw

the danger inherent in it.

M.C. Roenimele, TAFTEE ,
India

‘PtjOQRAMMINQ'IMPRINT
In June we are publishing a book of articles reprinted

from the pages of the last five years
f

Programming. There has been a heavy e

copies of programming during the past ®
articles

has been decided that a book of some of ^t^^^est articles

would be a more suitable as well as a more durable for

for future use by writers of programmed materials.

The book will contain articles in four areas;

Practical: P- Harrison : Basic Educational Principles

—
P, Harrison/TAFTEE • Frame Writing

p. Savage : Sequencing

M. Dainton : Evaluation

Theoretical :

Production :

npyelopments

:

P Savage : Programmed Eearning

N. Anderson : Educational Psychology

S. Schmidt : Levels of Learning

L. Darnauer : The Volitional Domain

I. McCleary : Sharing Materials

P. Harrison : Classification of materials

C. Lawless : Trends in Programmed

Learning

M. Dainton: Instructional Design
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L’education permanente theologique?

by Martin Dainton (Indonesia)

" teaching them to observe all that 1 have commanded".

From its inception the Christian church has placed great

emphasis on education. Today there is a staggering var-

iety of opportunities for education within the Church -

education in the content of the faith, the skills of

ministry, the implications of the Missio Dei - at various

intellectual levels from the highly qualified academics

who perform the 'intellectual function' of the church

to the catechism class and the Sunday school. In recent

years "the challenge and issues raised by the Extension

movement (in theological education) have provoked a heal-

thy and necessary process of reflection, evaluation and

change"^ as we all reconsider the educational task.

We can learn a great deal from the world of secular edu-

cation. One of the more interesting modern concepts is

that of 1' education permanente (the term is variously

translated as lifelong education, educative society,

recurrent education and so on, but there are certain over-

tones of the French term that are hardly translatable).

It is the concept that all educational processes, from

cradle to grave, in schools, factories, offices, families,

at work and at leisure, should be brought into "one comp-

rehensive, coherent and integrated system designed to^

meet the educational and cultural aspirations of all



Confessedly the concept is only an aspiration (at least

in the West: already some Marxist countries like China

are like one vast classroom) but it is being used as a

guide to action.

Can we think of permanent theological education! The

Scriptural concept of growth suggests that we ought to^

think about it! Spiritually we grow from babes in Christ

to mature adults and spiritual warriors. But spiritual

growth cannot be isolated from intellectual development

a truth constantly emphasized by such people as Dr.

Schaeffer who work amongst the world's intellectuals .

Our knowledge should grow with our spiritual stature. And

not only our knowledge in the sense of 'academic mastery ,

but our knowledge as worked out in experience. Some prof-

essional theological educators stress that "unless dogmatic

and philosophical theology can be geared i^to practical

theology they are pretty wide of the mark" ,
and obvious-

ly the amount of practical experience a man can have while

he is in full-time theological study is limited. Here the

idea of continuing theological education throughout life

follows on naturally from the need to work out our own

theology in day to day experience.

Systematic planning of opportunities for theological

education throughout life would require, first of all,

a consensus on the content of theological education.

With due respect to the concept of 'doing theology

there is a core of theological learning which must be

mastered before anyone can practise theological thinking.

Torrance^ pleads for a curriculum that covers philosophy

of science. Biblical languages, history and social

awareness in the theological school'. It would take a

lifetime to master such subjects*. Could evangelicals at

least reach agreement on the major divisions of a theo-

logical curriculum, if not on its details, that could be

adopted in theological schools and in whatever arrange

ments are made for lifelong theological education? We

need to follow up Savage's call for^an agreed Taxonomy

of Theological Education Objectives ,
not merely for

schools, but for throughout life.

Who would run lifetime theological education! We must
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acknowledge that it is too big a thing to leave to theo-

logical schools, to associations of schools, perhaps even

to Churches. Serious consideration of the idea of I'educ-
ation permanente will force us to attempt to work together

with other Christians - all Christians - in order to find

the necessary resources. We might begin by making an

inventory of the resources which are available in any

particular country, and working out the place of, say,

residential schools or TEE schemes, or denominational

curricula, in a nation-wide scheme. Perhaps to be real-

istic we could think of beginning within one particular

Church connexion.

g
In a recent article Prof. Mitchell calls for a beginning

of a drive to prepare educational technologists to impl-

ement lifelong education for all citizens. It is time we

in the Christian church began to think about the same

task. Already there are constant complaints about the

shortage of trained personnel in many areas of the Churches

life and witness". Could the existing theological schools

be asked to train "theological educators" as well as

ministers and clergy? A theological educator would have

to be a learning consultant, an educational planner, a

producer of materials, and several other things, if he is

really to cope with the job of organising and running

permanent theological educationi Or perhaps we should

think of special schools to produc^^them? In 1974 I

proposed a Research Centre for TEE - I am still convinc-

ed that we ought to be attempting to establish some train

ing scheme for theological educators! Questions abound.

The purpose of this article is not to answer them, nor

even to ask all the questions that could be asked. It is

rather to suggest a vision (without which the people perish).

Can we think of lifelong theological education and let the

idea direct our planning? Can we try to work together

more closely to implement it? Can we begin to train the

people to run it? This is the way the world is going,

if 1* education permanente becomes a reality in secular

education, it is unlikely to include opportunities or

theological study! Let us prepare them ourselves. An

lastly, to be down-to-earth, perhaps this journal could

adopt 1' education permanente theologique as its idea

and become a forum for discussing the issues involve
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With this, our second issue of Theological Education

Today y
we wish to welcome any readers joining us^for the

first' time. We would invite you also to share with us

and help make our little publication worthwhile.

Thanks to those of you who have already sent in articles.

We would like to request more contributions from readers,

however, especially for up-coming issues on reading comp-

rehension in theological education, theological curric

ulum design and the teaching of church history. If you

haven't time to produce an article, perhaps you can share

with us a paper you or one of your colleagues presented

at a conference (if it is too long, either we or you can

condense it). Or maybe you could send us a teaching tip

or a book review? Remember, the publication is only as

good as its contributors!

Many thanks too to those who have already sent in lists

of simple English materials suitable for

raries as reference books. We are still o g

more of these books (see the announcement in our last

issue). It is not a collection of self-teaching courses,

but of easy-English commentaries,

books on Bible background, and so on. Than y

your help.

Perwanent Theological Education

I hope our readers will appreciate, as I did,
article

ance of what Mr. Martin Dainton is
"recurrent

in this issue. The idea of ' life
j^g^g^gadily gaining

education" or "continuing education
already

ground today and in some parts of t e
learners

making an enormous impact on socie y. farilely ass-

have for too long been neglected,
,^en we

umed that most important education take P
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are young, and that it prepares us "for life. With the

knowledge explosion today and the expectation that in

Western countries, at least, the average school pupil

now will do several different jobs in his life time, of

which not all even exist yet. it is plainly impossible

to train the young once for all, for li e. ven

logical education, despite its many constants it is

becoming increasingly dubious whether two or

theological training can suffice for an adequate lifelong

ministry.

with the idea of a learning society comes the attendant

concept of drawing on a far wider range of resources than

previously to help people learn. Non-formal as well

formal education is being given renewed attention;

people are seeking the wider society itself as replete

with teaching and learning ^t^chaLe
oeople want to keep learning for many reasons to change

SZ or to clltb hLhor in th. cnro.r the, •Ve.d, have

to develop new interests and hobbies, to make better use

of leisure time, to engage in voluntary community service,

and simply out of curiosity concerning the rich

around them. In many countries the needs in adult educ^

ation are very basic - literacy, health knowledge, voca

training. Anyone who has ever t.oght both yonng

oZle and adults know, there is a big difference. The

voung people are often bright and eager, but the older

fo^k hav^maturity and experience to bring to their stud-

Frequently they are more highly motivated than the
les.

^ they are better students in every

war® observers feel that the world is on the verge

o/"discoLring" adult education and lifelong learning,

ft c^ld be a discovery which will bring big changes in

society.

rru of lifelong learning on the individual can be

^
a Beniamin DeMott, for example, in a perceptive

iv. .rt?"i° r„ tho’sobj.cf in fh. Saturday
and sens

how mid-life learners
Review (Sept. ^hey open

T^'^ves to the wofld and learn to respond to it in
themselves to

pursuits both the energies

r'^inSviduality and the joys of community. Later life
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study, he claims, "tends to widen the range of possible

selves to show forth to the grown human being the feas-

ibility and satisfaction of being at once master and

apprentice, teacher and student, judge and judged, quest-

ioner and questioned." The learner becomes more able to

relax and shed the authority and consequent vulnerability

he has built up in one field when he moves into another.

He discovers the various postures he can take along the

continuum from mastery to dependence, without losing

anything. Often he begins to give shape to his life by

deliberately planning alternative or concurrent periods

of action-in-the-world and of "meditated experience."

DeMott feels that many good things happen in a society

when these things happen in individuals.

In all the expected coming upsurge of "permanent education"

should not permanent theological education have a part?

But it will not happen unless you and I grasp the concept

and make it happen

These are duplicated notes

1 - blank snaces - left in them

SWISS CHEESE NOTES

Do your students have diffi

culty taking coherent lecture

notes? (It's a salutary exper-

ience to collect their notes,

unannounced, occasionally and

check:) One plan is to give

them "Swiss Cheese Notes .

space

.
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TWO BASIC KINDS OF SEATING ARRANGEMENT

T - Teacher, S - Student, P -Participant,

- lines of Communication.

The Passive Class

Suitable for lectures, and

classes requiring minimal

interaction. (Note that some

students can day-dream)

(Adapted from: Practical Guide

Paris: UNESCO, 1973, p.l67)

The Active Class

Suitable for discussion.

Much more interaction is

possible, and it is hard-

er for attention to

wander. Can also be

used for lectures,

to Functional Literacy

8



Many other variations of seating are possible with mov-

able furniture. Another basic kind of seating is found

in the illustration below.

THE GROUPED CLASS

Grouping can be by ability in a particular subject, or

can be used for individualised research projects, to

utilize in turn limited resources, or to carry out

different parts of one project. Various activities can

take place at the one time - discussion, listening to

tapes watching a slide sequence, using reference books,

utilizing programmed instruction, creative activity rel

ated to the subject being studied, and so on.

These varied seating and activity arrangements can be

used as readily in the TEE seminar as in the residence or

night class.

And speaking of furniture

built-in writing boards,

handers and buy or make a

will appreciate it.

,
if you use those chairs with

spare a thought for the left-

few specially for them. They

9



Communicatingsthrough
the medium of hnghsh in

Melanesia
BY J.M.HITCHEN

(Rev. John Kitchen is Principal of the respected Christian

Leaders' Training College, an interdenominational inst

itution located in the beautiful Western
.

Papua New Guinea. The College offers training in Theolop,

Agriculture, Technology and Business. It has a TEE min

stry in a number of the larger towns of Papua New Guinea

and is the base of a cassette ministry which extends o

“riot ptts of the of Melaoe.ie. The foUo.tng

is condensed with permission, from a Staff Orientation

Paper used at C.L.T.C. It raises some points of great

importance to all who teach in what is to their students,

a second language. The remainder of the paper, omitted

here, deals with a number of problems students encounter

with the English language).

ENGLISH AS A SECOND (OR THIRD) LANGUAGE:

1. *Our* Language :

Those of us for whom English is our native language seldom

appreciate just what it means for the students to spend

hour upon hour, day upon day, and year upon year receiving

training in a language other than their own.

As native English speakers we imbibed the basic tools for

English language long before we started schooling. From

our mother's knee we learnt the sentence patterns, disti--

nctive syntax, and stress and intonation patterns of

English - and all quite unconsciously, painlessly and

without a single formal lesson in English grammar.

10



Further, our day by day contact with electricity, cars,

technological gadgetry, urban life, floods of literature,

and other people who lived, dressed and acted in

rhe sime way as we did, gave us an extensive English

vocabulary with a bare minimum of dictionary consultations

These same experiences developed patterns of thinking,

Lthods of communication, and an overall philosophy of

Ufe or 'world view’ which are distinctly Western in

outlook and firmly rooted in the English language. These

thLes were not the product of some formal course we took

at school, but rather they have been assimilated through

the daily experience^ of our fairly typical middle or

Upper class European upbringing.

Thus fro. infancy English has been ’our' language. »e

have used it to express our hearts' longing and desires,

"“\‘’::;d °arprar'“: r.;;; ft.“™i»rirs”.:5 T“-

tdi»rand ..'re thankful to God that H. has called us to

use 'our' language in our service for Him.

But let us pause for a bit and consider 'our' langauge

from the point of view of the students whom we have been

called to train.

2 English - A 'Foreign' Language - A status symbol - an_

For some of our students English is the language

they have tried to master. For some is^their_t
^

language; for some their second

t£ir?ltreT:;ngu:.^%hus tL^anguage^in^which^t^^^^^^

are studying is in the same
or Greek and

and Latin were for us during f^3;gpective let us

Hebrew at Bible College.
^ ^ ® fared if during our

ask ourselves how well we woul ave^
instructions and

Bible training, all lectures, al
^^ams all inter-

timetables, all tests, assignments an
were conducted,

views, friendships and table discussio
, ^^77?, How

spoken, written or read always and only m GreeK

11



would we have coped
• s^the^kind^of situation

physically and socially? Yet this
f^/c.L.T.C. Let

L'which the students are
en>pathetically

us try to enter both
of I foreign

into the meaning of training per

language

.

But, fortunately, English is not only
^ language of

the status language of
f of governLnt and

progress and advancement, the languag

big business, '‘"
1
““®' f ^e.aeLbip end of learning

"^1!=:: 'ibere ?.

for learning it than
an be a tricky and dangerous

But pursuing status ° fons and problems for

business beset with suoti f
rnnturv world of nations,

the Christian. However, the Century wo
churches,

coupled with the desperate
capture and

demand that the students no
English is more than just

Tf^reiS'lSiage and stltus symbol for the New Guinean.

English is also the
^“ng Sristiln^Lre in

nafion. strong
f „f English

Papua New Guinea.
ongoing development

speaking indigenes i
, Qur students them-

at this
““f «*/".”“rthis »d hence their detemin-

selves
®^®.^p®^^^bility' in their studies. But there

"“"other 'rc^Tf their view of English. English is

'1 "f deLerately hard and confusing language to anyone

t Lm ifis no! the mother tongue. As those who are
for whom

. • .y, ,3 a second or third language let us
teaching EngU

strangeness and complexity of 'our

humbly temember f viewpoint. Both lecturers

'"?":^Lftrfrce difficulties 7n the areas of cultural

“ff^fces, vocabulary, problems of syntax, pronuncia-

fiofanfus; of idioms. Let us consider here some basic

cultural differences.

CULTURAL differences AFFECTING OUR LECTURING:

rulture determines his experience and therefore
A person s cuiluj-c

12



the ideas, concepts, attitudes and motives which are the

rL material of the learning process. Thus the ideas

and attitudes of Melanesian culture must be the starting

nnint in all our teaching. Every course and every lecture

1st be adapted to the Melanesian way of life. We cannot

Zst teach L the way we would in a European culture. Nor

can we assume that because a student repeats the words

and nhrases we have used he therefore understands in the

same^way and means the same thing we do. We must be ever

coTscioL of the basic cultural differences between our-

aplves and the students. In this paper we cannot hope to

^eition all such differences, but we do need to be aware

of the following:

1 . A Different World View or Philosophy of Life:

As the products of Western civilisation European Christ-

opnprallv conceive of the world as part of an ordered
lans general

y created by God for His purpose;
and «.„ng£ul um»ers. «e

p„d-

‘irtiri" a/d “at a, th. crown of creation, has the

rieht and ro.ponsibility to ose natural te.ourcc. and

actnired wi.do. and technical .kill, for hr. own good

an’d for the good of his fel »
philosophy which gives meaning V

• ^

Lcets - education, business, home life, worsn p

recreation-

But moot Melanesians don't id''" ""k °f dda®® ®

granted. The ~jor t, o
gre.

Where it is believed that capriciou F
the

natural laws) control th^ir wor
of as the way

equivalent of technology i.e.

to manipulate the natural wor
,_ound the tribe and

where all life and thought centred around the^^

village with little knowledge of or conce

’outside* world.

But further, the students have to a ^tester or_^^

tent come into contact with European
their res-

cation, with a Christian P'^tlosophy
question the val-

ponse to the Gospel they have c
come to a clearly

idity of the old world view, but few have come

13



formulated and integrated Christian or Biblical philosophy

of life. The old and the new are in a process of being

variously blended, mixed, confused or rejected, and our

lectures are daily contributing to this. Let us never

assume that the eager face means an empty, pure mind, wait-

ing to receive the *truth* and accept it unquestioningly

.

No, every idea and thought is being received, understood,

and interpreted on the basis of the present synthesis of

the old and new ways which the student has achieved to

date. To be mindful of this is especially important
for those seeking to communicate theological ideas.

2. A Different Experience of Material and Technological
Culture :

This is self evident wherever we look in Papua New Guinea.
Trams, trains, television, electric stoves, family cars,
factories, daily newspapers, urban services etc. are still
beyond either the experience or understanding of the maj-
ority of Melanesians. Thus in our choice of illustrations
and in our references to such things we must be very expl-
icit or else find a culturally relevant equivalent.

3. Different Methods of Reasoning :

One of our biggest problems in lecturing is that our
students do not think the same way as we do because their
culture does not emphasize the same methods of reasoning
as our European culture.

Notice that this is not a question of reasoning ability.
Several of the students are intellectually superior to any
of our staff. Within the student body we have a normal
distribution of mental ability.

But the Melanesian cultural patterns train people to use
their minds in different ways. The Western pattern of educ-
ation is rapidly changing this, but has not had widespread
effect as yet.

Thus the students tend to think in concrete and physical
terms and are unfamiliar with abstract reasoning. They
are fully able to reason abstractly, but have not had the

14



practice with using symbols (as in maths), or observing

Lusal relationships (as in science) which contribute to

the concrete foundations for abstract thought, and

which are part and parcel of our Western life.

Likewise sequential thinking (if this and this. y. then

this) is seldom used in village life, as there is little

ed for it Few Papua New Guinean languages distinguish

Ltween 'wh;- and 'how- and the belief in the direct

intervention of spirits does away with the need for

secondary causes. Thus the students are not used to

sentences dependent on each other and progressively,

logically developing a thought or idea.

Our Western educational system places great stress on the

ability to think analytically and draw out the main ideas

S points from a mass of material. But - Melanesia

picture language, innuendo, parabolic stories and the
^

like are much more common. Thus in the writing o

ture notes we must be careful to proceed from the

to the abstract, from the characteristics of the knom

particular thing to the general principles covering 1

Tarticular things o^ne c^ss and not v-^versa. ^^Our

natural abilities in each student. We «ni give care^^^

attention to conditional "^^^ences and^depend^^^
patterns

in all our writing and speaking,
Llanes-

of thinking can be inculcated gradually (cf. the mei

ian attitude to time)

.

4. nifferent Social Patterns and Customs;

The Ueetern ide.l of . sel£-ccpete„t, e

.ggresaiv. extrovert e. the
J^'f/eJedeet i.

fit in New Guinea. The respectfu
,

_ , ^ j,e express-

not therefore 'dumb' or a 'follower Again.^_^^

es his leadership capabilities in w y class-

but very effective
listen to the

room this means we need to be y discussion

lengthy explanations, and give °PP°^ “ group's acceptance
for the thinking of the group, and the group

15



of the new ideas can be just as important as the

lecturer’s clear exposition.
^.^iture and think

May we become attentive s
from day to day.

Melanesian brethren.

Notes

1 . The term 'European' is used in Melanesia to refer to

any whites or Caucasians. (Ed.)

This is a generalisation which is more correct of

‘tS of Na« Guioo. and lea. correct of the

Sfgrilid.. of. Goda, Ghoata and »en in "ci-dara.

(el La«rence S Meggitt, Melbourne: OOP,

pages 1- 23 ,
for a valuable summary of the old worl

view" of the Melanesians.

OVERWORKED ?

- Join the clubl If you are

a residence school teacher

with an overload of classes,

you may not know that in many

modern educational institut-

ions the tendency today is to

reduce the number of lectures

and set more self-study assign-

1- all fhp self-instructional

rarerialfl'^hLrL'much about (programs, workbooks etc)

rcrr;;i:irird‘;ru rriccdir: r.,::dirghin"t£J:^^^^^

plL^l^tfsometim«™Sr?L^aLrt/
library and

ki:hTur.i.ci"-^siVtE:i.'rthr::s::::r^^^
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ESSEN, GERMANY 12,000 young people heard Genten
evangelist Anton Schulte (photo)

speak, here during (Jhvist'lval 76 in June. It was the lar-

gest youth gathering of its kind ever held in German

Europe. 200 responded to accept Christ as Savior. Also on

the program were Dr. Billy Graham and Argentinian evan-

gelist Luis Palau. Prior to (ThrisHval^ Schulte conduc-

ted a "mini crusade" in Glasgow, Scotland, vtere he ex-

pressed his spiritual indebtedness to the Scottish people.

Once an ardent atheist, he was converted at a local gospel

iteeting near Ayr v^le on parole as a prisoner-of-war.

CURITIBA, BRAZIL Evangelical strength
showed itself among

the 600 students and graduates who attended Congresso Mis-

stoYiciPVO here earlier this year . Reports came from gra-

duates—doctors, educators, agronomists—^who are putting

their professional expertise to work for Christ in Brazil as well as in other coun

tries, particularly those of Portuguese-speaking Africa. (Christianity Today)

FLORENCE, ITALY At the second annual assem-

bly of the Italian Evangel i-

cal Alliance CIEA), delegates voted to apply for membership in the World Evanplical

Fellowship (WEE). Rev. Elio Mi lazzo, chairman of the lEA, told delegates that the

WEF provides the best possible channel for Italian evangelicals to interact with other

evangelicals around the world.

BULAWAYO, RHODESIA 150 evangelical delegates (70% black) attending the i^K)de-

sian Congress on Evangelism in Context drew up a strong

Call to the Churches and Nations of Southern Africa

^

to end

for reconciliation between blacks and vAiites. Despite some conflic , g

vealed unity of purpose in facing ip to the gospel's standarf of on^ess among p^^
pies. 'The Call also asks vMte "Christian" governments to rule

Hale on scriptural leadership, p. 4). The statement was presented to ^ goven^
of Rhodesia, and President John Wrathall responded by proclarming a NaHonal Day of

Prayer for Peace. (EP News Service)

SEOUL, KOREA From its founding, Seoul Theological Seminary (STS)

has acknowledged a wider purpose than ministry in

Korea alone. The whole of Asia is a concern. Recently, STS Professor Jonathan Sang

Hoon Lee headed for Malang in East Java, Indonesia, to serve as visiting professor o

New Testament in the OMS International* theological training program there. Professor

Lee’s new ministry is the latest example of Korea’s growing involvement in missions

to the rest of Asia. formerly The Oriental Missionary Soa%ety (OMS Outreach;

GLOBAL REPORT is published bi-monthly by John Langlois, Wonld EvangeUaal FetlcMshi-p, Lee ^ Bos,

Guernsey, U. K. EDITOR: Waldron Scott, General Secretary, World Evangelical Fellowship,

Post Office Box 670, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901, USA.
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MDSCOW, USSR 5 representatives of the

European Baptist Federa-

tion and the Baptist Vforld Alliance dis

cussed religious liberties recently with

Victor N. Titov, deputy ctoirman of the

Council of Religious Affairs of the USSR.

Uie delegation pleaded for clemency for

dissident Baptist minister Georgi Vijis

and 78 other persons said to be in Soviet

prisons because of their beliefs. Russian

B^>tists in Kiev and Mosccw gave assuran-

ces that their treatment is "now much

better than for a long time."
(Baptist World)

Ml- Optinrlstio -indicators must

be balanced against negative^ factors,

however, as one Soviet religious affairs

expert reports that Reform Baptists are "stilt being
.
imprisoned and harassed, several

fi'Lraumstances

•

(SPARKS)

Baptism near Moscow last year

even dying in suspicious circumstances

The Evangelical Alliance of Australia (EAA) is determined to

forward the momentum of the Lausanne Congress on World

representing every state, met to lay plans

MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA
carry

54 evangelicals,
a follow-upEvangelisation, _ ^

valuating the effectiveness of evangelistic programs begun as

They also urged EAA commissions to intensify studies relating to

tion,

for e-

to Lausanne,
social ac-

evangelism, and an analysis of Australian society. (AustraHan EvangeHoal)

KUAIA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA The Malaysian
' branch of the

Nurses Christian Fellowship International

(NCFI) net in conference in May to study

the there He Cares. Conferees laid plans

to give more emphasis on integrating pro-

fessional and spiritual aspects of the

life of the Christian nurse as she car-

ries out Christ's concern for the physi-

cal and spiritual needs of others. NCFI

includes 18 menter countries and plans to

hold its Ninth International Conference

in C3iana, West Africa, in August.

CAPERNAUM^ ISRAEL Archaeologists wor-
king on the shore of

the Sea of Galilee are excavating what

they believe is the house of the apostle

Peter. Digging through ll layers of con-

struction beneath a Byzantine church,

workers have found signs of a poor

fisherman^s house with the names of Jesus

and Peter appearing several times.

(Good News Broadcaster)

TAIPEI , TAIWAN Waldron Scott (photo

below), general secre-

tary of the World Evangelical Fellowship,

is currently on tour in the Orient in

company with Dr. Donald McGavran and Dr.

Vergi I Gerber. They will be conducting a

series of Church Growth workshops in

Thailand, Japan and Korea. On June 10

Scott visited

the headquar-

ters of the

Broadcast i n g

Corporation of

Ch i na (BCC)

,

Taiwan ^s ol dest
and largest

network. In ad-
dition to Tai-

wan, it broadcasts to mainland China

and to overseas Chinese. The president of

BCC, Mr. Lee Shih Feng, is a devout

Christian and serves as chairman of the

China Evangelical Fellowship. Mr. Lee,

whose staff of 1,100 broadcasts in 7 fo-

reign languages and 8 Chinese dialects.

NEW YORK. USA

tion to double

The United Nations pro-
jects the world popula-

by 2010 to 8 billion.

says that one-fifth of

programming is Christian,

this is produced locally.

BCC's cultural
Two-thirds of
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LONDON, ENGLAND Prayer groups are being
organized to ask God*s

guidance during the 11th Pentecostal
World Conference which will convene in

London September 28 to October 2. The
conference theme will be The Spirit of
Truth. Hopes are that thousands of Chris-
tians will be stirred to a new under-
standing of the world^s desperate needs

and of their personal responsibilities.
(Pentecostal Evangel)

SINGAPORE 1,400 people attended the

Singapore Congress of Spiri-

tual Reproduction here in March. 17

workshops were offered, some led by lay

Christian leaders of various churches

and groups in Singapore. Closing the

congress, Jim Chew, deputy director of

Southeast Asia for the Navigators said

that the effects of the workshops would

be seen only in the years to come as

each participant, trusting God, repro-

duced spiritually,
(The Eew Zealand navigator)

WETZIAR, GERMANY Evangeliums-Rundfunk

,

the Genran branch of
Trans Vforld Radio, has broadcast more
than 10,000 programs since its founding
15 years ago. Horst Marquardt (photo
below)

^

general director, says: "We have

all kinds of
radio programs—
dramas y singing
groups j panel
discussions^ re-
ports ^ features.
This is usually
not donSy but we

feel evangelical
radio doesn^t
mean sermons
only 3 but the

whole life.
" IVro

years ago , the
station began

programs for Italian, Spanish, and Yugo-

slavian irrmigrants . Plans are for broad-

casts to German-speaking listeners in

Southern Africa and the Americas, (idea)

KANO. NIGERIA In this traditionally Islamic city^ the cornerstone has been laid for

*
a 2,000-seat church building for Evangelical Churches of West Africa,

churches of Sudan Interior Mission origin. 800 people attended the ceremony, some of

whom had previously declared that such a church was an impossibility in Kano whose

Islamic history dates back 1,000 years. (MRS)

Laotian church dedication in Thailand

KHON KAEN, THAILAND In the aftermath of

the Vietnamese war,

about 12,000 refugees from Laos were ta-

ken to a large camp in northeastern Thai-

land. Over a quarter of the refugees were

Christians of the Laos Evangelical Church.

In late November 1975, the first groups

were moved to a new location carved out

of the jungles of Loey. After only a

month, the Laotian believers started

building a new church. Now non-Christians

have been responding rapidly
^

to the gos-

peT, Often referred to as displaced per-

sons, it seems these Laotian refugees

have been placed as Christ's witnesses.

(The Alliance Witness - Wayne Persons)
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LEADERSHIP THAT CAN SAVE A NATICN

T, F. ZiirrnenrBri/ General Superintendent

Assemblies of God

The Bible says, "Blessed is the nation whose ^ is

Israel enjoyed her greatest hours when spiritual lead^s called her to God. King

Josiah was one of the leaders frcan vtan we can learn important lessons.

LEADERS WHO DO WHAT IS RIGHT: If we are to be spiritual leatos today, me
Josiah we must do what is right. One of the first ^tat^nts ^de concern^

king of Judah is: "And he did that vdiich was right in the eyes of the bord

(2 Chronicles 34:2).

Undoubtedly, there were tiires when it would have been easier to do ^t was

pedient. But Josiah was a leader and not a follower. He was a ^Jgg
eousness. He denonstrated that God’s Word is true when it says, ^^ghteousnes

exalteth a nation; but sin is a reproach to any people (Proverbs 14.34)

.

Ibday, as in previous generations, our mtion needs

areas of life-religious, £»litical, academic, St
world will be better vdien leaders are more concerned with doing vdiat is rig

rather than \fthat is es^dient.

LEADERS WHO SEEK THE LORD: If are to be spiritual md^s t^, f
we must seek the Lord. The Scriptu^ says conc^g Josiah, f3^^®) /
young, he began to seek after the God of David his father (2 Chronicles .

The wisdom of the world seems to dictate that men should consult ?^p™r
ceivable source of help tefore consulting God. Jesus, ^ver,
procedure. He said, "But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness

(Matthew 6:33)

.

LEADERS WHO RIGHTLY REGARD SCRIPTURE: If we

are to be spiritual leaders today, l^e
Josiah we must honor the Word of God. Prior

to Josiah* s reign, the Scriptures had been

tragically neglected. But vrfien Josiah heard

the itessage of God*s Vford, he took it so

seriously that he tore his garments as a

sign of grief. His big concern now was that

Judah should align herself with God*s Vford.

Ihere is no safer mooring for God * s people

than His Word. They must not neglect it,

neither must they go beyond it. What

heights America would reach if the Word

were faithfully proclaimed from every

pit, prominent in every goveamment office,

j-jQj-jored in every classroom, and adhered to

by labor and management. For v^en people

begin to read, honor, and live according to

Scripture, we will see the power of God

manifested as never before.

Dr. T. F. Ziitmerman addresses a

ireeting of the National Asso-

ciation of Evangelicals and the

National Religious Broadcasters

in Washington, D. C. This arti-

cle is taken from his remarks.
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From The Guest Editor

DOES TEE WORK?
by Patricia Harrison

tee Coordinator

"Can I ask an impertinent question?"

asked a participant in a recent work-

shop. "Does TEE work?" Of course it

was not an impertinent question at alio

He was attempting to pinpoint the crux

of the whole matter.

Unfortunately , in that form the ques-

tion cannot really be answered. It is

like asking, "Does seminary work?" "Do

correspondence courses work?" or "Does

Sunday School work?" There are many

problems in evaluating TEE or any other

method. Whether or not an educational

approach "works" depends on at least

two important things:

1 ) It depends on what our objectives

are. A TEE program can only be eval-

uated in terms of its own specific set

of goals and in terms of a particular

situation. A general question is mean-

ingless.

2) It depends on the criteria of gual^

ity which are built into these objec-

tives o The meeting of objectives per

se, while an essential element in^ eval-

uation, does not in itself guarantee that

a given program has "worked." If the

objectives are trivial or if no quality

control is built into them, the fact

that a given program meets them may

mean very little. The computer prin-

ciple of GIGO applies (Garbage In

—

Garbage Out!)

Let us illustrate. Suppose that the

main goal of the Snake Gully TEE Course

is to produce at least 10 new pastors

a year. If it fails to do so, it has

not worked fully, though it may have

done some good. If it does produce 10

or more new pastors a year, it is work-

ing in terms of the goals set. If how-

ever, these pastors were inferior in

their training and in the carrying out

of their duties as com-

pared to pastors train-

ed in some other way,

some might doubt the

value of the course.

They may see the aim as

graduating 10 "good"pas-

tors po3r annum, and by

that criterion, TEE would

have failed.

Good objectives are behaviourally

stated, and tell us what the student

will be able to DO when he has finish-

ed the course which he could not do be-

fore, under what CONDITIONS he will do

it, and the STANDARD of performance

which will be acceptable. But even ob-

jectives stated this carefully are

still subject to the GIGO principle un-

less some definition of quality is in-

cluded.

Suppose again that the Solid Rock

TEE program aims simply to train older

church leaders, who cannot attend Bible

School full time. This is a fairly com-

mon aim, and often the overall goals

are no more specific than this. It may

mean that if a few older people simply

enroll and complete the course, what-

ever its cont ent or c|uality ,
the pro—

gram has "worked," in terms of its

goal. The courses may be excellent.

They may also be culturally irrelevant,

trivial and dull. Objectively speak-

ing, the former type of course would

be more successful than the latter

type, but it is hard to say this un-

less we have clearer objectives to

measure by. In one sense, many TEE

courses can scarcely help but work, at

least at the lowest level , because they

bring some Bible teaching to people who

would otherwise have had none . In this

case, it is not a question of whether
the students would have learned better
in a residence or an extension situa-
tion. It was either extension or noth-
ing. At this level, TEE can scarcely
fail

!

It seems to me that there are many

TEE programs around the world which

have fairly clear goals and are meet-

ing these with good teaching and ma-

terialso In other places, TEE is so

2



new that there are few graduates and

evaluation is difficult.

In still other places, TEE is running

aground. The reasons are various, and

often quite unrelated to the method it-

self. The problems often center around,

finance, personality problems, lack of

suitable teachers, and so on. But in

my observation , the most common factors

which prevent Extension from doing a

30b are much the same as those which

similarly affect residential schools.

Such problems cluster around the qual-

ity of the materials and the teaching,

the educational approach and the degree

to which they fit real needs in the

local culture.

Our writers and teachers are usually

overworked and have not been given

training in teaching or course writing,

so do their best against considerable

odds. A good move in the right direc-

tion would be to encourage those semi-

naries which train missionaries to of-

fer electives in cross-cultural educa-

tional principles, theological curric-

ulum and instructional design, teaching

methods and course writing. It is ac-

cepted as a matter of course that
^

a

school teacher needs to study teaching

methods as well as subject content.

Why should the standard be less for
those who teach God*s Word?

Does TEE work? No one can answer for
the numerous different programs which
exist, but it does seem from the large
numbers of Churches starting and con-
tinuing TEE, that it is meeting a real
need and "working" for many.

The experiences of Australia, Brit-
ain, South Africa and a few other coun-
tries have proven false the idea that
extension is only a low-level, first-
aid approach. Those of us who have
taught university and college courses
both "internally" and "externally" know
that our external students pass the
same exams and do the same assignments
as the residential students and nor-
.mally do as well or better than their

full-time counterparts. Externals are

usually far more motivated, better to

teach, and more able to contribute
ideas from their experience.

Whatever our local experiences with
TEE, generalizations about the supposed
inferiority of "part time students" are

inappropriate. The universities have

proved that high quality degrees can

be earned externally. TEE can also

work well if it is planned well!

THE ASIAN CHURCH SPEAKS OUT

NOW AVAILABLE, ..from th« A«ia Thoologicol Aiioclotion

A cont.mporory review of evongelicol theologicol

6ducotion in Aiiot Its history

its goals

its processes

its future

its needs

Only W.00 (U.S ) 1«0 pages paperbound



TEE: QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

A questionnaire concerning

Malaysia, Papua New Guinea,

following article consists

been edited.

TEE programs was sent to participants in Hong Kong,

Philippines, Taiwan and Thailand. While much of the

of direct quotations from our respondents, parts have

Indonesia Rev. Richard K. Smith, Christian & Missionary

Dr. Avery Willis, Rector, Baptist Theological

Alliance TEE Coordinator.

S emina ry ,
S emarang

.

Philippines : Rev. Robe
TEE.
Rev. Narciso

rt W. Ferris, Executive Director , Philippines Association for

iso D. Dionson, Former TEE staff, the Assemblies of God.

Thailand : Mr. F. J. Pratt, Thai TEE Secretary.

M^lavsia-Sin^anore : Dr. Sidney Schmidt, Dean of the Singapore Regional Dept, of

^ Malaysia-Singapore Baptist Seminary.

Taiwan : Rev. Hugh Sprunger, Executive Director of TEE, Taiwan.

Hong Kong : Dr. Manfred Berndt, President, Concordia Theological Seminary.

Panua New Guinea : Mr. Alan Parker, TEE Coordinator, ' Christian Leaders' Training

College.

(Q) HOW MANY STUDENTS AND STAFF MEMBERS DO YOU HAVE? AT WHAT LEVELS?

(A) Smith: The TEE ministry is carried out jointly

tiirCScMA National Church. We have three TEE areas :Timor/Alor/Roti/Sabu ( start-

ed 1972) - 134 students and 4 staff; West Kalimantan (started 1972) - 240 stu

dents and 8 staff; and Bali (started 1976) - 5 students and 3 staf .

fourth one will be in Toraja in late 1976.
^ ^

Thematerial that is being used is geared for grade^ school and

level. Our basic aim is to upgrade pastors. We also have some key laymen in

the program. We accept young people into the program if they have some active

ministry in a church or anticipate the possibility of going to Bible school.

Willis: Since all of our seminary education has shifted from a campus ap-

proach to the extension approach, we have 625 students and lo full-time s a

members.

Ferris: PAIT^EE is the association of l8 different denominational^TEE groups xn

the Philippines. In 1975 the total number of TEE students was 397 with 7^ cen-

ters including 156 in the Lutheran Church of the Philippines and 120 by the

Foursquare. Bible College. 234 students out of 397 are on diploma level.

Dionson: We started our TEE program in 1974. It was sponsored by the district^

a regional grouping within the denomination. It did not receive encouragement

nor financial assistance from the mission. One missionary saw the value of TEE

but he was moving to another field. A year later the program was terminated.
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Schmidt : There are over 150 students

enrolled and studying in the 26 cen-

ters and 27 students enrolled in the

resident program of studies. The tu-

tors and deans compose a full-time

and part-time involvement of over 20

national and missionary leaders.Pro-

vision is now made for. three learn-

ing levels to meet the specific needs

of the individual students.

Sprunger: With the exception of stu-

dents in the Free Methodist class

composed of tribal ministers and

church leaders, the majority of TEE

students has been of college level.

This is quite contrary to what had

been anticipated in the planning stages.

In the First semester of 1975~76, we had in Kaohsiung 11 students enrolled,

Taichung, 10; Taipei, Hsinchu and Hualien, l46.

Berndt: We have five levels - Master of Ministry, Bachelor of Divinity, Bache-

lor o^ Theology, Teacher Education Program, and Lay Training Program. The

present arrangement, from residential to extension was started in 1972.

Straightly speaking, we do not have TEE per se, but a combination of some

evening courses with heavy homework loads supplemented by intensive tutorial

guidance. These programs are mostly limited to Lay Training courses or extra-

mural courses which should not be confused with the training of bona fide min-

istry by TEE.

Parker: Papua New Guinea is a large country with widely separated pockets^of

dense population. This separation of mountains or sea has caused almost each

vllley or island to contain a people with a different language and culture f^rom

Its SigLoLing group. In -view of these facts, one of the aims in developing

th^ ™ to'help provide theologicl educ.tlo. “
leaders in the fields of education, medicine, agriculture and community

opment. Now we have five centres with 60 students.

)) WHAT IS YOUR EVALUATION OF THE TEXTBOOK?

Smith : Our texts are translations of English ;Jitles and^are^locally^w^

books. We also have several workbooks an
students have a very

somewhat disappointed in using program
regular type workbook

strong tendency to look up the answers. We feel that the reg a yp

for the lower levels is generally more acceptable.

Willis : All of our 17 books thus far have “^iig^i^flom^oIhS'^sources
language. Thus far no

Nation of an African textbook. We are

in Indonesian, except a copy of « Talking with God from Afric_a ,
and

planning to use an adaptation of the
~.j,iB year. Thus far we have wnt-

the Pastoral Compendium from Argentina late

ten 17 courses, each on three education eve s.
*»Cont'd on P.IO
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Training in the context of Chinese indige-

nous culture, Chinese Evangelical Seminary is

preparing Chinese Christians for the Gospel min-

istry. Considered more Chinese than Western, its

president, the Rev. James Taylor, a fourth gener-

ation missionary and great grandson of Hudson

Taylor, has seen the seminary grow from seven

full-time students in 1970 to 32 today. CES of-

fers three main programs of study: pastoral,

Christian education and missions to full time

resident students who have earned a baccalaureate degree. CES offers a M. Diy,

(B.D.) and a certificate in Christian education. Already 23 alumni are engaged in

Christian service. The TEE program this year has over 200 students enrolled. The

purposes of CES are to nurture vital spirituality and genuine scholarship, geared

to the needs of the Chinese community.

Future 6-story building for CES

At first CES seemed to lack everything finances, facilities and teachers.

Yet over the past five and a half years, the Lord has provided. Taiwan Christians

initial support was only 9*5^ of the budget; today the figure has grown to 23»5/i

•with all Chinese Christians around the world contributing more than 80^.

The seminary began in rented quarters which served as class room, chapel, dor-

mitory, office and library. Some gifts made possible the present quarters, added

classrooms and a dining department. God moved a brother to purchase a three-story

building adjacent to the campus for use as library and chapel, again .without cost.

KOREAN CHURCHES OFFER SCHOLARSHIPS

Korea, a leader in theological education with 8000 stu-

dents in 85 theological schools, is offering scholarships to

interested Christians. In Seoul alone there are I6OO Protes-

tant churches and some Korean theologians with their doc-

toral degrees in theology. Scholarships provide room, board

and tuition. Transportation is not included.

A knowledge of Korean will be helpful, but is not re-

quired. All applicants should have a knowledge of English.

Level One for Special Students
Supervised study by staff of seminary
Pre-requisite: Bachelor’s degree

Level Two for students interested in acquiring M. Div. or B. D.

Pre-requisite: Bachelor’s degree
Level Three for students interested in acquiring Master in theology degree (Th. M. )

at Asian Centre for Theological Studies and Missions (ACTS)
Pre-requisites: Bachelor’s degree; 'M.Div. (B.D.) or M.A,

Applicants interested in full time Christian service may send their resiimes

to Asia Theological Association.
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COME

CES students praise God in song.

The faculty of five full-time and

five part-time members use Chinese as

a medium of instruction. Visiting lec-

turers occasionally use English. The

present library has 9 i 300 volumes.

The Evangelical Alliance Mission has

recently donated land to CES for a new

campus site. It is strategically lo-

cated near Taiwan National University,

National Normal University and Campus

Evangelical Fellowship ( I. V. F. ), Campus

Crusade for Christ and other important

church student centers.

The new campus facilities , consisting

of a six-story building will serve as

(l) a training center for full-time

Christian workers ,
young people , and

laymen; (2) a research center offering

library facilities, special lecture-

ships, seminars, and other programs to

the Christian community ; (3) a teaching

center with reference materials, mass

communication equipment , and production

of teaching materials; (^) a mission

center offering study in mission strat-

egy, training for overseas service, and

preparation for China mainland evange-

lization. The estimated cost for the

building project is U.S.S750,000.

CES invites you not only to build

with their facilities, but also build

the Chinese Church. You are invited

to participate in this project— finan-

cially and prayerfully. For the fur-

ther information, please write to:

China Evangelical Seminary

P. 0. Box 28-4 Shihlin

Taipei, R.O.C. Ill

HOME,

ASIANS
Since 1945 thousands of students from

Asia, Africa and Latin America have
gone to the West for higher academic
training. Some returned to serve their
country while thousands were lured by
higher standards of living to remain
in the West. The brain drain which
followed is not entirely the fault of
these young scholars. Given challeng-
ing opportunities to serve, many need-
ed Christian workers would return to
Asia, for example, to work.

As a service to our readers, ATA will
print until further notice, free job
listings for employers and "situations
wanted" for Christian workers. Each
description should be typed, not to

exceed 75 words.

A college president in the United

States wrote to ATA for help: "I am

writing for your assistance. One of

our Chinese graduates from Hong Kong

is seeking the Lord’s will concerning

ministry following graduation this

spring. She feels that the Lord is

calling her into a teaching ministry,

preferably in Southeast Asia because

her life’s calling is to minister to the

Chinese. She has a year of work at

Gordon-Conwell and is finishing her

M.A. here in our college. Now my re-

quest:Could you provide me with a list

of schools in S.E. Asia that might be

interested in the teaching ministry of

one with her qualifications?

A student worker with international

students in California wrote: "One de-

finite sense of direction God is giving

us at the winter conference is to set

our sights on his leading many to re-

turn to Asia and China."
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TEXTBOOKS FOR TEE

Rev* Lester S. Kenney

International Correspondence Institute

The following information was provided by the Rev.

Lester S* Kenney, Far East Director of the Regional

Office ICI, Persons interested in ordering material,

may contact Rev. Kenney.

The Assemblies of God Church has more than 3^6 stu-

dents enrolled in their International Correspondence

Institute, which closely resembles TEE. ICI material

while not programmed like TEE, is a theological edu-

cation project which provides Biblical training to

laymen and church leaders.

I am sure our textbooks are accepted in the evan-

gelical world. Other denominational teachers are

welcome to examine and use our materials.

We have now completed the following courses, which

are used by resident schools as well as by correspon-

dence:

Roman/Galatians - textbook: Epistle of Paul to the Romans — E. F. Bruce

Epistle of Paul to the Galatians — Alan Cole

Gospel of John - textbook : Gospel of Belief — Merrill Tenney

Missions - textbook : Introduction to Christian Missions — Harold Cook

Old Testament Survey - textbook: The Old Testament Speaks — Samuel Schultz

New Testament Survey - textbook: New Testament Survey -- Merrill Tenney

Christology - textbook: Jesus Christ our Lord - John Walvoord

Our first course, Roman/Galatians, was published for the college level about two

years ago. We have more than 25 manuscripts that have been written and are now in

.the process of editing at various stages.

**Cont*d from P.ll

(q) ARE YOU INTERESTED IN AN ACCREDITATION PROGRAMME FOR YOUR TEE CENTERS?

(A) Smith , Willis , Pratt and Schmidt expressed an interest in accreditation. Smith
added interest in transferable credit to one of their Bible schools; Schmidt
cautioned that while accreditation was desirable, it should not be at the ex-

pense of curtailment of their training program. Parker hopes to have a curric-
ulum by the end of 1976 that will be accredited by the Melanesian Association
of Theological Schools.

(Q) DO YOU HAVE ANY TRAINED NATIONALS WHO ARE WORKING WITH YOU?

(A) Willis reports six full-timers; Ferris says he has 46 Filipino leaders and 25

aliens working together. Schmidt says that several national leaders are n6w in

training and will be assuming leading roles in TEE soon. Smith says his nation-
als who are teaching for TEE are graduates of the Jaffray School of Theology
(B.A. level), the highest level of training in Indonesia for C&MA work.
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THE LOCAL CHURCH IN TAIWAN

AND TEE

The following article is based on an

interview with Jim Ziervogel, lecturer

in Christian education at China Evan-

gelical Seminary and in TEE courses

since its initiation in Taiwan in 1972.

Mr. Ziervogel is a veteran missionary

with the Overseas Crusades.

The overall Biblical concept of a

teaching ministry, as found in Colos-

sians 1 : 28 ,
the training of everyone

within the church on every age level,

needs to be the basis for a vision

within every church.

TEE has accomplished this mission in

part, by not only training younger wom-

en, but also elders and leaders of lo-

cal churches. This interaction of groups

with entirely different educational

backgrounds has presented a challenge

to the teachers. The results have been

a good balance for the old, who are

hesitant to accept new concepts and

for the younger, who have been helped

by their seniors to be more practical

an’d less idealistic.

However, the key to success for TEE

is to implant the vision of a teaching

ministry with the local pastors. Set-

ting up TEE classes specifically for

pastors would be well received. While

a recent two week training course for

pastors was successful, a semester
would have permitted greater penetra-
tion. Pastors, for the most part are
seminary trained, and rightfully feel
lowering themselves when they go into
training at the same level as their
parishioners.

With this type of separation, there
is a high level of cooperation from
pastors in seeing that their teachers
get enrolled in classes, churches are
opened for class centers, or whatever
the need might be. But until they have
a vision and real concern for training
and teaching throughout the entire
church, the greatest need of TEE in
Taiwan that of adequate supply of
qualified teachers cannot be met.

It has been very exciting to see stu-
dents- return every quarter for more
courses.- But we are running out of

courses to give them!

China Evangelical Seminary ,
which has

spearheaded TEE in Taiwan, has provided

a satisfactory and necessary relation-

ship. CES provides continuity (even

if a teacher moves) ,
guidance, research

facilities, including the library.

Our CES graduates are definitely on

fire with this vision of education for

the whole church membership. They are

already spreading the flame wherever

they go.

g American friends who want to help the work
f

t through Mr. Waldron Scott, World Evangelical Fellowship, Box 670
|

2 Colorado Springs, Colorado 809OI ,
USA

, .
. •

-i 1 feature mass Christian communication
The next issue of Asia Theological New_s

tanes and literature for theological

[

in Asia. Radio, films, cassette tapes, video tapes a

j
education will be presented.



**Cont*d from P. 5

TEE QUESTION AND ANSWERS

Our first books were too content-oriented,

but the emphasis in the last year and a

half has been on contextualization and on

using Bloom's Taxonomy of Objectives to

facilitate learning on all levels of com-

plexity. To be candid, we are more pleased

with these books than any we can find any-

where else.

Dionson: I observed that the main problem of TEE is with the production of ma-

terialT Besides requiring a large outlay of funds, it requires real expertise

in writing really good teaching manuals. To national enthusiasm these factors

are dampeners.

Pratt: Currently available TEE materials are ten units of instruction.

Schmidt: Our texts are adjunct study guides from the Caribbean Publishing House.

These have been adapted for use in our study program, where there are 16 differ-

ent courses now in print in English. Our curriculum offers 36 courses for the

completion of the prescribed course of study.

It is anticipated that programmed instructional workbook/texts will be written

for our seminary by nationals and missionaries and this writing will be done on

the field to make the studies more applicable. Our current texts are valuable

as a start; however, it is necessary to become 'nationalized* in this area at

the earliest possible time.

Berndt: We have used only one TEE program textbook, Church Growth by McGavran,

Wang and Gates; if there are others of that quality, we will be very eager to

use them. Otherwise, our program is, in many ways, different from the tradi-

tional TEE.

Parker : T*he TEE program is aimed at active Christians who have English fluency

equivalent to 10 years of formal schooling in English. As PNG has over 700 lan-

guages in its population of just under 3 million, English has been the normal

language of government sponsored schools. But this does not mean that English

was used as the mother tongue by all mature nationals. National students coming

to the TEE program have difficulty in learning from English texts produced over-

seas.Thus, we are not using any overseas materials because of what are seen to

be our unique problems and opportunities here in PNG.

(Q) WHAT IS THE STUDENTS' DROP-OUT RATE (ANY STATISTICS)?

(A) Willis : The dropout rate averages about 109^.

Schmidt :The attrition rate of the students is not considered a negative factor

in TEE. There will be a proportionately higher rate of dropping in continued
enrollment in TEE for a period of time; however ,

this does not mean the student

has ceased studying— he often re-enrolls in the coming term of studies.

Ferris:The Lutheran Church in the Philippines had 379^ ^I'op out among 233 studentso
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finished. However, of the

complete other TEE courses

Association of Bap-

thp-i-P
had no drop-outs withtheir 54 and 28 students respectively.

,|E|un£er: The first class consisted ' of 1 ? Free
Methodist ministers and church leaders in moun-

churches. The Conservative Baptists
use e same materials to teach three students
in two separate classes in the Hsilo area. Of
the first group only six completed the course
while all three Conservative Baptist students

six who did finish the course, most have gone on to

Parker : It has been found in our limited experience
, that about 50^^ of our stu-

dents drop-out between the first semester meeting and the final meeting in a
semester. However ^ about 80^ of those who finish one course continue with the
next course.

(Q) WHAT IS YOUR OVERALL EVALUATION OF TEE MINISTRY (POSITIVE EFFECTS AND PROBLEMS)?

,(A) Smith : It is too early to give any conclusive evaluation. We are fully aware
of shortcomings. At the same time, if these are compared to the results of
seminary products of the last two decades, most in our church here will agree
that what we presently have, even with these weaknesses , is better. The students
have no desire to exchange what they have at present or something more "in-

situtional.

"

Our overall evaluation of the TEE ministry is very gratifying. The interest

has been very high. In fact it has been so high in some places where we have

centers that we have had to limit it to certain leaders in the church as well

as screen out those who have low academic ability through an entrance test.

Dionson: I still believe TEE can meet what traditional training programs can-

not provide. These are, fir^t of all, the training of lay pastors who cannot

leave their churches to attend residential schools. Secondly, TEE provides

continued training of graduates of residential diploma or B. Th. programs who

also cannot leave their present work for higher training.

Schmidt ; If I were to evaluate TEE as a method of training leaders for Chris-

tian ministry, I would say it is extremely functional. I would also say T

is dependent upon educational principles that are t eo ogica y soun o a e

it a functional method. TEE is not the only method of
^

/TL. ... • • j. I. vn-ir oo*! ral training which enables recognized
Christian ministry; however, any

the saved would need to be
church leaders to plant churches and to aiscip

considered a positive method.

c mu 4- -Hn -i n class enrollment and wide participation of
S£run£er: The steady growth m class e

in and need for the TEE
churches of various denominations

, preparation of new courses and
program. It is evident from the above that the

students. Some
study materials has not kept pace with t g 6

are impatiently waiting
students have completed all courses ofler

for new classes and materials.
**Con*d on P. 8
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JOII^'T ATA TRI-ANNUAL AND

ACCREDITATION MEETING, OCT. 10- 14

un iRittiiiui imcuiiii «

Accreditation of

^ Theological Education;

ACCREDITATION COMMISSION MEETING POSTPONED TO OCT. 10-14

Previously scheduled, for June* the ATA Accreditation
Commission meeting will be postponed to October 10-14 • The

meeting will be held in Hong Kong right after the All Asia

Communication Conference.

Residential Schools

and

Extension Centres

Already 50 schools have responded. Interested schools
of each country are asked to discuss accreditation among
themselves, then elect one or two representatives to attend
the Accreditation Commission meeting. At the meeting,

papers to be presented will be the validity of ATA accred-
itation scheme, curriculum, accreditation committee, stan-

dards and finance. Discussions will follow.

NEW BOOK: DEFENDING AND CONFIRMING THE GOSPEL

Research papers presented at the September 1975 World
Evangelical Fellowship Theological Commission meeting in

London have now been compiled into a book Defending and
Confirming the Gospel (6l pages). Coordinated by Dr. Bruce
Nicholls, this compila.tion is the work of 20 theologians
from five continentsPprice: 80c airmail, 35c surface mail,
add postage. Persons interested in receiving a copy, may
write to:

Mr. John E. Langlois
Les Emraise, Castel
Guernsey, Channel Island
United Kingdom

T.C.C.
could be the

answer

TEE FILMSTRIP: "TEE Could Be the Answer."

ATA has produced a 20 minute filmstrip to aid in
the development of TEE in Asia. It comes complete with
narrative cassette tape, script, and publicity brochures.
It can be purchased from the ATA office for US$15.

WANTED FOR ATA : Missionary Secretary with English as a mother
tongue. Must be able to compose and type letters in good
English.

Please write to ATA*s office.
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PiINUTES OP THE K..P.C. ANNUAL MEETING (

held in SEOUL ON JANUARY 9-10. 19?o

n «fts nreceded by a reception In honoor of Dr. Helen P.
Ine meeting

Ao^retlrlng from missionary service after 24 years In
Mackenzie

. attended by about 100 missionary and other friends.

T^rflrsfbusInLrsesslon Ls held at the Seoul Union Club ^d
Steriards^t^the Aslan Center for Theological Studies and Mission.

A,, enrf ^rs P. van Llerop of the United Presbyterian Mission and Dr.

C ’prince of the Southern Presbyterian Mission attended as
C. Prince o

study was led by Dr. S.H. Moffett and a report on

lt«h'As*o«bly of the W.C.O. heuTrSStfoBrrpya
the three delegates from the Presbyterian Church of Korea -

^^w-irnn nirector of the Urban Development Research Institute of
Chun

Kim Hyung Tae. minister of the Yongdong Ch^ch
Yonsel “^“"Ij.g^i'^^eoretary of the PCK. Rev. Kim

Yoon^Shik^aiso^brought growings from the General Assembly.

inoKdS D?V and Mrs. Stanton Wllaon. Dr. Md «rn. John

Talmase, hiss Daphne Hoberts and Mrs. Eileen hoffett.

PKS3ENT:

OPENING:

WELCOiuES:

rilGHT TO VOTE;

AGENDA;

REPORT OP THE
nominations

'

COi'-MITTES:

Misses D. W.atson, J. Anderson, C. Mackenzie. ..

D Knight, Drs. H. Mackenzie, E. Nicholson, 3. uartl ,

Mr. B.^Skerman, Rev. and Mrs. B. Rowe. Rev. and i.rs.

D. Nell.

The meeting was called to order by the chairperson

and the pastor, Mies J. Anderson, led a short

devotional service.

The chairperson expressed a special welcome to the

S»o sftor his period of

fraternal delegates who were given the right o

floor and later brought greetings.

r h^rLi°ornJxs«I “rrs^o^rs-loo
in Korea.

The agenda as circulated was adopted.

Tho report of the Eodlnstlons' Connlttoe was rooolvod.

SLSCTION OF
OFPICiSliS AliD - v»oQAnt'?ii' A_ ves were elected
REPRESENTATIVES: The officers and representatl

as follows:

nu



Chairperson
Seoretary/Treasarer
Ad Interim Committee
Pastor
I.P.B.A.C.

Language Advisor
O.C.C.C.
K.A.V.A.
T. B.A.
S.P. Annual Meeting
U. P. *' "

INSTALLATION

i'ilss D. Knight
Hev. D.J. Nell
All KFC members
Miss D.C. Watson
Miss J. Anderson and

Mr H.B. Skerman
Miss D.C. Watson
Rev. B.M. Rowe
Mr R.B. Skerman
Mrs M. Nell
Miss D.C. Watson
Dr. B.M. Martin

Installed.

meeting held on January 10-11.

OP OFFICERS: The new officers were

MINUTES OF
PREVIOUS MTG.: The minutes of the KFC

1975 were confirmed.
CORRESPONDENCE: The correspondence was received as follows:

from BOEMR Supt. 20/11/75 re method of paying
missionaries * salaries.

BUSINESS ARISING
From CORRESP.; 1 . bank accounts in U.S.A. VOTED to transfer

missionaries* checking accounts from the F.N.C.B.
San Francisco to the Bank of America, San
Francisco and ask the treasurer to obtain

KFC 2287 the necessary forms to do this.

REPORTS PROM
REPRESENTATIVES
AND COMMITTEES:

The following reports were presented and received:

A. GENERAL
1. Board Representative - Rev. D. Noll(Appondlx A)
2. Treasurer - Rev. D. Nell (

** B)

B. STANDING COMMITTEES :

1. Juridical Person - Rev. D. Neil (
*' C)

2. Publicity - Miss D. Knight (Verbal)
3^ Language Advisor - Miss D. Watson (Appendix D)

C. STATIONS :

TT~Pusan Station - Miss J. Anderson (
" E)

2. Seoul Station - Kiss D. Watson ( F)

D. INTERDENOMINATIONAL ^ INSTITUTIONAL
T. II Sin Wom€?fi*s Hospital' ^

Dr. H. Mackenzie
Mr. H.B. Skerman (

2. Yangji Vocational Training Centre-
Rev, B. Rowe (

G)

^1)
If



3. Yonsel University Board -

Dr. H, ivackenzle

4. K.A.V.A. - Kr. R.B. Skerman
5. T.B.A. - i^rs. K. Neil

E. SPECIAL APPOINTEES:
1. Repi'to UPM"Annual Keetlng -

V:i. R.B. Skerman
2. " " SPM Annual Keetlng -

Kiss D. Knight

(
" I)

(
" J)

(Verbf?.l)

(Appendix K)

(Verbal)

BUSINESS ARISING 1.

PROR REPORTS:
KPC 2288

KFC PROPOSED BUDGET FOR 1977 . (See Treasurer's
E^^rt App.B) VOTED to subaiit a budget totalling

USil8,?00 as set out in the report.

KFC 2289

2. PWi-iU GIFT TO FIELD COMMITTEE. (See Treasurer's

Report App.B) VOTED to commit the amount of

US4^253.22 to i<ilss Watson for disbursement.

3. APPOINTMENT,,^ JP AUDITORS . (See J.P. Report

App.^'VO'TED that the following persons be

appointed as auditors of the JP when present

terms expire:

KPC 2290
Mr. R.B. Skerman Reappointment

Dr. S. Nicholson Replacing ars M. Nell

PERSONAL REPORTS! Personal reports were presented and received

as follows:

1. Miss J. Anderson
2. Miss D. Knight
3. Miss C. Mackenzie
4. Dr. H. Mackenzie
5. Dr. S. Martin
6. Rev. and Mrs D. Nell
7. Dr. S. Nicholson
8. Rev. and Mrs. 3. Howe
9. nr R.B. Skerman

10. Mliss D. Watson

(Appendix L)

(
" M)

(
" N

)

(
" 0 )

(Verbal)
(Appendix P)

(
" Q)

(
" R)

(
" S)

(
" T)

CLOSIl'i'a'

:

As this concluded the business, the meeting was closed

with prayer after a short prograne in wnicn tne

children of the mission participated.

Desmond J. Neil
Secretary



APPENDIX A
REPORT OF THF

.

BOARD jKlgPRBSRNTATIVa

1 rf.nf’T^X The e^rly part of 1975 In Korea was marked by the

contlnuini'-expresslon of opposition to sovern^ent
?Ser2’were

ur-^^ rlaimed resulted in the restriction of human rights, inere were

calls from many groups for the restoration of democracy and for freedom

to practice religion outside the church aimed
^^Jg^^J^JJhes w-s

social justice and human welfare. A major concern of tne churones w s

the reliasc of about 200 students, professors and leaders, many of whom

were Christian, who had been charged with violation of one or more o

the Presidential jSmergency Decrees.

Christians and others in Korea and overseas including Au^rali.a and

New Zealand, contributed to the support of the Don&:::01^-

advertising support threatened its closure.

A national referendum was held on February 12 which reaffirmed poplar

support for the "Yushin" constitution and President Park s leadership.

Boon afterwards, l48 students and others were released from

?emalnerJ^^Jer strict surveillance. Another 35 were in prls-^ and

uS lat^r on April 8, the Sapre^ Court ro,«t^ gpoAln

for clemency and upheld the sentences - death for 8 and long pri o

terms for the rest*

A crisis developed in the universities when the KOE refused to allow

the reinstatement of students and professors who had
Q|^g^jgj^„then-

thfiir colleRes After a couple of weeks of rioting, the kOit strengtnen

S1L SiSS: forotl tho rlslsnutlon of to. Part

and by mid-April all the nation's leading educational institution

were olosed.

in kav the collapse of Cambodia and South Vietnam exerted a

profound influence on the mood of the country
^®^J°^'^arlous

Sn the peninsula appeared greater than ever and

calls for co-operation and unity among all classes to assure tne

milntenance of total national security in the 2ec?^
from North Korea. On may 13. the President proclaimed Emergency

^
No 9 "in order to consolidate national unity, coale

uni L aSabl. all people to prepare iJpS'ea*Severe
laxuregnalDle posture of national security . X

i^-„+- 5 ,rT<T for anv
peSiallles fol any criticism of the "Yushin" °o«situti^

N^tiSal
word or act that might be understood to

campus
concensus". The same day the colleges

student Defence
student or^stnizatlons vrere dissolved and a ne

Corps established on every campus.

The church is being challenged
^^^^Qf'^these°politl^ apd

and social aspects of the Gospel in the light of these poxi

social realities.



<letention of^S’^olMsteJs ^^inclidl
on tho

genor?.l secretary of the KNCC - Saraed"Bread for the World" in W Germanv ® sent by
help the families of pr?soAers Jauk ?or°^i

been released by the end of
expected to be freed next month/

except dev. Park riyung Kyu who Is

2- ?Ae Presbyterian Church of ko7-,.=^ The pck i n c.. vspeak of a denomination as a single"entity wh’/aware of the political and social “^®h
In Korea today, is making church nlanMn ®^^^°h's life
one priority. The theme^f the 6oth

growth its, number
In September was "The Church In Mls<5i Kwangju
that 19l> new oonsresatiS^ ,U beerea?aklSL'^?f'“*’^^5f'“‘‘ “
^ resolution to set a target of havlna < rion^®^

since 1974 and adopted
2,879) by 1984/5, the centenary of

congregations (presently
Korea, and a denominational membe^shlo of work In
of Syansellsm Is organlzinR Toro^Sm 1* *0^,000 . The Department
throughout the country During

^ *^°^se to house visitation
held - one attended by’ 2,000 Slnlsterr^nd conferences were
involved in urWlndLtrlS Ssslo^ 1of men and women evangelists Is nlanA^.H^”

large gathering

appolntjiont^of^the''Hev*^\ee'^Eul^Ho^as Ge^
as modprator, confirmed the

aiont of jSvajigcilisiii and anr>ni n^oH *~u
® Secretary of the i)eT>art“

term of <» yo,trs as o2L?SrsSo?ot“y/'’'-

SrobJ\„‘'’LnrSo^r“oTS“;i| f<=
<=°nf‘bonoc at

S^?naAoo°inrporsoMsr''’'s?Soa\"{;'’
working as an aLlItant to thP ?®q’ Klckabaugh has begu_n
alms of the coSmltboP ml

Secretary It Is hoped that the
finally reached with the^UPCUSA^on^tw^®®®^^

attained. Agreement vras

bS^g^^JJ^g^Slf - silf
mlsBlonarles' from the KorS flelTi^

of around 3 to 5

trfS?/ssed/%"??o’'?5Stfmeef/'^'' missionaries
meeting of the Presbyie^rirhalaf

.
' Presbytery and the 50th

oxpectf given assurances to the PCK th-t it
Youngdeunaoo indSstr\^l i

'976 to work in the
grant towards tS^soiSv of

program as well as increasing its
the progr '.-ii ieaueBt-t! ’o-btre

^^® hyung Jin who already works in
I o^r ..,1. .lequests nave gone to SOEij^R for 3 missionaries in Ghinju.



Y

one In A^/visan, It has not been possible to find a nurse for the Andons»,

hospital. John Brown has suggested that BO assist

missionary personnel from other countlres in ^sia or Latin Amcri^^^

fill the other requests. This has not yet been given serious consiaer-

ation by the PCK.

U Schol-arshin Students. BOEi*lAH continues to support 3 scholarship

.xan at college.

Testament and hisses Kim Kwi Yup and Im Chang Bok studying Christian

education in the U.S. It is hoped that Elder
in

Hanal niddle School in Andong, will be able to spend 9 qok
Australia to gain experience in dairying and pig-raising, during .97 •

Kore'-n Klnistcrs to Australia. BOEhAR has assisted in getting

L Kro^S afliw-to-AuW^^ to mlniater to

there The Rev. Kim Sul Tae, a professor at the Seminary teaching

eme;,tirthooiosy. loft on January 9 for Kaltourne nhero no "lU

pLtor to the Korean congregation and also study in the ne y

ed Doctoral program at the Melbourne College of Divinity.

The Hcv Kim S-.ng Oo is a minister of the Klhang church. He served

S Souti VlStnSS as an ar.y chaplain and after his discharge »as
^^

pastor to the Korean congregation in Saigon. He was unable to .

the country beforo tbe couuaanist takeover but it is hoped that '

be rJJSfod Son to go to iustralla as pastor of the Korean oongroga-

tlon in Sydney.

6. Visitors to Korea. During the year we have had

supeHntendont of'"S)EMH. the Rev. John Brown

forjustlce axvl Development of BOEI^R. the Rev. R* W°°toon ^
H.inf T-^w Aiont of the PCA and legal advisor to the Board. Assisej^**

““S’fSL ajL glren to t>r. Roger Gouoke who spent a couple ou

months working with Dr. John Sibley on Kojedo.

7 Conclusion. The concern of the PCA for the church in Korea w,7.s

shown In'a'r'^'ort on Korea presented to the
The^contont

October and a resolution which
^ leaders in Korea

of these was convoyed to the political and rellg
Vitality and

as well as to the miselcnarles. We praise God for the vicaii y

growth of the Church and pray that he will
yet

""

;e participate in the life of the church in these difficult yet

challenging days in Korea.
Desmond J. Nell
Board Representative

APPM2JiL..R REPORT OP THE TREASURE

1. Jcnorsl, Towsrds the end of the year 1975. the

recover from the woorld-wlde oponomic recession, as overscc^s market

^proved. Rxports failed to reach goal of Ub|6 bllli^^^^

growth is reported to be as high as 7.4.S. Infl
" ^ auch as 30 ;«>

clearly evident as consumer prices are reportedly
' f^ros.

omiT the previous year. Rises took place in suen
^ other things,

electricity rates, fuel and telephone charges among other tnings.



Xn 1975 also, Korea's population reached 35 million, an

annual ^^rovjth rato of 1.7;^. The nation saw the completion of some

major construction projects such as the Namhae, Yongdong and Tongiiae

expressways a,nd several largo industrial plants.

The year 1976 will see the completion of the fourth 5-3^^-^

economic development plan. Export goals are set at US ^6% billion.

A growth rato of 8/ is envisaged. Among the major goals arc defense

preparedness and economic stability. Defence spending now receives

35J6 of the national budget of which l/lOth is covered by the newly

instituted Defence Tax, A defence industry is being expanded for the

manufacture of small arms and tanks. It is hoped to extend contracts

overseas for construction projects, in the Middle East and Central

and South America. Technicians and laborers are being sent to build

port facilities, dams, roads and housing units.

Government sources reported "with a view to making the

heavy chemical industries the chief export line of the nation, stress

will be laid on steel, machinery, electronics, shipbuilding, petro-

chemicals and fertilizer. Expansion work on the 2.6 million ton iron

mill in Pohang is scheduled to be completed in 1976, A massive plant

to supply 200,000 tons of water will be added to the machine industrial

estate at CImngwon. Construction of a petrochemical base at Yochon

will be financed with 1,300 million won in government Investment and

the seventh fertilizer plant is expected to start operation during 1976.

''In the sector of social overhead, nationwide expansion and

paving of highways are planned for the year. Other highlights of the

development program include the expansion of Kimpo International

Airport, continuing work on the second and third atomic power stations,

Investment of 11,200 million won for increased production of coal.

"Vocational and technological education will receive added

impetus." (The Korea Herald , January 6, 1976).

However, the hopes for price stability were dimmed by major

increases from the beginning of the year 1976 e.g. freight charges

by 25;^, air fares 25;^# ^nd overseas postage by 66,6^ (airletters now

cost 46 cents U.S.) Currently, there is great excitement over the

reports that there may be large quantities of oil in the continental

shelf southeast of Cheju Island.

2, nission Accouqjb. The mission accounts for the year ended

31 DeVomber* T97^^si'€j audited by the accounting firm of Mr. Hwang

Mun Sam, o,nd a satisfactory report was given. In 1975 we

year with a budget surplus of US^9» 413.63 mainly because of the

^neflt received when the Korean won was devalued last December

A proposed budget for the year 1977 is attached,

A gift of #253.22 was received from the P.W.n.U. Mini-i'iisslon

Box appeal for the Korea Field.

3. Inter^Presb^cria^^ The I.P.M.O, has been forced

to make major changes because of rising costs oi the operation ana



r eiSlgn«,tlons of senior st^ff. The cashier, Kiss Synn hwa Sun left
early in the year and I'ir, Henry Hahn, the business manager will

emigrate to the U.S. in narch. It is hoped that nr. Shim Oo Chun

will replace x^^r. Hahn, In order to reduce costs, the office space

has boon reorganleed so that the Overseas Church representatives.

Dr, lalmage and Dr, Wilson, and Hiss Karion Shaw, will occupy space,

in the IPK.O and rent their former office scace. The office staff

was also reduced by one person, Mr, Sohn Won Ho. The proposed
Budget for the IPMO is attached.

5 Proposed Budget for 1977

Staff Salaries:
USi

ivir. Shin Ik Kyun 4,100
7,0««x^^r. Kang Yong Taek 2,900

Secretarial Assistance - Miss D. Watson 1 , 000

Vehicle Operation:
Ulsan 1,000
Pusan 1,000
Seo ul IjOOO 3,000

missionary Travel:
Chunju 100
Seoul 750
Ulsan 200

1,800Pusan
Upkeep of Furnishings

Seoul 150
Ulsan 100

Pusan 200
500Chun ju

Language Study 1,000

Administrative :5ipenses:
Seoul 600

Ulsan 150
900Pusan

Juridical Person 1,000

Insurance - Vehicles Equipment 1,000

Annual Meeting Sc Retreat 300

KAVA Dues 200

Unallocatted 1,000

usj."T8,'700



I , t

.

operational Budset for 1976

Income axpendltare

U.?. ivisBlon
S.P. mission
St^.bllzatlon Funds SPA

UPA
Si^inlc Interest
Shipment Service Charges
hall Service Charges
Accounting Service Charges
C'^inadlDJi filsslon

U.P. Juridical Person
iSmerglng economies Corp.

Taechon Beach Association
Previous Year's Unspent Budget

12,000 Postage 1,400
10,368 Office Supplies 1,100
1,400 T 'phone and T'gram 1,00(X

1,600 School Travel 1.00*
1.500 Transportation 1,200
1,200 Utilities 2,850

100 1‘ilscellaneous 1,600
200 Salaries l6, 66o

550 Education Allowance 2.550
500 Audit Pee 600

100 Furniture <& Equlpt. 200

150 Contingency 392
884

30.552 30,552

APPil^IX C Report of the Juridical Pers^

1. Amalgama.tlon„.of Pl^s. Ort 7 AT>rll. 1975 the following plots

of’ lahd”w^r^ ¥maisamat«d.:

Previously

4-69-1 Chwa Chun. Dong, Pusan
470

-

1 " " " "

471-

1 " " " "

*' *'

435-.1 *’ " ** *'

n II II II

Area Now Area

io.5(pyims) .

31. 0( " ) 4?1-1 Chwa Chun Dong, 9H.5
870. 0{ " )

Pusan pyung

1.3(
103. 5(
127. l(

471-5 Chwa Chun Dsng, 231-9
Pusan pyung

Z, Ghan .'--e of Seal . At the request of the court house, the JP seal

was reduced in size but retains the same lettering.

3. Transfer of ownership of_ land P usan . 37 pyung of land at ^35-^

Chwa' which' was registered In the

Leo Kwang Kyuk and Yoon Dae Sun was transferred to

gaining approval of the Home Ministry. Approval was rojectea far

24.5 pyung' of land at 432-4 Chwa Chun Dong, Pusan

marked on a map of the hospital area as a warehouse. c,.ppllc .

tion will be made noting Its use for the hospital dormitory.

4. The JP was called to appear in court cases at Caoongmoo -pd Cnlnju

over transfers of former mission property some 30 in
dono wh 1 1 W3.S necessary in not contesting the case

i w-a
providing written evidence of the conditions under which txic 1 nd

ilven at Choon^moo.



, . K rn harnh 1970 when tne wall ** •

5. Ton.an^.c property bo imdary dls^ nL l^^vey ms made but the
at the top of the compound was built no new surv^ « vears nre-
bounaary which had been made with a fence rom

^ years ago
vlously was followed. Ijow, since the w^l

^ property claims
a problem has arisen. A neighbour a

wall and X pyung
that about 7 pywig of his land is enclosed by

ro^^eni has still
of the Yangjl School land is outside the wall. The prooie

not boon resolved.

6 Chlnlu Presbyte:^ plans. Nothing concrete has yet ' '

purchased as a hospital site.

7. Trusj^_^.

Chairman
Trustee

Auditor

D.J. Nell
J. Rowe
D.A. Knight
D. Watson
B. Kartin
R.B. Skerman
g. Nell

Term expires

1979. 9. 2

1979. 9. 2

1979. 1.10
1977. 7.25
1978. 7.20
1976.12. 3
1976.12. 3

8. Business laanaj,e;Lj.our
”

ooun»,.

h.^jid are:

Proceeds sale of Chinju property (Ned. and Small Ind.

M n " Chwa Chun Dong Property {Korea Trust

Desmond J. Neil, Chairman

APPJiaipIX^D
Report of3hje..Langua^^^ A^.Y^S-9J.

The only member of the Kisslon engaged in full-time studjr during

and stresses of Intenslye study.
during the summer.

Lo.«a„\,s

third and fourth levels with a tutor in Pusan.

Dorothy Watson,
Advisor



Station

flurlns 1975 there was mach comins "^nd going by members of Puspji
Station, in fact I was the only person who, apart from holidays,
didn't leavo Pusan. Both Helen and Cath ivackenzlc went to Australia
for a few months to take part in the launching of the i^ackcnzio
foundation; Beth Nicholson came and went at language school vac?.tlon
times; Barbara Martin returned from furlough in Australia in Sopteoiber
and Ben Skerman wont to Australia In October and returned in December.
Professor C. Rendle-Short arrived in November and will stay for about
six months to help out in the hospital.

While Dr. Mackenzie was In Australia an intruder broke Into
her \partment ond created havoc with her belongings and a few things
were stolen so, rather too late, we burglar-proofed (we hope) the
windows and door. Other work on mission property included repairs to
the ondol floor in the servant's house.

An election of office bearers was held and Mr. B. Skorman
was elected ohalrman/Secretary, and Kiss J. Anderson Treasurer.

It was reported that 3.O.E.K.A.H. has proposed a change
TO the payment of salaries of those working in the hospital, the
proposal being that the hospital pay up to the equivalent of ^2,000
a year OP.oh In local currency.

J. Anderson

AP?m£}lA j?

Report of S eoul Station

During International Women's Year, Seoul Station did not do
anything different from .any other year. The women dominated the
scene, due to sheer weight of numbers. The Station has acquired no
property, so has no decisions to be made about selling it, or improv-
ing it, or repairing it, or heating it. Etc. There are no births,
deaths, or marriages to report, or changes of occupation. Des and
A'.arjorle Neil continue to work, and to be their usual hospitable
selves, both to people from the Capital and the Provinces, and Beyona.
Beth Nicholson continues to study Korean language, and loses synpatny
in direct proportion to her impressive conversational gains,
Dorothy Watson continues to work, plus do some of the odd jobs
requested fro.m time to time.

Beoul Station has met once only informally as a Station, nas
no of ficci-boar€:rs, and really has nothing to report. The members of

Seoul Station are glad to meet with members of Otner Stations at

any time. The members of Seoul Station smile and sing under ail

difficulties, and help one another in times of trouble, Seoul st''.t^on

members live in a city of 6,884,-V-vO people-an«-risin.g-steaaily, ind_

sometimcis feel overwhelmed by the problems experienced by so many oi

them - hence the ctosire, expressed elsewhere^ to become involvea in

these problems where possible.



Tho ncimbe^rs of Seoul Station wish health ^nd prosperity -\na
strength and wlsdoTi to the oiombers of Other St-ations during this
year of the Dra,gon.

Dorothy Watson,
Deputized Hepresentativo

of the II Sin Womenjs hospital

It is hard to find a new way to present an annual report to
the Ki^C for the 24th time, specially as almost always there has been
an increase in work done, there are never enough doctors, there; is
always some problem to do with training, taxation, building etc*

It is like a dream to remember the few years after our permanent
building was opened in 1956 when we had plenty of space and didn't
need to use what is now the Gynae. ward for patients. In 1975 the
daily average in-patient count at midnight was 129.5, 85.3 adults and
44.2 Infants, plus another 40 infants not admitted. Though our
licenced number of beds is 155 (since June 1974), we actually only
have 80 (or at a pinch 85 ) adult beds in addition to the l4 in the
delivery room and 6 reco-very room beds. So, finding a place to lay
patients down is a daily headache and we are sending away to other
hospitals many women who have not attended the prenatal clinic, have
no spC‘Cial abnormality, have enough money and are early enough in
labour. The seriously ill or abnormal, the poor and the urgent wo
must make room for. Space is only found because too many patients
leave hospital at their own risk I'dien they should stay.

A few figures: 197^ 1974

Out-patients: New patients Total visits
30,086 (+34 ^) HZ.klO (+39;^) 22,496 80,798

DT,lly 'average; (365 days) 302.9

In-patients: Admissions 8,850 (+l4?) 7.758
Inpatient days 4?, 267 (+ 7%) 44,183

Deliveries 5.953 or l6.3/day ( + 17,4;6) 5.070
Babies born 6,052 5,171

i'.ajor operations 8<»0 (+22 ;^) 656
pajor nllcstone The 5®, 000th mother was delivered of a son
in September.

Two more' departments with specialist staff were added in 1975:
Internal I'.odlclne and Anaesthetics. During part of the year we had
6 spficiallsts in Ob-Gyn, 2 Pediatrics, 1 Surgery, 1 Medicine,
1 Anaesthetics - but never all at the same timei We have tried
unsuccessfully to get Xray and Pathology specialists also. All this
effort was an attempt to get recognition again as a training hospital
for residents. We are allowed 6 interns for 1975 but no new residents
for 1974 or 1975 . We have now been reinstated, though rather



nrfjc-^-rlously, for 1976 c-^n tike 2 first ye'^r rosidonts In »b-ayn,

1 in P'4l".trlcs (a nf'W de;p'\rtare) '’.nd 6 Interns q-s^ln. And we will

not now h^vc’ to send our residents to Seoul

The training of nurses In nldwlfcry continues and a further 57

graduates in 1975 bring the: tot’l we have trained to 850. There are

6# nidMlff;ry trainees at present. This number should bo Increased

t* 30 if we had the dormitory space. In addition, 106 undergraduate

nurses from 2 nursing schools had clinical experience of obstetric

and newborn nursing.

In June and July the Mackenzie Foundation was launched In

Australia using two very effective films made by 3s Giddy. Barbara

t'.artln was already in Australia on furlough, Cath joined her in a

heotlc month of preparatory meetings and I was there too for the

actual launchings in the capital cities, hr. Everald Compton was an

Indefatigable and enthusiastic organizer. Over jfA17*.000 had been

received or promised when we last heard, but returns from many

con.gr«'’gatlons were still not in.

In Korea, permission was recc'lved from the G.A, and the 3

Presbyteries of this province to appeal for funds for free treatment.

A committee of the hospital board has been working on this but

waiting for the Korean version of the film has delayed some of the

action. At Christmas the hospital staff decided to give to this fund

the monfiy they would otherwise spend on gifts for each other.

The tot \1 was W375.150 or about iJA 625. In addition, W358»^<>* has

come from 17 churches and W2<il*5W> from 2 Individuals - a total of

«*9?S,050 so far.

In January Dr. Beth Nicholson began the long grind of language

study but she has also worked hard in the nursery during her vaotions

and long week-ends. Fortunately she understands the language of

newborn babies and her advice and guidance has been welcomed by

Dr. Kwak.

Dr. Corallc Bendle Short, who has been Prof, of Obstetrics and

Gynaecology at Addis Ababa, joined our staff In mid-November for six

mentis, with the possibility of a longer stay. She Is ^o^e

and more busy with operating and teaching Interns and residents ana

WT» are grateful for her help.

This will be the last report on the hospital from me, but I

look forward to reading next year's and the years' after written oy

a different hand, but perhaps telling a similar tale of over more

patifnts and the same or different problems. And I know that in so

far as It is the Lord's work and a witness to Him the hospital wiii

continue to serve the community, and I pray that He will

Dr. Kim and Dr. Lim, Fiss Kim and I'lr. Kim, and each one ol tne

missionary staff and give theam grace to work together that the

hospital's doors may remain open to any woman or baby In ncea o .

And I nr ay that through the wltncjss of the hospital patlen s an

staff may be led to know Christ and to the wholeness of lire in dim.

Helen Mackenzie



II Sin JiospltHl IV oniont Henort

As tho II Sin iiospltni Accounts opernte on a CT-lencinr ye:ir
basis tiioro has boon Insufficient tiine to g,ct any Financial xioports
ready for this .ncetlnti. Suffice it to say expenses for 1975 will
be In tho order of USsf90#,000, there may be a small surplus, and even
if there isn't wc will probably havf a taxable Income as the
officials hwo refused to let us cl?.lm more than of our hotiromont
Pay Liability for 1975 "as an expense.

This compares with an expenditure of USi^657iOOO last year(at
present exchange rates). This 37^ increase in expenditure was brought
about by throe factors:-
1. Price 3c salary rises in 1975* o.g. blood Incrf^ased by ZQ6^ in price
because officials felt it was shameful that it should cost loss than
Scotch V/hlskcy.

2. drying to adjust Specialist Salaries to rates which applied else-
where.

3. It was the first full year of operation with the new building*

Our Budget for 1976, which despite the late date hasn't boon
fina.lized, is likely to be about US^1,300,000.
This has been brought about by:-

1. A Govornmont Forecast of an average price increase of 30^ in 1976.

2. A Boird decision to pay two full bonuses instead of one -and

increase Salaries in Juno instead of September.

3. An increase in the number of Specialist Staff and another massive
increase in Specialist Salaries to keep our rates competitive.

In 1975 we managed to restrict fee increases to Laboratory,
X-day and drugs, so that there has been no increase in the major areas
of Out patlcmt Attendance Pees, Bed Pees, Delivery Pecs, and Operating
Fees for almost two years. A vastly Increased patient load financed
tho hospital. Free treatment will average out at 15/^ foi* In patients
and 30J& for Out patients or an overall average of 20)5. Unfortun^i-tely
in 1976, while keeping free treatment at these levels, fees will have
to go up considerably. We have also been able to finance a fairly
large oxtonslon ourselves.

1975 was tho year in which tho tax holiday for hospitals ended,
in 197^ the law was altered and all hospitals lost their status as
non profit social welfare Institutions and wore classed as profit
making businesses. In September the tax inspectors swooped on all
the church related hospitals in Pusan and all were found wanting ?,nd

had to 7)^y large amounts in back taxes. Two interesting things h'.vo

come out of this. One was that none of the hospitals were able to
bribe; t^x officials to reduce taxes, not even the ones which habit u'^.lly

pay brlbcjs. The other was that some of our competitors will be forced
to keep nonest books so far as doctors* salaries arc concerned.

Specialist ISoctors* salaries are a continuing problem. The
problf'um is that they look at their salaries in terms of net pay



coiTvaercl J. docuncnts c '.rry the Kore-n Superintendent < s prlT^te n-* lo
•^ncl citi2onf;hip number ms the Hospitml docs not hmvc m J.P. >nd the
mission J.P. is onmoceptmblc. This makes it appear that the hosnit''!
is the Superintendent * s private business.

i'^ost new systems are either operating or have begun and. should,
be no'irlng full operation by the end of the year. The major innova-
tions In 1975 were the beginning of a Stock System which could
Gvontu .lly le id to Koreans in control of all stores, and a Proscri^^
tion system for all drugs used in the hospital. After a year b)th'

^

systems still have considerable teething problems.

The Korean staff at present for perhaps the first time; arc:
pointing out problems and devising their own solutions and systcras.
arc altering others so as to be more Korean, and are introducing new
ones to suit local conditions.

So in 1975 the Korean II Sin was born and seems healthy although
It still has to learn to walk and run in a some-what threatening
environment.

B. Skerman

APPSNpIX,H_

§j3>ort of

During 1975 we maintained a fully qualified electronics teacher
who h''.s -provided training for about 30 students. The last graduates
made the total number of gr^oduates 10? men, 92 of whom are knovrn to
.V.vci socored jobs or set up small businesses (and I mean small) of
their own or with one or two other students.

Together with the local Presbyterian Church (Soo Ahn) wo have
continued to minister to the spiritual needs of these men and most
of them have left tho Centro in the knowledge of Jesus' love foz’ them
and the Holy Spirit's guiding protection. Many have received bv.ptiom.

i^'in uicially , we have continued to receive support from church
groups Lnd individuals in Australia, one church in Ulsan, the BOKHAh
(oivlng i_r. Shin's salary and paying rent for the house wo live in),
the OCCe ''Jid some business men in Ulsan (American and Korean).

In Fob. wo commenced building a ground floor of 2 classrooms,
3 doi‘mitory rooms, kitchen, dining room, bathroom and toilets anci

haa no ’Z'ly completed this when Church World Service money became
available to complete a 2nd floor of 2 classrooms, library and
auditorlura chapel and a separate building of 3 more dormitory rooms
'?nd recreational’' room. The 1st floor had been started with mono3^
rocolvod by me while in Aunt In 19?4 and since our return to Koro^.,
plus tho remaining proceeds from the sale of the APM's Seoul I'lnd,
This bulldi.ag was dedicated to God on Dec. I3th, 1975.

In Juii€r Force 10 Action (a Joint prograaimc of the Australian
Coun.cil of Churches and Australian Catholic Relief) held a fund



•,ftor '\n(i seem to believe they h:ive a divine right not to p?-y

tax. To isot a Spocl':>llst you must p-\y T.t lc?.st 400,00® a month net
w'.ilch is : gross w*T.ge of W650,000. To keep diffcrcnti'^.ls in not
r^tos. Gross S?.larlcs osc'\l:\to bec-',use tnxes Incronso stecpl 5»-, So,

thin yc^.r Spccio-llst Salaries at II Sin will range from US#l6,000 <ia

to US,^22, 000. They moke up about 30,4 of the whole budget. Up to

the T^x: inspections our competitors were paying most of Doctors
Salaries from US accounts, declaring only a small proportion of^ the

total in their books and in effect giving tax free Salaries. The
Tax Inspections, and Emergonoy Decree No. 9 on the control of the
uso of overseas locounts, have forced them to honest accounting
policy. It should mean in the long run that Doctors* S;ilarics will
bo kc{)t down to a more reasonable level as no one can afford to pay

000, 000 a month so a doctor con have a not salary of 600,000.
This and the new income t">jc methods introduced in Jon. 1975
have the effect of making Doctors measure their prestige in terns of
gross pay. So long as Doctors in private practice are subject to

thf: same t'oeos there should bo fewer problems in recruiting beo-^uso

of salaries. Then the deciding factor may be fringe benefits such
IS cars and housing.

jiltlior way it remains difficult to keep fees down*
Despite all the flnanctal clouds great progress was achieved

in the da.y to day management of the hospital, especially in the process

of h-uiOAng over to Korean Control. Up until tiay I doubt if tlio staff

really believed that Helen was going and great hope was placed in

roar guard actions during John Brown's visit aimed at keeping both

Helen A Cath here indefinitely. A major crisis erupted in Juno and

laoted oatll early Soptember. It resulted in the Kore'^ji Staff
realising that they had to take responsibility for running the hospital
'\nd <5onldn*t roly on westerners to do it, and that in order to run

the hospital they had to work together*

Since then there has been a groat improvement in cooperative
decision making, especially through committees, and the position of

tlio Korean Superintendent has been greatly strengthened. At the sano

time the Board seems to have deoldod that it has to take more rospon-
sibillty for the hospital after Helen leaves. I have been told by

the Chairman of the Board, that up to the present he has felt that
the; Board had little responsibility for the hospital because indivldU’.l

B:) .rd mainbors had no money at stake in it, and as the hospital has

not got its own J.P. have no legal responsibility for the hospital,
and th ;t final responsibility legal Sc financial lies with the i'.ission

J.P. However events during the year, including a mistake of mine,

have led to the Board accepting respuansibility and exercising its

authority.

L ick of a J.P. has brought other problems .as well. At present
we ire building on a piece of land owned by the hospital but not in

the naae of the hospital but in the name of a private person, ooc luse

foreign J.P.s c'^rmot buy l^nd. It is proving to bo a oomplic'/ood

buslnons getting the land transferred to the Mission J.P.

This is necessary because of the risk of the private person being

ll'iblo to heavy taxes because of the building. Also at i)roscnt some



T'^lnlns O'^.sxj^^Asn for a follow up scheme for sr-^.dumtGs we would like
to l^iiplGiiont. Prora this CTjnp'^-lgn we received W9. 182. 3^7 In Nov.

In 1976 we pl"\n to 'begin ?. w'\tch mechanic's department as r,

fulltime course and other part-time training e.g. to Jang. These *

will gro itly add to the cost of running the Centre but will provide
some v-.rlcty of training, especially for Immobile people who need
to sit in one place all day.

Bociuso wo believe we are under the Will of God we continue
to rcay on Him to provide for us, as He has in the past, througli His
chosen people from whom we con also receive prayer support, rather
th:in rely on secular government agencies.

Barry M. Rowe

^Pj§NMX_I
™ Report of the Yon sej Universi ty Board

This vrlll bo the last report from Yonsel Board to the KFC because
vjo no longer arc represented on the Board. It has been a difficult
year throughout.

B rly in the year the two professors and most of the students
V7ho had boon in Jail were released. The President, Park Tal Sun,
reinstated the professors and allowed the staff to accept for process-
ing ontr inoG applications from the students.

The iiinlstry of Education instructed Dr. Pork that the professors
jaunt bf» dismissed ojid that the students could not be acooptod.
Dr. Park had to choose between two courses: to obey the ivlnlstry
would rallow him to continue as President, but this was contrary to
his oonnolcnce and in any case would have precipitated student
demonstrations that would have meant more arrests and closure of the
school aid he would ultimately have had to resign reviled by students
and uniiapTjy in his conscience. To disobey the tiinistry would mo'^ji

cort'iln loss of his position, but his conscience and reputation
would remain Intact, the students and faculty 100)^ supporting him.

A confrontation developed and finally the Ministry of Education
4-emandod that the Board dismiss the President. There were throats
that tho government would dissolve the Board (as they had done in
another university) and take over the whole university.

On 3 April Dr. Park submitted his resignation and at a meeting
on 10 April the Board accepted it with great regret. He had served
for over 10 ye'^Ts and earned the respect and gratitude of all who
knew him,

Dr^ Lee Woo Choo was appointed acting President and on 11 June
was appointed President of the University. Dr. Lee is a pharm-**

a Severance graduate who has been teaching there oontlrut*
our.'ly except^ for periods of study in the USA since 19^1*
oX considerable reputation in his fioldt



Tho other -a-^Jor event of 1975 chTjigo In the consltutlon -

of tho Bo^rd reducing the -noiiiborshlp to 11. I reported l^st yo .x
th ’.t tho -luriini were pressing for more represente^tion inth loss
church \nd .mission represent-^,tion. KFC (Kin 2284) -idvised 'no th-.t
tho APi* would bo rcluctnnt to give up its represent'ition.

However, this yco.r the Education Ministry were insisting th^it
the Board reduce jncoibership to 9. and after much nogotin.tion tho
comnittcc rocommended a Board of 11, plus 2 auditors, to replace a
Bo'.rd of :15 plus 4 auditors.

Tho 11 are as follows: Pres. Ch. Korea (Jesus), Eethodi.st Ch.,
Pres. Ch. H.O.K., Anglican Ch., U.C.C., U.P. and Methodist missions -

one each, AlUiiini 2, representative of society elected by the Board
one, '^jid the President ex officio. The 2 auditors novj are Dr. H.
Undorvrood and Kim Young Chan, an alumnus. The 4 members dropped arc
one o'loh from the Jesus Pros, and Methodist churches and the S.P. -"nd
A.P. missions.

It scorned this was tho maximum number that would be considered
by tho *.inistry "^Jid oven then it was uncertain whether they vrould
insist on reduction to 9. The S.P. and A.P. representatives wore
omitted from tho recommendation bc:causc both missions became .

ropresoated on Yonsci Board only at the time of union of Severance
and Yoiilii and by virtue of our historic connections with Sever 'Jico.

It WIG said to be the intention that S.P. and A.P. missions be
roproGonted on the nodical Affairs Committee which is appointed by
tho Board in April and does not necessarily consist only of Board
members.

At the meeting on l4 October I moved the motion in terms of
the coroiuittoc * s recommend'^ tion and John Somerville (for the S.P.h.)
socondod it. The Ministry of Education approved the changes in the
constitution on 30 Oct. Tho Board Chairman then asked for my rocigna-
tion which I duly sent on 3 November.

At the same time Horace Underwood wrote a personal letter '.sklng

no If I had any suggestions as to which A.P. missionary the Bo ird

should appoint to the Medical Affairs Committee. I replied in p irt

*'I think it would bo best for Yonsei Board to appoint whomever they
consider is best qualified (and preferably someone closer to Sooul)
rather th ui necessarily a member of our mission. The committee needs
people who know something about hospitals and/or higher education,
who ilso hwc adequate Korean language and are in a position to find
out tho facts on which to make informed judgements. I think those
qu '.lifIc tlons arc f.aore important than that any particular mission
should bo represented.^’

Tho Board gave mo a farewell party on 27 Nov. at which I

expressed my regret at the breaking of this tie between our mission
and Server '.nco which goes back to 1923. I personally have been enrich-
ed by the experience of membership of Yonsei Board and its proclccossor
for over 22 years. I thank the KFC for the privilege.

Hf'len Mackenzie



APPSNDIX_J Report of KAVA

It

Although -it present meitibership of KAVA gives the prlvllego of

^\y.i-ntn -^nd the Anna'll Genor'^l Keetings h'lvo much of the fl

o? ^Tfnln 5 TsocSl 1SPUP=. All this «^os msstlngs . assfhl
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KAVA has been recognized by the ministry
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of Kore-.,
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by the CJovcrnraent funding them and if not th -y

B. Skerman

ttoport of The United_^esbyterl an Mission Annual., i'ieetlng .PCrU._i.?2i

,.uch of wh-’.t goes on at the Annual i^cetlng of 1 '-rge Kinslon
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Ben Skerman

APPENplK.,.Ji
Personal Report J
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'ind Siiiid'-y School leaders. tlOT-JC7or, in the long run I have doubts
ibfjut this sort of programme, linlcss there is adequate follow up
and noncono in the church with ability to continue the viork then
it achieves very little. A few aonths ago we learned that after
some months wont by the children stopped attending and there are
two ree.sons for this, lack of interest and forbidden by parents.

As yet we have not been able to do any follow up work, that Is
the visiting of women in their homes after they have been discharged
from hospital, those who have shown any interest in Christianity,
and in one month there would bo about fifty from the in and out-
patient dopartmonto. We would like to be able to introduce people
personally to the loaders of the church nearest their homes but' this
would t-'j£c up most of the time of another staff member.

The In-patlont work, especially in the obstotrlcward , is very
frustrating because of the large number of patients who stay in
hospital too short a time, many for only two days. In 1975,

women wore visited in the wards and of these about two-thirds
claimed no religious beliefs. One would like to have more tiar: to
talk with them. 15 minutes worship is conducted in the ward each
morning and through the use of the "Good News for hodern han" in the
new' Kore-oia version vtc have been able to provide simple consecutive
teaching to staff present and especially to the patients in the
Gynecological ward some of whom arc there for two or three weeks.
Ocoaslonallj'' special services of worship are held in the lecture
room for staff, and on other occasions, such as fiaster, Christmas,
New Year, the II Sin paper is printed for the staff.

Our dept, is a member of the Korean Hospital Chaplains
Association and each year we attend the annual Seminar hold in the
summer idiorc aspects of the work arc discussed and lectures given
on rol.'.tod topics. In December Miss Soh attended a special Seminar
shore she did some study on oounsejlllng.

I have only one committee to attend and I was at the three
meetings of the I.P.M.B.A.C. in 1975. However, I am still some
sort of a aombor of the' Presbyterian Womens' Association Executive
and I -attend, the .monthly meetings as often as possible: and accompany
tho.c. on the Spring visit to country and outer-suburban churches.
I enjoy this connection with the wo.men of the church in this province
and hope there is an opportunity in the future to get to know them
bettor.

I '-ttendfjd the 50th Anniversary of the i«ias?.n Presbytery .) Id
in the nun Chang Church on 15th December and on behalf of the Mission
received '. plaque which I sent on to the Superintendent of B.O.E.i .ii.ri.

In m irch I attended the ceremony at Sang Eh Won which marked the end
of its being a leprosy patients* village and the beginning of it r

the Yong Ho Farm ( i I ). The disfigured patlonts^^ were sent
to the Government Leprosarium on So Hok Island ( )

so it wac! sad day for many of the older people who haa roent tn'^ii'

lives liia h.ad many assooiati-ans with o^l ^.'^d the Churc.i tner' .



I '.::i very .sraoful for he-lth \nd strensth xnd for tho
oppor til’llty to live ^.nd. work with the Korean people and I hope th^t
1976 will bring peace and denocratlc stability to this uncany l -nd,

Joyce Anderson

APPENDIX
Per son al II oport j- D . Knight

This has been a year of challenges for me; as I look back on
1975 I can say with the Psalmist "The Lord is rny Strength and n\^r

Shield, Fiy heart trusted in Him and I am helped*'.

There have been many times in this year that I have felt
completely Inadoqaatc to the challenge that lay before me, but In
illi.: Gr xlousness the Lord has given strength and abilltv sufficient
for the task.

E a-ly In the year I was notified of the approval of a Request
for a grant from Germany through vJ.C.C., for our Rural Health work
for i period of 3 years - the sum total of which is *i»100,000,
giving an annual budget of ip33tOOO. After many adjustments to the
flnanol'il plans, the long talked of grant x^ras suddenly \ reality
and I foand that, rather than skimping hero and there as I was
accustomoci to doing, I now had to spend money. To do this wisely
without ovorondovjing the people, -takes a lot Insight and courage to
st nd f.'ir one's canvlctlons* It has, however, been a great help
to our X'j'ork, but the detailed reporting and the ph'>fct>sraphing of
every phase of work is time consuming when there arc so many other
deadlines to be met.

The C':>mmunity of Soyang Myun has benofitted greatly from this
gr^-.nt: Co:amunlty Organization was reformed this year on a more sound
footing ‘’.nd it was pleasing to see the number of Chrlstlruis iiho
were elected by a Non Christian community to the officl il ijosltions
on the Council. At the Village level they decided who was to build
toilets and got improved kitchen facilities. The Community worked
together to investigate the water problems of their own aro'a and
finally 3 small villages were chosen to receive help to put in clean
mount \ln water reticulating systems. Larger villages can get this
help fron. the Govt but there must be over 50 houses in the vill ’.gc.

Croalt Unl'On lectures have been organized and manj^ villages
have alrc .dy formed their own group. I worked closely x^xlth the
Gom.aui?lty to drax\r up a plan xnd request to Germany for their ovn
dcvclornent. This has not as yet been approved. This request is
intraicLoa t j be cndox^^ment for the ongoing of the heralth progr jn-
the pcfoplc ulti lately taking over the resp*>nslbllity for the
ProvontiVG Health Program.

We h .VC continued to work day and night In our health educ'ition
I

progr.^m: days in home visits and preventive health clinics and
evenings in the vill igeas at mothers* clubs, 4h meetings, or young



girls groups, to'ichlng ho'^lth cn-re* Much time Is dovotod to the
’m.klns of tcnchlns n^.terlols. We hnd some posters niid too.ching
antorlal.0 printed this yc-^r* which many other projects hove found
useful

, but sales aro ^-t a standstill at the nomont. The Doportaent
of Health has shown Interest In distributing our materials to every
P.H. Centro In Korea* but say they don^t have the finance.

At tho present time we are In the midst of our regular Winter
Educ'.tlonal Program. This Is our fourth and final one in Soyong
Kyun* as mi will be choosing another area In which to w-ork this
month. This year l60 women are participating - they being tho
loaders of every mothers club In the nyun. This Is also an endeavour
to pass over the responsibility of village health care to tho
mothers* club so that the work which wo have oommonced will bo a

continuous one.

In ny own village, I have been working closely with tho local
4H to onoourago them and they hold their weekly mooting at ny house
on Sat evenings, I have a good working relationship with tho vlllxgo
people, and on about to venture forth to set up Community develop-
ment there t*)o,

hrjiy evenings have been spent in the villages conducting Bible
study classes for the young girls of Z villages in Soyang tlyon.

I also conduct a Bible discussion class for our vStaff on a short
course series, after work on one day of the week and this has baon
apprcoi'-.tnd by those who have attended. I am sure that tho
spiritual nourishment which has been given to the staff and the
Interest shown in thorn in taking them for cooking lessons on free
Saturday aftornoons has helped to make our Department unique within
tho hospital, for wo arc called "The Community Health family."
Our staff are all fine Christians and work in their wn country
Churohos.

Although the preventive health work and the co.nmunlty related
work Is a very satisfying one, the ad.mlnlstratlon loaves much to be
desired, After much discussion, the administration has boon altered
sllglitly for tho better, but the basic problems remain unresolved.
I have boon carrying a hcavj’’ load of tho work in this year and
Wtander, If, for my health's sake I con wisely continue to do so,

I intend to work on a Cookery book, in Hangul, of Western rooolpes,
thlvO year as a form of rclaxatl‘7n to try and throw off the pressure
of ooiiaunlty health work. I also have a great desire to see i sot
of Infant Welfare notes printed In Korean so that tho nurses and
nurse aides working In out-post situations can have a guide to the
healthy child. One of the real necessities of health care are
bolna overlooked by those who arc making goals and currloulai for
the Nurse Practltlontd* Course, simply befcauso the American system
doer n-^t recognize tho midwife and the infant welfare nurse as being
important, horn stress should be laid on this and I would value
thf! 'pport unity to put my notes in print,

I vf^uld value tho prayers of tho Klsslon and the; Church -t

homo '.s I enter 1976, for the task is grcit '-.nd many Is-^ues at f-^t -ke



n.ro cracl'’.l for the de^clopr.cnt of o proper health care plan for

Korea.

I „i.h to rooord =y

J"ldS’'?ho'’°ltS‘'".nS “‘u„so!lln/ot Dr. Prltcd^rd o.rllcr In the

year, and thank the Mission for this opportunity.

Dorothy xCni,iht
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very enMrr'xssed about it all. However, it was heart warning, toknow that the ii)rean nurses wanted to share the opportunity ofreceivins this ;ward with ae, a foreigner, when they reconnendodnano to Genova, bo far as I can find out n'.) other country has
reco:nacndcd other than their own nationals before. A visit to thegrave of the President's late wife, an interview with his daughter

the Blue House, o. reception by the Hod Cross which wt,g 'Attendedby -nw government ministers, a reception by the Korean Murses'
Associ otion, in addition to the actual ceremony attended by the
Prime minister and his wife, all shared with the two Korean nurseswho ilso received the award, were oenorable experiences.

:iay

As I look back on 1975 I give thanks to God for all His goodness
and f.ar good health and worthwhile work to do and pr-'jr that in the
cooing year I will be able to do some of those things which so f"r
are left undone. I aa grateful to BOBKAR for giving me an extr-

’

2 years in which to try to finish them.

C^th i''in,cken2ie

APPMM^ q
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Once ny person'll report Is being written oftor o report
on the honplt?.! ond with the feeling thot there is not much to
report on other thin ny work there.

Yonsel Boird ind Its nedlcil Affairs Co^Tifaittee were i heivlor
responsibility In 1975 thm ever before. There were 'in unusual
nu'iber t)f .meetings at which attendance was l:aportant.

There have been extra neetlngs of Tongsan Hospital Board also
because of crises In the adiilnlstration there.

I have been a very poor macaber of the Pusan Christian Doctors
Association, attending very few meetings this last year. In fact,
I 0 ')uld nako a long list of the things I have not done and would like
to have done.

The biggest regret I have after 24 years of aedical work In
Korea in that wo have failed to co.ajaunloate our concept of the
Christian ilnistry of healing to the leaders of the Korean church.
The church as a whole still seeas to see the role of a Christian
hospital as a aedlcal service for Christians, at a preferential
cut price, and, even worse in the case of soae leaders, as an asset,
control over the adzainistration of which will advance the status
of church politicians. That it is the responsibility of every
Christian to share in the ainistry ')f healing t :) those outside the
church even aore laportantly than within the church faally, i.s a
conviction shared by all too few.

But in spite of regrets over ay own failures , I nave auch f >r
which to praise God in the thirty ye-\rs since we crept >ut jf Austr ill
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I give thinks.

I pr-y thot God will continue to guide
I'^tvor

•^isslon^^y! who ore n.w currying V^eo^^ler responsibilities t^ I

hod. tSut they xtoy be blessed os I hove been in iiio ser/ice.

Helen i*‘i-^-ckenzie
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avenues of service In 1976 '^nd new experiences of His power '^nd
love In our lives md In the lives of those •^roand us here in
Kore?-,

Desmond J. Nell

APPENDIX 2
Personal Heport Nicholson

It seems Incredible t') think that I have already spent a wh!)le
year In Korea, but as it Is so 1 will try t ) put pen t> paper and
tell you concisely h )w the L-.)rd has led me through my first year
of service In norea, 7^ of the 12 months were spent In Language
study, 2 weeks on Cheju Island, and the remainder at II Shin.

During each of my 3 terms of Language Study I lived In different
homes. First term was at A.C.T.S. with Dorothy Watson which greatly
helped In adjusting to Korean life and coping with the culture shock.
Second term I had the privilege of living with a Korean family.
This was a wonderful experience as they treated me as another
daughter, and were so keen to teach me Korean patterns, ny last
term I moved Into Yeonhl Apartments with Daphne H^^berts of the
Overseas missionary Fellowship. We live Korean style and having
Korean neighbours is good for my Language practice.

The summer was spent at II Shin working In the Nursery and Out
Patients Department, and lecturing to the nurses. Although I faced
the frustration of the language barrier It helped me assess the
problems I face in the future and what should be my role. I realize
that the doctors have had little neonatal training so my prayer is
that by teaching and example we can Improve the standard of neonatal
care in our Hospital, and that the training received while In our
hospital will have a wider influence as staff move to other parts
of Korea,

I thank God for nls care and protection In 1975 "^^d the
assurance that He will lead me through 1976.

Beth Nicholson

APPENDIX H

Lf'J: sonal Report - Howe Family

Having begun the year of our Lord 1975 In a little discomfort
it Is with reticence that the male member of the above said f \mlly
reports on said year. However the end of the year saw the advent of
Christmas come and go with no ill effects so perhaps one can look
forward to new and healthier lessons to be learnt Instead of those
lo'irnt through lllhealth; e.g. the meaning of the Innocuous sounding
command to "lie over on your side facing away from me and draw your
knees up."

With a husband having a lengthy holiday in Seoul Joan spent



much of the yen-r being even more in charge of affairs In Ulsan than
she normally Is. Apart from the worry of not knowing how my health
was fairing at the hands of the medical profession and assorted kind
friends in Seoul she ha.d the task of coping with visits there to and
to and from and keeping house, family and dog functioning in Ulsan.
All of which in God's love and strength she coped with manfully (oops,
forgot 1975 woman's year - so that should read 'womanf ally * )

.

The children - let's name them - Sherrin, Andrea, Heather and
Jeanine - continued to grow up (amazing the profound statements
parents come up with sometimes, isn't it). Sherrin at 13 (this mth)

is as tall as her mother and in the middle of her 1st year in high
school. She nearly had to go to KCA and desert us but the teacher
here in Ulsan decided he couldn't do without her so set up a special
7th grade for her, so now she's still having to put up with living at

home. The girls make up 4/9ths of the whole school and are giving
the teacher a bit of what I have to put up with, he being the only
male in the establishment. Talk about 1975 being women's year -

when wasn't it ever?

Instead of allowing me to peacefully languish in Seoul by myself
the rest of the mob decided to whisk me off to the beach (thanks to

the kind auspices of the Nells) and languish with me there for v

glorious 5 weeks of recuperation - although what they were all re-

cuperating from I've never been able to work out. Lots of fun
together towards the end made up for the loss of fellowship we'd
shared earlier. One final note on the rest of the family before I

get back onto mo - our beloved Busta (originally called Buster when
we first got her) proved conclusively that she's a female by produc-
ing 7 pups in one go. She's not sure that we're convinced however,
as she's \bout to have some more within the next few weeks. Anyone
for a puppy?

Back to mei * Three different (but connected) bouts of sickness
made me wonder about my call to return to Korea but I seem to have

coiue through it all with a new sense of the love of God and awareness

of His h ind in all that goes on in one's life. Korea is still where
He wants me to be for the moment and it is here that I still have to

work out ±ay sonship. I can only say thank you to all those who h'.ve

loved and cared for me through a difficult time and thank God for the

way the fellowship of His given family has supported not only me but

Jo'in a,nd the children also. I am much more aware of Jesus's Lordship
over everything than I've ever been and feel that we all should look

ag^'.ln 'it what that term 'Lord* implies. When I see the way Ho has

provided for us at Yangjl (for example) I am more convinced tnan

ever that if God wants something done He will see that it is done

His way '’.nd in Hi s Time and not the way I want it done, Soliciting
of money for His woaFk to be done has proven to be all wrong for ae

and I believe it is wrong for the i^iission to be doing it, too. If

God wants us to be here He will make it possible without us begging
for support.

Barry h. nowe



Person-^l R&port H, B> Skera-vn

( An Anguished Squeak from beneath the Monstrous Regiment of Women -
the Personal Report of B. Skerman)

1975 was without any doubt a trying year, one which Is best
forgotten together with 197^. It began with the usual trials of
closing books and financial reports for the previous year except
that this time it was much more trying than usual. It was the first
time that hr. Kim had done most of. the work by himself and it is
very trying to sit by watching people making mistakes without correct-
ing them. The effort was not all together successful and led to
quite strained relations on occasions. At the same time Dr. Kim and
Mr. Kim were going through the process of learning how to work
together. Much Korean Yongban fur did fly and scratches were not
confined to one sex only. I tried to keep myself out of it all and
let then work out their own relationship but this was difficult too
as another fe.minlne group had its own Ideas on my responsibility for
Mr# Klm*s actions. In the long run Mr. Kim, the Korean AdAminlstr .tor
and Dr. Kim, the Superintendent have achieved a friendly working
relationship In which the female is the dominant partner.

This having been achieved we than had the problem of how did
this new partnership get on with the Nusrlng Superintendent . This
involved even more scratching and manoouverlng over an even longer
period of time. Once again a more or loss friendly arrangement has
been arrived at with Dr. Ki.m as the more or less dominant partner.
So as far as working relationships between the dominant people in
the hospital are concerned 1975 bas been a very interesting if trying
year, and a fairly successful one.

Apart from trying to stay neutral, more or less, in these
interpersonal and inter-departmental permutations and combinations
I have spent most of the year in the even more frustrating job of
letting Mr. Kim learn by doing, and tidying up the details of various
accounting set ups in the hospital. In particular the introduction
of the beginnings of stock system, the listing of major equipment,
and the reconciling of apparently irreconcilable accounts. The
endless day to day adding up of figures and balancing of colu.ans,
and having to do the detailed figure work for tax men, is not good
for the temper. This year I hope to teach someone else what to do
and so let it effect his/her temper instead.

I have now given up trying to set up systems to cover everything.
I think that by and large the Administration is at the stage where
it con look after itself. Bo I hope to start various things \nd
hope that Koreans will see the usefullness of them and follow through
with them. There has been some evidence of this happening and some
talk of starting work on new problems and koreanislng some existing
set ups. After almost two months at home I found no gre.''t dis'':Sters
aw'^itlng .ae on my return. While I was away Koreans had been responsi-
ble directly for all expenditure, accounts and general admlnlstr''-
tlon with the exception of about two-thirds of the storekeeplno*



A

The yen.r beg'^n with the -nost determined effort ever to nmrry
-ne off. The sad part of It was that it was started by a miale.

hr. Kin presented me with the photograph of a friend of his daughter
In Seoul, Indicating that If I was willing all was arranged. .1 iving

seen my landlady marry two nelces off In a month using this method
viz: photograph, introduction and simultaneous discussion of tera'.s

In a tea room, one date, and then the and; I was very anxious about
how to get out of it all gracefully. In discussing It with various
mature fe:i?.le menbers of the staff, all I got was rejoicings that
at last I was to be put into the happiest of all situations. Then
the goner '.1 f'eeling was If I wasn*t sure, I could become a friend of
the girl, and then when I return to Australia send for her. In the
end the situation was resolved by masterly inaction.

But the defences were weakened and I decided to see what else
could be done. This ended up in a dinner with a girl two chaperones,
each of the four people involved leaving the hospital at 10 alnute
intervals to meet in a Chinese restaurant, so as to bamboozle the

II Sin Intelligence net work. It is extremely difficult even to

talk with two chaperones so the male defences were quickly rebuilt.
'Some non spend their money on women but I prefer books*. The last
attack on my marital status occurred on a railway station in Sydney
at 10 p.n. at night when an old Greek woman decided she would like
to fix no up with something, which happily was easily foiled.

In mid-June I mnnaged a rare distinction in being one of the
few F.ales ever to occupy a private ward bed at II Sin. This
involved wearing the patch work quilted dressing gown which I an
told is worn by women awaiting delivery, a bolero too which is
ideal for breast fcoding and beautifully air conditioned for Korean
summers, and eating seaweed soup. All of this was very interest-
ing, and the morning after a bearded ajumonie might have been seen
sneaking up and down two flights of stairs in order to have a shower.
This is probably as near as I will ever get to being finally accepted
as one of the 'monstrous regiient'.

Apart from the previously mentioned trials and tribulations
I have continued making tenor noises in the Pusanjin Church Choir,
and spent one night each week during the year teaching English to
dwindling numbers of high and middle school students belonging to
the Church Youth Group. For part of the year I also taught a
Buddhist nun whose ambition is to be a missionary to the United
States. I also managed to get another two levels of the Yonsei
Korean course under my belt with the h€;lp of one of the doctors.

Tr-^vcls for the year involved an invitation to a Buddhist
Hermitage in Soraksan, and a weekend in a village in Nanhae including
the Joys of singing a duet in a Koryo Church as I managea to prove
that 1 was in capable of preaching a sermon. The leading light in
the church was a doctor who had worked in the Australian i.isslon
Hospital in Jlnju prior to world war two. The biggest item of
travel was spending two months in Australia to see my mother who
had h^d a worrying series of cancer operations over the previous
18 months. She turned out to be much better than I expected but



tne tiae in Austr^.li--^ enabled ae to get a laore bal^nr^.Hwh.t I „,S aol„i ,t II sin, nna onto? up wm tS ok°Losespecially in living standards, which have been going on at honeI foima It vary difficult to talk about Korea as almos? nShlnithat happens here makes ^ery much sense to an Australian?
®

1976 hopefully will be a
I think that there should be
transition to Korean control
accept the responsibility of
their aanagerlal skills over
missed. At least one member
become a Christian because of
but from observing the things
be said of me.

better year than the previous two.
comparatively little difficulty In the
as the Korean staff appear willing to
the hospital and have greatly developed
the last year. Helen will be greatly
of my office staff claims to have
Helen. Not because of anything said
she does. I doubt If the same could

B. Skerman

APPENDIX T

ZiaLag^lL-l^eport - D. Watson

such a busy year with solittle variety to report on to the august body before -ne.

ai
apportunlty has been given to me to give

aid Sr 'iii h
thing which brings me most happiness,wnlch I seem, in contrast to keeping accounts or attending

."meetings, to have some ability, namely, the teaching and
blessing which, until very recentyears, I never thought would be mine.

1975. was a month which afforded enough time to spread
tiSSe acting as music director for a Korean produc-tlon of Godspell . This had been translated by Ewha Universityfaculty members, and girls were allotted all the parts. Because

scheduled to be performed in the university's vastauditorium, the cast was Increased from the 10 called for by thescript to 16, and even so, the whole performance had to be helped
y microphones. The finished product was well worth the Intensive

^ tremendous impact, both on Ewha students
na tne general populace, through the four performances. It wasreported that numbers of young people began to attend church as aresult of having seen this production. The approach to It was that

but as always seems to happen, the cast became
Personification of Christ, so that all wore

spiritually. The performances were held on Good Friday andnascer Saturday, and by popular demand, more wore scheduled at the
U.I.A. would not give their permission for further

perior.minces, apparently because of what was considered to be tne
ini 1 ^,..,u,*^tory verses of so-no of the songs.

w
Co.ti^ittee of the Korean Baptist mission irr^ngocl \unurch i^iusic ‘Workshop fro:s J^nun.ry 27-29 in Pus^n for choir



conductors, 7ie^.bers, '^nd other interested people, and a very good
group ^et for study. I was asked to lecture on Voice Production,
and Church i'^usic History, which I was pleased to do. The Workshop
was well planned, January was also a tiae for private piano and
singing lessons for nine people, eight of theia -nissionaries, or of
'i:issionary fanilies. Not all of these continued throughout the
whole year , however.

In I'iarch, I was officially appointed as the Acting Head of the
Church Kusic Jepartaent at n-wha Womans University. As in probably
any other avenue of activity, ^ost had to be learned by doing, and
there were quite a number of frustrating experiences, but these
should help me to do a bit better from now on. I hope soi ihy

teaching load did not seem to be very heavy - nine voice students
for private lessons, two hours of choir rehearsals weekly for each
of two choirs, and two hours of Sacred Kusic Literature - so I agreed
to also teach four hours weekly - two of choir, and two of nusic
Appreciation - at the Choo Gye School of Arts. This school was
founded only in 197^» and as yet has permission from the x'linistry
of Education merely to continue as a two-year course. The School
is divided into two sections. Art and Kusic. Instruction is
limited to practical training and lectures speciflca.lly related to
the student's major field. The aim is to produce artists and
musicians of superior ability, in contrast to a lot of time-serving
which goes on in universities with departments or colleges of art
and music, and is supported in principle by many well-known people.
It will no doubt take quite a long tl^^e for the school to develop
as planned. Because it is only in the beginning stages, the
calibre of students is very mixed. /y\ny of the students are talented,
but with little previous training, r.ost come from impoverished
backgrounds. In general, previous theoretical study in music is
Halted in the extreme. It seems like a good place to try to make
some contribution. The choir, which is a required study for all
students except those in the orchestra, improved dramatically in
second semester, and sang very creditably at a concert in the
nyong Dong Arts Theatre in November. From next year, I expect
there to be great development. It has the best potential of any
student choir I have heard in Korea. In second semester, I beg'^n
an ’’interest group" choir, which we called the Hendelssohn Choir.
(All the music studied so far by it has been by iy.endelssohn)

.

This smHl group should also develop very well.

Peeling my own inadequacies as a teacher of singing, which
I had had no idea of becoming on returning from the States, I applied
to attend a Workshop in Vocal Pedagogy at Westminster Choir College
in Jul 3

?-. This was Indeed most helpful, and my own students, as well
as the choirs, benefitted from an increase in confidence, if nothing
aoro; While; in Princeton, I also attended a Seminar on Church
huslc for ministers and Church husicians, which was very thought
provoking and helpful in many ways. For the.-se two courses, I
received a total of 4 post-graduate academic credits. I also had
the chance to attcind part of a Chancel Opera Workshop, and some
sessions of the Robert Shaw Choral Workshop. Other study during



tho yo'\T Included the recorder, which the wife of the Austr-\li^n
ii nb'iss^dor, i'irs. Joy rioldich, taught to the De'^.n of the College
of i-.usic, the Dean of Acadejilc Affairs, and :yself. We hope later
to be proficient enough to be able to teach sorie of our students,
especially in the Sacred husic Department, as there is a great
revival of interest in it as an instrument for the performance of
Baroque ausic. During the year, I studied by nyself, and eventually
completed preparations for a vocal recital, which was held in the
Arts Theatre, I'^iyong Dong, in Seoul. Although faculty menbers are
not told, in so many words, ^'You nust give a recital", still the
message has been received clearly by faculty members at Ewha and
other universities alike, that only those who are active in
perforaanoc or continued research, the fruits of which are shown
in writings, will be acceptable as university faculty to the iVilnlstry

of Education in the future. No fewer than 10 of the full-time
faculty of 26 have given recitals in the past 4 months. Three
others arc active composers, two gave recitals the previous year,
'and at least four are known to be planning them for the spring.

The Chancel Opera Workshop stimulated me to work with my
English Bible Class of high school students at long Nak Church on
a rock ausloal for young people called "It*s Cool in the Furnace".
It is not a groat work, but is fun, and brings the message of God*s
faithfulness to His faithful people home very clearly to the ludience.
The students me.aorlzed this in English, and after some five weeks of
panic-strlckon hard work on my part, and eventual full co-operation
on their *s a very creditable performace was given to an audience of
about 2,000, mainly high, school students, as the culminating point
of a nlssion to Young People, organised by the digh Bchool Department
of tho church. Some elders had been wary about the performance,
but in the end it was considered a great success. 1 plan to do more
in this field as opportunity offers.

An abortive demonstration by Ewha students led to the closure
of the university for about 5 weeks during the spring semester.
This led to having a very short summer vacation, in order to .v"ke

up the minimum number of study days required by the government.
The school seemed to be very quiet when it was reopened up until
the end of the year. Nevertheless, it is difficult to know what
is really going on. Some students, at least, are known to be in
prison. Others are involved in the current craze for the taking
of drugs, lany of the quiet, orderly music students remain
completely unchallenged either as musicians or human beings through-
out- their college days. Apart from the required coun#i&lling
activities, by virtue of being faculty members, a great deal remains
to be done in stimulating the students. In our department we have
tried a number of different activities with a view to sharing with
students the wide scope of music as it appll^as sj:)ecifically to the
church, but the results so far are not very encouraging. The
students of the Sacred husio Departmemt generally regard themselves
ms being inferior to others, and this has a tremendous effe*ct upon
their attitude to everything else, however, the Department was

helped by two successful performances of 1 programme of music fop

Thanksgiving, well received by about 5»000 students who he"'fd lt>i



by two excellent student ors^.n recitals during second semester, *

nnct hy the institution of ^ supple'iicnt~\ry choir systea for the
University Church, whereby '^ll students not ^actively involved in
so.“.e church work becn.?.c .'lenbers of one of two groups who sing for
ilternito Sunday services, iltermting with the Dormitory students*
choir. Thus, during second semester, ill told I wis responsible
for five different choirs, plus these other two groups (lst/2nci Yeire;
3rd/4th Yoirs.)

The yeir of 1975 ilso included the usuil solo singing for ill
kinds of school, church ind sociil Decisions; soie limited choril
siriging, in the College of Kusic Alu.ini Choir in 1st seicster, \nd
the Seoul Union Church Choir for Christiis; tiking pirt in i Church,
kuslc Seilnir in Seoul, imnged by the Korein Biptlst i.ission;
lenber of the Inter-Presbyterlin Retrcit Plinning CoiTdttee; ind
Cultunl Secrctiry (i) of the College of husic i\lu.ini Associition.
I preiched twice during the yeir, i-'ty nin regrets ire thit I hive
not hid Tiore opportunities to preich ind/or work with study groups,
ind tint I hive hid little issociition with people who ire truly
needy in iny wiy.

The rest of :iy ti.:ne his been tiken up with being hostess
of ACTS Guest house, which continues to be of greit interest in
every respect.

Dorothy Witson
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“The Weaker the Product, the Harder the Sell.”

TIME EOMEA E®EE¥
Frank Baldwin

'^HE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES on June 3, 1976
A voted 241 to 159 against an attempt by Rep.
Donald M. Fraser and others to reduce military aid to

the Republic of Korea (ROK) because of human
rights violations by the Park Chung Hee dictatorship.

According to one Congressional aide, the Park
Government now “has a green light to continue its

repressive measures without fear of a reduction in

military assistance.”

The vote was a bitter defeat for religious and
human rights groups that had urged concrete actions
to pressure the Park regime on basic democratic
rights. And it was a sweet victory for the Korea Lobby,
perhaps the longest running open raid on the US
treasury since the cold war started. (The ROK has
received $12 billion in economic and military assist-

ance since World War II. and it will get another $754
million in fiscal years 1976 and 1977 as a result of the
House action. The cost ofUS troops stationed there is,

approximately, an additional $600 million per year.)

The Korea Lobby is a loose coalition of individuals,

groups and institutions that promote the Park
Government’s interests. It presently centers on Am-
bassador Hahm Pyung Choon and Yung Hwan Kim,
the Korean Central Intelligence Agency (KCIA)
station chief in the ROK Embassy, and includes key
individuals in the US national security bureaucracy,
the Congress, the Council on Foreign Relations, a few
universities and the media. Members’ motives are as

mixed as the membership itself: anticommunism,
balance of power geopolitics vis-a-vis the Soviet
Union, financial stakes in profits from cheap South
Korean labor and PL 480 grain sales and credits,

psychological gratification, acceptance of bribes and
gratuities, and the joys of all-expense-paid junkets to

Seoul filled with sexual fun and games.
The major overt forces opposed to limitations on

military aid to Seoul in the June vote were: the

FRANK BALDWIN, a Contributing Editor, is director of Japanese
Studies at Tsukuba University In Japan. He Is the editor of two books
on Korea: Embassy at War and Without Parallel: "American-Korean
Relations since 1945.” He wishes to acknowledge the assistance of

Prof. Bruce Cumings of Swarlhmore College.

Defense and State Departments, the farm bloc, a

claque of pro-Park Congresspersons and academics,
and a larger Congressional circle that votes conserva-
tively and pro-Administralion on national security

issues. Putative elements include the banks, which
have loaned the ROK about $2.3 billion, and the oil

companies that have an interest in oil explorations olT

the Korean coast—notably Gulf, which secretly con-
tributed $4 million to Park Chung Hee in 1967 and
1971.

The Korea Lobby as a power in American politics is

a post-World War II phenomenon. It began with the

US military occupation and government of southern
Korea in 1945 to 1948, was spurred by the formation
of the ROK in 1948, and became a fixture in Wash-
ington after the Korean War in 1950. For more than a

quarter of a century South Korea has watched and
wooed Congress with a persuasive brand of men-
dicant mendacity. Senior Congressional leaders have
been voting funds for Seoul their entire political lives.

The Cultivation of Congress

Donald L. Ranard, State Department Country
Director for Korea from 1970 to 1974, testified before
the House Subcommittee on International Organiza-
tions and Movements on March 17, 1976 that:

The KCIA has made it its business to follow
Congressional actions on a day-to-day basis to
know the status of military and economic assistance
legislation; the views of individual Congressmen
and influential chairmen regarding stationing of
forces, human rights and other issues affecting
Korea; their overseas travel; and their election
campaigns. Indeed, Korean ambassadors as well as
[KClA] station chiefs are only so popular in the
Blue House as they are able to demonstrate an
influence with our (Tongress.

The ROK Embassy assiduously cultivates Con-
gress. Influential Congressional leaders are royally
wined and dined. South Korean ambassadors have
earned reputations as tireless and imaginative hosts.
Former Ambassador Kim Dong Jo (later foreign
minister) joined all the right clubs in Washington,
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slapped backs with a flair and gave extraordinary

parties attended by patron saints of the China Lobby

like Anna Chan Chennault. doyens of the House and

Senate and young swingers from Capitol Hill. (Am-

bassador Kim was also ready to help with the mun-

dane side of lobbying. A former embassy official

testified that in the spring of 1973 the ambassador

packed $100 bills into envelopes and went to the

Capitol to reward unidentified Congressional sup-

porters.) A younger generation of US-educated South

Koreans form a “nongovernmental” auxiliary of hosts

and hostesses.

Hundreds of Congresspersons have been invited to

Seoul where they received heroes’ welcomes, were

feted liked princes of the blood and loaded down with

honorary degrees and presents. They were taken on

tours to the Demilitarized Zone between South and

North Korea, to Panmunjom, to the battlefields of the

Korean War. Government hosts repeated the same

themes: eternal gratitude for US assistance during the

Korean War, a plea for continued aid for a “few more

years because of the threat from the North, and an

earnest appeal for understanding that democratic

rights are an impermissible luxury.

ROK VIPs from Seoul visiting Washington have

never failed to pay their respects to senior
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Congresspersons. “We are your only true friends in

Asia." they usually say. During the Viet Nam War
when President Lyndon Johnson was unwelcome

across the US, the Park Administration turned out

vast crowds to greet the leader of the “Free World." In

recent years American officials and academics (par-

ticularly the latter) discredited by the Viet Nam
disaster have found a friendly port in South Korea

where their messages of military intervention are still

received as revealed truth. v

While ROK ambassadors have worked the public

social circuit, embassy KCIA operatives have utilized

other routes to power. For example. Korea-born Suzi

Park Thompson, since 1971 a $l5,000-a-year aide to

House Speaker Carl Albert, has a reputation as a

“junior grade Perle Mesta.” Her forte is intimate

dinner parties where eight guests are served Oriental

delicacies, and she specializes in annual birthday

parties for Congresspersons and their spouses. Her

birthday parties for Joseph Addabbo have been major

social events. Ms. Thompson has also given large

parties costing up to $1,000, according to her former

husband.

An article in the Washington Post (Feb. 19, 1976) by

Maxine Cheshire provides details of Ms. Thompson’s

travels and companions. In 1971 she accompanied a
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Congressional delegation to South Korea headed by

Speaker Albert. The trip stirred up dust back in

Oklahoma when Thompson told reporters that “she

was going with Albert to visit her homeland.”

In August 1975 Thompson was part of a delegation

to Seoul led by Rep. Lester Wolff, for whom she had

worked as a secretary before moving to Albert's office.

She returned to the ROK two months later with

another Congressional delegation, invited by the Park

regime to commemorate the Twenty-Fifth Anniver-

sary of the Korean War. On both of the latter trips she

was listed as an “interpreter,” even though the US
Embassy normally provides interpreters for Congres-

sional visitors. (Ms. Thompson also accompanied

Rep. Robert L. Leggett on a visit to the Far East in

1973.)

Just another Washington hustle? Not at all. KCIA
man Yung Hwan Kim frequently attended Suzi

Thompson’s parties, and both Leggett and Addabbo
have acknowledged that they met Kim through

Thompson.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation is now looking

into this chain of associations as a result of allegations

that Leggett and Addabbo accepted bribes from the

Park Government in late 1975. This highly sensitive

investigation was personally authorized by Attorney

General Edward H. Levi. Both Congressmen have

denied any wrongdoing.

Whether Tongsun Park, a young businessman who

parlayed suaveness and political influence into quick

financial success in Washington, was working

primarily for his own interests or the ROK’s, or a

combination thereof, is still unclear. But he enter-

tained lavishly at fashionable dinner parties attended

by Washington’s political elite, including then Vice

President and Mrs. Ford. Speaker Albert, and

Majority Leader Thomas O’Neill Jr.

Park reportedly made a fortune in grain sales and

was well placed to make another from business

interests in Washington when his star fell with a

whoosh of scandal. Col. James W. Howe, husband of

Betty Ford’s press secretary. Nancy Howe, committed

suicide after the couple’s acceptance of Park’s hospi-

tality on a vacation trip to the Dominican Republic

was revealed. It was Park’s second fall from grace: he

had been implicated earlier in the conviction of

— Summer Schedule

In accordance with our summer schedule we will

publish one issue in July and one issue in August.

With the September 20 issue we will resume our

regular biweekly schedule.

former Congressman Cornelius Gallagher.

The KCIA also went straight to the Nixon White

House. According to the ^'ashingion Post, Chin

Hwan Row. a pro-Park national assemblyman and

former head of the Korean Residents Association in

Washington, in 1974 made a “blanket offer ... to

contribute to anyone in Congress recommended by

the Nixon Administration” (Feb. 29, 1976). John E.

Nidecker, former special assistant to Nixon, reported

the offer to his While House superiors and to the Slate

Department’s Korea desk. At about the same time

Row also offered money to Rep. Charles E. Wiggins.

He told Wiggins, who declined the offer, that a group

in South Korea “wanted to assist friendly American

Congressmen.”

South Korea’s New Packaging

In the 1950’s and early 1960’s South Korea had few

problems with Congress or the American public.

McCarthyism and the China Lobby rode high. Any
discussion of withdrawal from or accommodation to

communism in Asia was taboo.

This situation changed abruptly in the late 1960’s as

the Viet Nam War turned irretrievably sour after the

Tet offensive. Hearings in 1970 by the Senate Foreign

Relations Committee’s Subcommittee on US Security

Agreements Abroad revealed that ROK forces in Viet

Nam were paid secret bonuses (concealed from

Congress by State Department, Pentagon and Park

regime collusion). Senator William Fulbright de-

nounced the South Koreans as mercenaries, and

Administration officials admitted that Seoul’s “sup-

port” had a multi-billion dollar price tag, which is still

being paid. Revelations that ROK forces had sys-

tematically committed some of the most heinous

atrocities of that bloody war distressed many
Americans.

Financial pressures from the war forced cutbacks in

marginal areas. One US infantry division was with-

drawn from South Korea in 1970-71, and a reassess-

ment of the commitment to Seoul began. The Nixon

visit to China in 1971 and the promise of detente all

but erased the strategic value of the ROK as a forward

defense area. The times they were a-changing for

South Korea.

Park Chung Hee compounded these negative (from

his point of view) trends in October 1972 by declaring

martial law. suspending the Constitution and dissolv-

ing the National Assembly. A new Constitution made
him president for life. Electoral politics were at an

end, a rubber stamp Assembly was subservient to

Park, and the modest civil liberties tolerated before

were curtailed. KCIA surveillance spread to the

media, the churches and the universities. Peaceful
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dissent was equated with treason. The Park regime's

dizzying descent into rule by draconian emergency

decrees and an utterly depraved KCIA was underway.

The present activities and style of South Korea and

its lobby reflect the difficult task of convincing post-

Viet Nam America to continue support for Park

Chung Hee—or any regime in Seoul. To create a

pro-Seoul bloc, since there is no large ethnic constit-

uency for South Korea in America, the ROK and its

lobby have turned to bribery, prostitutes, corrupt

academics and an expensive public relations firm.

These traditional methods of influence have been

complemented by intelligence operatives with a

penchant for secret manipulation and bare-knuckle

tactics. (Korean Christian scholars meeting in St.

Louis three years ago were warned against making an

anti-Park statement; a rally for opposition leader Kim
Dae Jung in San Francisco was physically disrupted

by KCIA agents; recent testimony before the Fraser

subcommittee indicates that the harassment of

dissidents continues.)

Mr. Sun Myung Moon and his Unification Church

are yet another facet of South Korea’s new packaging.

The weaker the product, the harder the sell.

The function that Moon and the Unification

Church perform in the Korea Lobby is to blend

religion and anticommunism into support for Park

Chung Flee. As a “religion” the Unification Church is

tax exempt and protected from investigation under

the First Amendment. Moon has a freedom of action

and security not available even to the ROK Embassy

or KCIA fronts. He is able to engage in political

activities through satellite organizations linked to the

Unification Church by interlocking boards of direc-

tors. personnel and secret funding.

The Freedom Leadership Foundation (FLF) was

established in 1969 by Neil A. Salonen, who is its

president; he is also president of the Unification

Church in America. Former members have stated that

the FLF was formed upon Moon’s orders, is entirely

financed by the Unification Church and consists

almost entirely of church members. The foundation

carried out an intensive propaganda campaign in

1969-70 in support of the Viet Nam War and the

invasion of Cambodia. And it stuck with Richard

Nixon to the day of his resignation. Through its

biweekly. The Rising Tide, and other publications the

FLF churns out a far right alarm. At more than 100

college and university chapters it spreads a gospel of

anticommunism, often sponsoring conservative

members of Congress as speakers.

The Unification Church itself has an active lobby-

ing effort on Capitol Hill. Activities have included

prayer breakfasts, direct appeals to individual

members and offers of financial and other support.

The church has even placed one young woman
member in Speaker Albert’s office.

Further, as reported by Ann Crittenden in The New
York Times (May 25, 1976), the Unification Church
has access to the ROK Embassy’s communications

system and diplomatic pouch. It can thus transmit

funds for political activities and other purposes

unhampered by the currency controls required for

other mortals. Mr. Moon will be even more efficient

when the Diplomats National Bank begins operations

in Washington. A list of persons associated with this

new bank reads like a Who’s Who of the Korea Lobby
and the Unification Church; it includes columnist

Jack Anderson, the Park regime’s long-time favorite

media person.

Wooing Academia

Every lobby needs a few savants to provide a

semblance of truth and intellectual respectability. The

current KCIA blitz to enlist academia began in the

spring of 1973. According to Prof. Jai Hyon Lee, who
served for three years as the cultural and information

attache of the ROK Embassy until he defected in June

1973, the KCIA initiated a plan of “clandestine

operations to mute criticism of Park’s totalitarianism.”

The academic component called for the KCIA “to

Friends of South Korea

House of Representatives

Broomfield (R-Mich.)
Derwinski (R-lll.)

Murphy (D-N.Y.)
Wilson (D-Ca.)
Passman (D-La.)

Zablocki (D-Wisc.)

Albert (D-Okla.)

Ichord (D-Mo.)
Vander Jagt (R

Findley (R-Ill.)

Winn (R-Kans.)
Wolff (D-N.Y.)

Hyde(R-Ill.)

Martin (R-N.C.)

Addabbo (D-N.Y.)
Leggett (D-Ca.)
Crane (R-Ill.)

•Mich.)

Senate

Thurmond (R-S.C.)

Academia

Richard Walker. University of South Carolina

Franz Michael. University of Washington

Andrew Nahm, Western Michigan University

Kwang Neun Hahn. Institute for Asian Studies

Yung C. Kim. George Washington University

Young Hoon Kang, Research Institute on Ko-

rean Affairs

Herman Kahn, Hudson Institute
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organize indirectly, or to finance covertly, scholastic

meetings, seminars and symposia for Korean and

American professors to rationalize Park s dictatorship

or, at least, to curb their criticism.” The latter bears

special emphasis: to silence the academics was

sufficient for KCIA purposes. Alarmed at the intel-

lectual and campus opposition in America to the Viet

Nam War, the Park Administration desperately

sought to create support for the ROK.

An early example of this game plan was the sym-

posium on “Korea and the Powers in the 1970’s,”

jointly sponsored by the Institute for Asian Studies in

Washington and South Korea’s Kyung Nam Univer-

sity. The institute, by the way, is a paper organization,

a part of the Pan Asian Foundation, which is funded

by the South Korean Government. The head of the

foundation is Kwang Neun Hahn, who has been

identified in Congressional testimony as publisher of a

KCIA-funded newspaper in Washington. Kyung

Nam University’s chief claim to excellence is that its

president’s brother is the notorious Park Chong Gyu,

former chief bodyguard of President Park.

Kyung Nam University sponsored another meeting

in Seoul in January 1974, entitled “An International

Symposium on Peace and Security in East Asia.” The

meeting was organized by Prof. Sungjoo Han of

Brooklyn College. Not the slightest pretense of

scholarly purpose graced the gathering. Prof. Sugwon

Kang of Hartwick College observed that “none of the

1 1 American scholars had anything directly to do with

Korean studies and [that] they had been picked merely

by virtue of their being either a former professor,

present colleague or an associate of one of the

organizers.”

These counterfeit institutes and conferences oftimes

catch the big fish. The Korean Institute of Interna-

tional Studies (KIIS) held a conference in June 1974

on the lofty theme “Search for Peace: Alternatives to

Confrontation in East Asia.” Fifteen aca-

demics—including six from the US—34 participants

from South Korea and an array of dignitaries and

foreign ambassadors put on a show so bad that even

the controlled ROK press was moved to remark; . .

the contents of their papers are either obsolete, i.e.,

stuffwhich they may have used in some journals many

years ago. or collections of platitudes. One wonders if

this is attributable to their hectic schedules.” The

Tonga llbo dismissed the conference papers as “stale

stories” and deplored the waste of “precious foreign

exchange and research funds.”

The purpose of these conferences (space does not

permit a detailed listing here) was. of course, political

influence, not scholarly exchange. Thus the KIIS

journal lists an International Advisory Board which

includes Roger Hilsman. Herman Kahn, Robert

Scalapino, Zbigniew Brzezinski, A. Doak Barnett and

George Beckmann. This learned journal regularly

prints President Park Chung Hee’s speeches, includ-

ing a New Year’s press conference that ran to 26

pages.

The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is hardly

an instrument of the KCIA, yet “friends of South

Korea” are well placed to defend Seoul’s interests. In

December 1974 the council formed a “discussion

group on the role of the two Koreas in East Asian

affairs.” A concern that the ROK might not “be able

to cope with the changes occurring on the interna-

tional economic scene” was given as one reason for

the discussions. The groups included representatives

from the Department of Defense, the CIA, the Agency

for International Development, the State Depart-

ment. investment firms and Eastern universities, as

well as critics of the Park regime.

Three of the five discussions were led by pro-Park

individuals, including Chong-Sik Lee. University of

Pennsylvania, and Robert Scalapino, University of

California, anticommunist scholars who championed

the Viet Nam War and the ROK expeditionary force’s

role therein. James Morley of Columbia University,

also a Viet Nam hawk and a participant in several of

the recent conferences, was chairman of the meetings.

No academics sympathetic to North Korea were

included.

Can the mistaken men and ideas of Viet Nam be

recycled for Korea? Not very likely. Certainly not as

long as they are the men who have supped at Park

Chung Hee’s table for more than a decade. But they

can contribute to a climate of opinion among inter-

national affairs specialists and the Congress that

opposes restrictions on military aid to Seoul. The CFR

would never share the platform with Sun Myung

Moon at Yankee Stadium, but both have a common

interest in good old Yankee Establishment

imperialism.

Seoul was fun city for co-opted academics in the

summer of 1975. The Park regime had just summarily

executed nine dissidents in April on trumped up

charges, but the scholars blithely tripped over each

other at the freebies. Most of the early so-called

conferences involved scholars in the social sciences,

the policy-making disciplines.

The humanities made a strong comeback when the

Korean National Academy of Sciences held an

“International Symposium to Commemorate the

Thirtieth Anniversary of Korea’s Liberation in

Seoul, August 11-14. The approximately 50 par-

ticipants, including outstanding academicians from

Harvard, Yale, Indiana University, etc., had all their

expenses paid to read papers on . . . anything! Again, it

was the presence of the scholars, not their papers, that
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was important. One participant sheepishly called the

gathering a “buddy, buddy thing” and laughed at its

supposed scholarly purposes.

Respectability and Repression

To create an image and “mute the critics” requires a

multidimensional approach. The Korean Traders

Association (KTA). a 2,000 member business federa-

tion with headquarters in Seoul and a New York

office, has tried two joint political ventures with the

Eastern Establishment.

In April 1975 it retained the public relations firm of

Hill and Knowlton in New York to polish the Park

regime’s tarnished image. The KTA apparently ex-

pected that the $300,000 fee would change the news

accounts of events in South Korea. When asked why

the contract was not renewed this spring, Mr. Ock

Kim, director of the KTA in New York, said that

“unfavorable stories are still appearing in The New
York TimesT
The KTA probed again for the soft underbelly of

American scruples. According to the official version of

events, this initiative began with J. T. Coolidge, a

businessman in the ROK who is a Harvard alumnus

and fund-raiser for the university’s East Asian studies

program. Against the background of the Park regime’s

crackdown on dissent and the Christian churches in

1973-74, Coolidge approached the KTA to donate a

chair in Korean studies to Harvard. The timing hardly

seemed auspicious. South Korea was hard hit by the

1973 oil crisis, exports slumped due to the interna-

tional recession, and the ROK was forced to borrow

extensively abroad—almost $4 billion in 1974-75.

Foreign indebtedness climbed from $3.3 billion in

1973 to $5.9 billion by late 1975.

Nevertheless, the KTA was responsive to the

request and agreed in December 1974 to a $1 million

contribution. Was all that money actually to come

from the KTA, or was part of it from the Govern-

ment? An independent audit or investigation is im-

possible; there is no way to know for sure. Yet the

KTA acknowledges its close relationship with the

Government, and the KCIA has long manipulated

business organizations for its own purposes.

Another fundamental question is wny an impover-

ished nation should be donating $1 million to one of

the world’s richest universities. KTA members’ profits

are a result of the low wages paid to South Korean

workers. According to recent ROK official statistics,

81.9 percent of wage earners are below the govern-

ment-designated poverty line. The ethics of squeezing

the poor of South Korea to enhance the image of Park

Chung Hee apparently presented no problem at

Harvard. (Columbia University’s East Asian scholars

are facing the same issue. They have requested several

million dollars from Seoul for a Korean studies

program.)

In the spring of 1975 the KTA raised questions

about the political views of persons to be appointed to

the Harvard position. They were concerned that

“adverse criticism of South Korea not result from the

gift.” John K. Fairbank, director of Harvard’s East

Asian Research Center, reassured the KTA while
maintaining the liberal rhetoric of “no strings at-

tached,” a posture struck partly to rebut critical

articles like tnis one.

Harvard sources insist that the KTA did not im-

properly influence faculty decisions on use of the

funds. The facts, however, suggest otherwise. The
ROK approved the donation, and the first appoint-

ments have gone to an unabashed defender of the

Park Government and to a graduate student who,

despite years of experience in South Korea and being

privately critical oi the Park regime, has yet to take a

public position on the dictatorship. To appoint

scholars critical of the Park Government would have

betrayed the spirit of the gift and its acceptance—and
future donations. Who needs strings when the puppets

and the puppeteers both dance to the same tune;

On the most charitable reading the timing of the

final negotiations and the presentation of the KTA
grant showed an extreme insensitivity on the part of

the American scholars. It was on April 9, 1975 that the

nine alleged members of the so-called People’s

Revolutionary Party (PRP, which was a government

fabrication) were summarily executed. (The PRP men
had been arrested in 1974 as a warning to dissidents

that anyone might be charged as a Communist agent.)

Two foreign missionaries were forced out of South

Korea because of their inquiries into the case. The

Rev. George Ogle, a United Methodist, was deported

in December 1974 when his personal research, un-

dertaken at the request of the prisoners’ wives, in-

dicated that the charges were false. In April 1975

Father James Sinott, a Maryknoll priest stationed in

South Korea since 1960, was forced out for protesting

the killings.

Other missionaries in Seoul led a protest at the US
Embassy. Church groups in Japan and America

protested. Many journalists-American, Korean,

Japanese and British-took real risks to coyer the PRP
case, the executions and other gross violations of

human rights. But through it all Professor John

Fairbank and his colleagues assured the KTA that

they would not regret their gift to Harvard. According

to one faculty member, no one in Asian studies at the

university publicly protested the executions. On June

16, 1975 Harvard announced the KTA grant with a

press release stating that the money would go toward

^enhancing the base for the objective study of Korea.”

The Korea Lobby has a mischief-making record

worthy of its erstwhile colleagues, the China and Viet

Nam lobbies. A minor involvement in 1945 has been

— Note '

Bishop Helmut Frenz’ article “Human
Rights: a Christian Viewpoint,” which appeared

in our June 21 issue, was originally given as the

keynote address of the Fourth Annual Politics/

Ethics Symposium sponsored by the Lutheran

House of Studies in Washington D.C. on May

20
. . , .

The photo used on the cover of that issue was

taken by Marcelino Montecino at the funeral of

Pablo Neruda in Chile.
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sanctified into a sacred cow of commitment. Support
for the ROK is equated with national security and
firmness toward the Soviet Union, powerful cant in an
election year when the Congress has unconditionally

surrendered on the Pentagon budget. In a mutation of
the domino theory South Korea is now described as

important to Japan's defense. The Japanese Govern-
ment (but not tne Japanese people) cynically agrees,

as it did on Viet Nam. but it wisely refrains from
sharing the costs or the risks.

Attempts in Congress to support human rights in

the ROK are voted down because of an exaggerated,

nearly imaginary, “threat from the North.” The basic

facts are obfuscated: South Korea has almost two and

a half times the population of the North, and the

presence of US atomic weapons precludes any attack,

as it has for two decades. Beneatn the Korea Lobby's
rhetoric of “security” one hears the muted whispers of
narrow bureaucratic and private financial interests,

not a true national interest.

The other Asian lobbies in the US finally collapsed

due to nationalist/communist military victories in

China and Viet Nam. Korea is different, not the least

in that war is unlikely on the peninsula. That puts the

job of countering the pro-Park Chung Hee lobby
where it belongs—on the agenda of all groups and
individuals in the US concerned with human rights

and more sensible military and foreign policies. Q

SOUTH AFRICA:
The Reality Behind the Riots
Jennifer Davis

O N JUNE 16 South African police fired into a

peaceful demonstration by protesting students in

Soweto—the totally segregated black area 14 miles

outside Johannesburg. During the following week
violent confrontations shook many of the ghettoes in

the Witwatersrand triangle, which encloses the largest

single concentration of industries and coal and gold

mining in South Africa. Violence flared also in distant

country areas, involving students in at least three

widely separated Bantustans, as the reservations

(reserves) assigned to Africans are called. The official

death toll was 170, 2 white, 168 black. Africans on the

scene reported 1,000 killed and many more wounded,
beaten and arrested.

The immediate spark that fired the current explo-

sions was black student opposition to the use of

Afrikaans in the teaching of nistory and mathematics.

Afrikaans, the language of the ruling white Nation-

alist Party, is identified as the language of the

oppressor, and the Government has always had great

difficulty in forcing Africans to accept it. But using it

in the schools is only a symbol of the whole system of

“Bantu education,” which has been a focus of black

resistance ever since its introduction in 1953.

The purpose of Bantu education, which essentially

establisnes a separate educational system for blacks,

was described quite openly by Hendrik Verwoerd, the

predecessor of current Prime Minister Johannes
Vorster: . . education should stand with both feet in

the reserves and have its roots in the spirit and being

of Bantu society. . . . There is no place for him [the

African] in the European community above the level

JENNIFER DAVIS 1$ a South African economist serving as research

director for the American Committee on Africa. She recently took part

In a discussion of recent events In South Africa on "The Robert

MacNell Report."

of certain forms of labor.” The Africans fought its

imposition bitterly, dubbing it “education for

slavery.” There were school boycotts and parent
protests; hundreds of teachers were thrown out ofjobs

for joining in the fight against it.

In turn Bantu education is only one element in the

complex apartheid system that has been constructed

to produce white privilege at the cost of black

dispossession.

Press reports have consistently referred to the June
events as riots led by “tsotsis”—young hooligans—with
the implication that they are simply isolated eruptions

of mindless, directionless violence. It would be more
accurate to see them as part of a new phase in the

African struggle for liberation, a period of increasing

militancy and resistance after a long lull. There has

been African resistance to white conquest and appro-

priation of wealth and power since tne beginning of

colonization 300 years ago. The brutal repression of

the post-Sharpeville I960’s, the banning of black

olitical organization, and the arrest and/or exile of

lack leaders slowed the process; now it is growing

again and with rapidly increasing momentum.
This thrust has been stimulated by a coalescence of

forces, including the victory against colonialism of the

people of Angola and Mozambique, the coming of

age of a new generation able to pick up the political

leadership inside South Africa, and the increasing

tensions bred by the contradiction between simultan-

eous industrialization and economic growth and
intensified “retribalization” and oppression.

There have been many signs of the new move
towards active struggle—a dramatic wave of strikes

among African workers, the formation of a black

student organization (SASO) firmly dedicated to

bringing about radical political change, and a growing

number of political trials of so-called terrorists.
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Dec. 28, *76

j V '^Dear 3am and Eileen,

i'i

We'll catch you up on a little of the news from here—although it doesn't change all
that much. The first extreme cold has hit for the last two days brrrr. We've been
spoiled with a mild December, However, not enough snow to interfere with tennis, and

the court below the house is full most of the time, (Coldest Dec, 28th in ^9 years todayl)

The Int, Med, and KNT chiefs have left for Guam, The dentist has left for private

practice. We heard for a while that the Anes, Chief was also going to Guam, but we

don't hear that any more, so don't know. He's Dr, Kang's brother-in-law, as you may
know. The Urologist will stay for a while to see if things improve or not.

t There are movements afoot now that we hope means the Lord is starting to work some things

^ although there are some compromise items in it that Howard is watching like a hawk,

think you know that twice now Dr, Lee San Geun has persuaded Howard and other board

i members that "if you just do this that think is important now , we will promise to

t 'i

'

S work on what you want later" because "we can't solve all of the problems today". Each
1*. ^ ' j. s •_ /4 a T 4 Ifor* /*»n >i 4 e 4 e Wa a'T "KotT4 nr«4r»fT ar»+.nfi

'

too indebted to either Kim Chi Young or Chung Hwang Tahk,

H

Y
' time he has failed to deliver on his promises. We are beginning to realize that actually

^ 5^in his position, he can't even try to, because Dr, Kang is one of his elders, and he is

S The one ^ood thing is that for aome r«asnn or o-cher now (»^**sbytery pressuee??—it might

be) they also want the court cases called wff# That is woudcrful, aud we ho^u Ab kocd

wMA'ou<h, as suu,* things ,*-ve been so bad, and so uncalled for, as well as a disgrace to

the church here,

Their solution which they proffer is to "use Presbytery's influence" to call off the

V ^ y court cases if Howard will agree to have Sam Kim dismissed. And they are dangling an

unbelievable bribe in front of Sam to get him to accept this happily. In many ways

^ Howard is tempted to tell him to go ahead and take it. However, it isn't right for

j^them i:o be giving away huge amounts of hospital property this way, and furthermore, it

5- -S would open up a horrible can of worms for the future for anyone else who didn't want to

M ^ leave (Kim Moksa and Dr, Kang, esp,), Howard is holding out for the deal to be that

rrl ^^^im Moksa and Dr, Kang have to go at the same time. If they don't, it will strengthen

4 ^ everything that the doctors object to so violentsly, and leave them in a much stronger

i
.

X position than they have right now, Howard has offered to resign too, if Dr, Chung will.

As a matter of fact, the plain truth is that Dr. Chung is never going to be the supt.,

^ He HAS to use someone else because he just doesn't know how to run a big hospital. All

^ t of the doctors agree on this, as of course, Howard does too. So that's where things

stand at present,

Howard made such good progress with his back the first week he stayed in bed that he

^:^was encouraged, and only sorry he hadn't gone to bed two months earlier. The last week

r^or ten days, though, he feels he hasn't made any progress at all, and this is discourag-

^ Ing to him, Don Kim told him to stay down until next Saturday, when he will try to

come and see him again. Except for the pain he is in, the bed rest ought to be good

for him. However, it is taking away his appetite too, which is not so good as if he

would eat heartily,
- ^

^ You probably have heard that Van Lierops will be leaving after Annual Meeting, The

^
Mission grows smaller, it seems.

How wonderful about your Queen Mary tripl We hear that Holts are in straits over getting

escorts to Europe, and had toyed with the idea of trying to go that way if we got off

^ S^befor^ your sojourn in England is over. It's impossible to guess at this point, though,

H ^ whether things will have quieted down enough here for us to leave before then or not.

^ Howarsi thinks we will be in the States for the summer, but I wonder whether he will be

2 IVl
» ^

^ V able -CO leave before the June board meeting???? We had asked Tom Jackson to see if he

^ - l_could save the last two weeks of August for us in your cabin and he said he wo^d. e

0 ^ f^ppreciate the thoughtfulness SO MUCH, and will be sure to let him know early if it

? appears we will not be here. Lots of folks were looking for a place to stay last summer

the middle of August, and all things being equal, I imagine they will be next year, to-'-
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IN BRIEF

Airport

row over

flight

delays
Furious holidaymakers

were involved in scenes

at Heathrow airport today

after a series of mishaps

had delayed their flight to

Spain for more than 24

hours.

Many of the 200 passen-
gers, who spent the night in
hotels in Kensington, were
today demanding their money
back and complained at how
they had been treated. Said
one passenger: “This is rhv
first flight abroad and it will
be my last.”

Killers sought
Police were today hunting

for two youths who shot
dead a 33-year-old man as
he answered his door in the
Waterside area of London-
derry last night.

Body found
Police have appealed for

help in identifying the body
of a murdered young man
found hidden in bracken on
Chorleywood Common, Hert-
fordshire, yesterday by a
couple walking their dog.

Dosser may have started blaze at college

CITY
ARSON
PROBE

Staff and students were evacuated on
Saturday night from Westminster and
Cheshunt Colleges in Madingley Bead, Cam-
bridge, when fire broke out in the basement.

Police suspect the fire may have been started by
a dosser sleeping rough.

The blaze was confined to the storeroom adjoining
the college kitchens. At one point it threatened to
spread to* nearby staff

accommodation;
staff and students, some Jobs

29237614.Firemen damp down outbuUdings at the coUege,

NKOMO
¥700170^0



hd^ inrfdShtifymg tli^/.body
of a murdered young man
found hidden iri bra'cken on

‘ Chorleywdod :CommonVjHert'
fordshire, yest^rdayv^by- a
•cdupld walking-: theft*, clog.

: vr'y---
'

Tram speeds in

, , Britain’s super-train went
-lhtb'‘"scrvice* today .-r and
cdrapfcted its journey' four
mihutes • early.- The 125'

, m.p.h.' train took just 92.

'hlihutes to gel from Pad-
dington to Bristol,

f

TODAY’S NEWS
’ .Cambridge^ round-the-
world * iallpr* Shane Acton,

-

« 1$' claiming that his yacht
“Super 'Shrimp” has travel*

' led, farther around the
world" than" any other' ves-
sel'; of the* same si^e; He
supports' Ms- claim In an
articlo'" on Page 9.

'A' At At
Why , do the same 17

South Cambridgeshire vil*

.
lages always have to

,

keep
their refuse an extra week
when a public holiday fails

on- a Monday? Square Deal
Investigates on P:»;e 15;

At At At
’ Chrlstopher'South contin*

' .aes'hls Inquiries into the
very odd casd of granny’s
stolen corpse In I-<ook South

...on Page 9. He also' opens
:

new dossiers* on the cases
; of the cat-bone currv -and
the tipsy tripper.

A' A"
TV, Radio.

Toniglit’s C'lioice ... 2
Newj^ 3. 7. 10, 11
Weddings 4. 5
Rcadet’s I^etters 8
Look South.

, What’s On 9
Flylhg C-amera 12
Business News 13
Cla&sifiecl Extra ... 13. 14
Square peal ....’ 15
'Cro^word' 18
Racing ' 19
Sport 18. 19. 20

TOMORROW
Proposals for re-organis-

ing education for 16-to 19-

year-olds In the Cahibrldge
area eould drasticallv alter
the prsent balance between,
sixth form and further ed-
ucatiem * places. In :all'' the
-roh,tfoversv over the fssue
,the voice of the students
themselves ha« scarcely
been heard. In tomorrow’s
“News’* we ask young stu*»

dents at both sixth form
colleges and the “Tech” why
they chose the place they
did.

the college kitchens. At One point it threatened to

spread to* nearby staff

accommodationt .

.

stair, and students, . some
of ' Whom had just returned
for the Michaelinas Term,
were evacuated.

But Cambridge firemen
n^naged to bring the bjaze
under control and confined
damage to the storeroom and
its contents.

The fire started at about
11.30 p.ra. Smoke was spotted
by customers who were leav-
ing the nearby Rose and
Crown public house in
Pound HiH. At the same
time the fire was seen by
staff Uvlng at the college.

INQUIRIES
Cambridge firemen,- with

thr'Oe appliances took three-
quarters-of-an-hour to extin-
guish the fire.

Four" firemen. wearing
breathing apparatus, entered
the' smoke-fiUed building to
check that it was empty.
Damage was confined- to

carpets, chairs ' and other
' prbp^y stored in the' build-

ing. No cost has yet been
placed on the damage.
' TTie . Cambridge div^ional
CID comniander,' Det. Supt.
Keith Hobkham, said today:

• “We think the 'fire was
started deliberately. • It could
have been a dosser trying
to . kbep - warm. We. are
treating It as arson and in-

quiries are continuing. * We
are awaiting a detailed fire

report.”

Recovery in

fixed interest

turnover
A big recovery in turnover

for, Government -stocks and
other fixed interest securi-.

ties ; on the Stock Exchange
was, disclosed today.
Sparked by the success of

the Government’s long-

dated £600 million loan that
carried a record-breaking

;
interest rate, the ' latest

figures show busine.ss in

September was the highest
since May this year.

/ i lTie total value of all;

deftls in fixed interest secur-
ities, last month worked' out
at £6.420.324.000. This rep-
resents a recovery of more
than £1,800 million oir the
August figure £4,556,318.000

which had been the lowest
mortthly total seen since

September 1975.
•' vThe Financial Times

index was itp 5 8 at 1 pm.
to 323.3—PA.

Jobs
survey
forecasts

Christmas
boom

Britain’s, Christmas
seasonal industries appear
to be expecting a boom
festive period for con-
smner spending despite
the economic plight, says
a quarterly survey of em-
ployment prospects.
The survey, prepared by

Manpower, a jobs service
organisati<m, says that more
than one in five employers.
(21.8 per cent) expects, to
take on staff in the main
winter seasonal sectors—
department stores, distribu-
tive trades, food maiiufact-

,
ure. brewing' and distilling
and soft drink production.
Things look brighter than

a year ago when the com-
parative percentage was 12.9
per cent, says Manpower.

It refers to a second boost
today for the 'Government’s
efforts to encourage confid-
ence - In sterling. A Con-
federation of British Indus-;
try 'survey gives qualified-
hope that the economic
recovery will gather pace
gain later this year with a
drop in unemployment.
The Manpower survey for

the last three months of this
year says that more employ-
ers, than last autumn say
they will increase their work-
force (17.8 per cent with
11.7 per cent) and fewer
plan to cut back (8.1 per

.
cerl with 12.7 per cent).
Gloomiest picture is in

local government and public
building, hit by the public
spending curbs.

. The Confederation of
British Industries’ quarterly
regional .economic report,
issued today, sajfs that an
increase in industrial activity
iq the South-Eastern region
in the past three months has
been" followed by ' some
supply difficulties.
Shdrtages of special steels,

aluminium.
. machine tools

and skilled labour arC, cited.
But there are signs manu-

facturing industry is begin-
ning to take on laboyr. the
report states.—PA.

firemen damp down outbuildings at the college, 2y‘2376l4.

NKOMO
UPSETS
RHODESIA
PEACE
PLAN
Black leader Joshua

Nkomo today torpedoed
hopes for the early suc-

cess (rf Anglo-American
peace plans for Rhodesia.
“There is no such' thing as

the Pretoria Agreement now”
he, said in Salisbury.
He told correspondents

that African, heads of State
and Rhodestiaa Black
Nationalist leaders have re-
jected the US Secretary of
State Dr Henry Kisipger’s
proposals—accepted by the
Rhodesian government—for
an, interim government to
lead the country to black
Vile by September 1978.
Bishop Abel. Juzorewa.

leader of Mr Nkomo’s rival
ANG external wing, yester-
day- announced his ' opposi-
tion to aspects of the pro-
posals.
Both Mr. Nkomo and

Bishop Muzorewa have also
objected to the two-year
timetable to majority rule.

—

AP.

Teenage athlete found

unconscious
A 15-year old girl, Deborah Woollard, who vanished

on a cross-cduntry run was found unconscious, two

hours later after a full-scale hunt. Full story—page 10.

Deborah Woollard “
' found lying on heath-

land by mother.

Wedged coffin

probe ordered
An inquiry has been launched by Cambridge City

Council to discover why a coffin became wedged in a

grave diuing a funeral at a city cemetei*y.

The incident happened towards tlie end of the cere-
mony when the coto was being lowered into the grave.

It wedged halfway down the shaft and then tilted

and became stuck as bearers tried to lower it further.

Relatives then tried to dig the coffin free and grave-
diggers were called to widen the shaft.

The funeral eventually finished two hours after it

started.
*

Said a mourner: “Everyone was distressed. The
gravediggers even arrived smoking and dropped ash
on to the coffin.”

• Full report — page 11.
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